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Abstract
The last 40 years has seen shame move from the margin to the mainstream of
psychology and psychotherapy research. H. B. Lewis labelled shame the ―sleeper‖ in
psychopathology, and her seminal work encouraged many to explore the role of shame in
the aetiology and maintenance of various psychological problems and ‗disorders‘ (H. B.
Lewis, 1971, 1987b). Despite this, the experience of shame among gay men has received
relatively little attention. This is an oversight given that gay men in heterosexist societies
like Australia are stigmatised, and stigma is related to shame (Goffman, 1968; M. Lewis,
1998). Qualitative research was conducted with nine gay men living in Melbourne and
Sydney, Australia, to primarily explore their experiences of shame and embarrassment
related to sexuality. The secondary purpose of the study was to explore whether or not
psychotherapy had been of assistance in dealing with shame-related issues. Grounded
theory methods were employed during data collection and analysis, and seven higher order
relational themes emerged which represented processes associated with these men‘s
experiences.
Research findings are discussed with reference to the corpus of theoretical and
research literature on shame, identity development, mental health, and psychological
therapies. Relational-cultural theory (Jordan, 2010) provides a useful framework to
understand the participants‘ shame and embarrassment experiences, and findings
underscore the role of negative attitudes and behaviours of others in these experiences.
Many men reported struggling to be themselves in relationships including choosing not to
disclose their sexuality for fear of rejection, judgement, and criticism. Adolescent
experiences featured strongly in participants‘ accounts. The findings highlight the relational
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nature of shame and the potential import of relationships in the therapy and amelioration of
shame. A relational model of gay men‘s experiences of shame and embarrassment is
offered. Strengths and limitations of the current inquiry, opportunities for future research,
and implications of findings, are discussed.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
Shame is a universal experience of feeling oneself to be unworthy or inadequate
(Nathanson, 1987). It is a relational emotion linked to the maintenance of attachment bonds
and various theorists have highlighted the role of shame in signifying threats to social
bonds and relationships (Gilbert, 2003; H. B. Lewis, 1971). Most theorists place the initial
appearance of shame during toddlerhood and arising in the context of caregiver
misattunement (Schore, 2003a). In this manner, attachment and social bonds appear to play
a critical role in the development and socialisation of shame.
There have been shame theorists of varying theoretical persuasions, beginning with
Darwin (1872/1965) and the early work of Freud (Breuer & Freud, 1893-1895/1974; S.
Freud, 1894/1986), and more recently with self-psychology (Broucek, 1991; Kohut, 1971;
Morrison, 1983, 1989), developmental/social psychology (M. Lewis, 1992; Tangney &
Dearing, 2002), neuroscience (Schore, 2003a), and the pioneering work of H. B. Lewis
(1971, 1987a). Thomas (2005) noted that while there are varying and contradictory views
about the nature of shame, the one uniting feature is that most theorists agree that shame is
related to the self in a global way. This is an important feature in how the field has come to
understand the differences between shame and guilt, which have historically been referred
to together, and confused and conflated (Lynd, 1958). Shame is about global self. Guilt is
about specific transgressions. Embarrassment relates only to one‘s public self
representation (Robins & Schriber, 2009) and thus, is milder and easier to recover from visà-vis shame.
Shame can be the product of stigma (Goffman, 1968; M. Lewis, 1998). This
relationship has been of interest to researchers in specific fields such as HIV (Duffy, 2005)
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and mental illness (Hinshaw, 2007). However, the relationship between stigma and shame
among gay men has not attracted the same level of research interest (Allen & Oleson,
1999). The central thesis explored here is that gay men in Australia grow up in a
heterosexist society where their sexuality is stigmatised and therefore, they are susceptible
to experiences of shame (and embarrassment). In the literature to date, such a thesis has not
been explored to any great degree; a comprehensive search of peer-reviewed articles
revealed only three empirical studies which specifically explored shame among gay men.
Following is a summary of the chapters which comprise this thesis.
Chapters Two and Three are literature review chapters which provide a deeper
rationale for the current inquiry. In Chapter Two, a working set of definitions of shame,
guilt, embarrassment and humiliation are provided. Subsequently, different perspectives of
shame are reviewed and the chapter concludes by considering links between shame and
defense mechanisms and mental health. Chapter Three explores the role of heterosexism in
gay men‘s mental health, and reviews the current research foci in explaining links between
heterosexism and poorer health outcomes among gay men. The chapter then moves to an
exploration of the import of shame among gay men and its relational correlates. Current
theory on how to work with shame in psychotherapy with gay men is then explored, and the
chapter concludes with a statement of research aims and purposes.
Chapter Four details the design and methodology employed including a rationale for
the use of in-depth interviews. The question of which qualitative methodology is addressed,
along with reasons why qualitative inquiry and counselling psychology are well suited
(Morrow, 2007). The research design and methods, including data coding and analysis, are
then explained in detail and the reader is introduced to each participant with a brief
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biography. A statement of researcher position is included in order to locate my own
interests which have informed this project. The chapter concludes with a consideration of
validity in qualitative research and provisions in the current inquiry to ensure rigour.
Chapters Five and Six detail the research findings. The focus of Chapter Five is
participants‘ experiences of shame and embarrassment. A synopsis of each man‘s interview
material is provided. The chapter provides context for the detailed discussion of the seven
higher order themes and two categories of psychotherapy experiences, in Chapter Six. At
the end of Chapter Six, a relational model of gay men‘s experiences of shame and
embarrassment, based on the themes that arose across these men‘s interviews, is offered.
The chapter concludes with a discussion of divergent cases.
Chapter Seven relates the findings of the study to the wider literature on shame,
identity development, mental health and psychological therapies. Relational-Cultural
Theory (RCT) (Jordan, 2010) proves useful in understanding the relational experiences of
shame and embarrassment that participants spoke of, including a common dialectical
relational struggle. The concept of identity development-in-relation as a more complex and
multilayered process is proposed and compared with other theories of gay men‘s identity
development (Cass, 1996; Elizur & Mintzer, 2001). Shame and mental health is considered
with particular attention paid to the potential risks of focussing on technique in
psychological practice, as is commonly espoused under many evidence-based practices.
The chapter then proceeds to a discussion of what is therapeutic for shame by interrogating
participants‘ accounts of helpful and unhelpful psychotherapy experiences. The chapter
concludes with an exploration of possible opportunities for future research.
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Chapter Eight concludes the thesis by considering the strengths and limitations of
the current inquiry and reiterating the major findings.
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Chapter 2 – Perspectives on Shame
Though terror speaks of life and death and distress makes of the words a vale of tears, yet
shame strikes deepest into the heart of man…shame is felt as an inner torment, a sickness of
the soul. It does not matter whether the humiliated one has been shamed by derisive
laughter or whether he mocks himself. In either event he feels himself naked, defeated,
alienated, lacking in dignity or worth. (Tomkins, 1963, p. 118)

Differentiating Self-Conscious Emotions
There is shame about shame, and as a society we have become shame-phobic.
Therefore, it largely goes undiscussed. Shame is taboo, a silent, hidden, and denied emotion
(H. B. Lewis, 1987b; Scheff, 2003; Scheff & Retzinger, 2000; Tangney & Dearing, 2002;
Thomas, 2005). Historically, shame and guilt have been confused and conflated. Guilt is
more transient and tied to a specific behaviour, event or transgression. Shame is a global
experience of the self as being unworthy, inadequate, bad, defective, dirty, immoral,
improper, inferior, and unacceptable (M. Lewis, 1992). Shame invites concealment and
hiding (Krugman, 1995), whereas guilt is more action oriented, inviting confession and the
seeking of forgiveness (Nathanson, 1987b).
Niedenthal, Tangney, and Gavanski (1994), offered a helpful way of differentiating
shame and guilt, with shame captured by the thought, ―if only I weren't…,‖ and guilt by ―if
only I hadn't….‖ A working set of distinctions between shame, guilt, embarrassment and
humiliation is outlined below.
Shame. Shame involves an assault or attack on the self (Van Vliet, 2008) and is
conceptualised as a relational, self-conscious, and moral emotion involving negative, stable,
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and global attributions about the worthiness of the self. It has developmental origins in
early caregiver interactions and involves a threat to the social self and attachment bonds
(Lansky, 1999; H. B. Lewis, 1971). In shame, ―the self becomes embroiled in the self
because the evaluation of the self by the self is total. There is no way out‖ (p. 747). In this
way, it is recursive and entrapping and invites hiding and evasive behaviour. Shame
needn‘t always involve others‘ judgements, and often it is just the self that judges the self
(H. B. Lewis, 1971; Tangney, Wagner, & Gramzow, 1992). Shame involves relational selfconsciousness because it causes us to become acutely aware of ourselves in relationship
(Jordan, 2010).
Guilt. In guilt, unlike shame, the focus is specific. Guilt involves negative, unstable,
and specific attributions about the self, tied to behaviour or action. For example, ‗I
shouldn't have lied in my interview, how could I have done that.‘ Unlike shame, guilt
incites reparative behaviours such as confession and seeking forgiveness.
Embarrassment. Embarrassment involves one's public self-representation (Robins
& Schriber, 2009; Tracy & Robins, 2004). It is rarely experienced in private unless linked
to a public exposure. For example, it is unlikely that one would feel embarrassed about
clumsily colliding with a wall at home alone. Embarrassment, vis-à-vis shame and guilt,
can involve attributions which are, stable or unstable, specific or global. Also, it differs
from shame and guilt because the attribution is cognitively simpler involving one‘s ‗public
self‘ or persona (Babcock & Sabini, 1990); more complex attributions inviting other
aspects of self would provoke guilt and shame (Tracy & Robins, 2004). Embarrassment can
be viewed as similar to shame (Kaufman, 1985; H. B. Lewis, 1971), but less intense and
tied to less important standards, rules, and goals (M. Lewis, 1992).
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Humiliation. Humiliation is a relational emotion which has been left largely
untouched in self-conscious emotion research and theory (Tracy & Robins, 2004).
Relational-cultural theorists are a notable exception. The root of the word humiliate is ‗to
be soiled‘ (Hartling, Rosen, Walker, & Jordan, 2000). Humiliation involves interactions
between people and groups where scorn, ridicule, belittling, ostracism, and being
demeaned, cause one individual or group to be put ―in a degraded or lowly position,
inciting feelings of devaluation or disgrace‖ (Hartling, Rosen, Walker, & Jordan, 2000, p.
3). Humiliation involves definitional aspects of shame and embarrassment. Like
embarrassment, the focus is on the public self. Like shame, alleged global, stable, and
negative aspects of the humiliated, are derided. As such, humiliation can lead to feelings of
shame. It has been proposed that humiliation requires, as a minimum, a dyadic interaction
(Tracy & Robins, 2004). Therefore, like embarrassment, it is unlikely to occur in private
without some public cause.
Perspectives on Shame
There are different perspectives in shame theory and research including:
psychoanalytic, including classical and self psychology; affect theory; developmental
neuroscience; evolutionary psychology and affect theories; developmental/social
psychology; sociological; and, relational-cultural theory. The following descriptions of
these approaches are not intended as an exhaustive analysis but rather a brief outline of the
various shame theory foci. Figure 2.1 maps the key contributors to shame theory and
research including influences between theorists. Dates illustrate key contributions or
periods of multiple or ongoing contributions. This figure was adapted from one offered by
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Thomas (2005, p. 10). To her schematic I have added sociological, relational-cultural, and
developmental neuroscience contributions.
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Figure 2.1 – Key Contributors to Shame Theory and Research1 (after Thomas, 2005, p. 10)
Darwin (1872)

Psychoanalytic Perspectives
Freud (1893 - 1931)
Relational-Cultural Perspectives
Jordan et al. (1991 - ongoing)

Evolutionary/Functionalist
Perspectives

Sociological Perspectives

Erickson (1950)
Piers & Singer (1953)

Affect Theory Perspectives
Tomkins (1962,
1963, 1991, 1992)

Cooley (1902)

psychoanalytic influences

Levin (1967)
Izard (1977, 1991)
H.B. Lewis (1971,
1987, 1988)

Developmental/Social Psychological
Perspectives

Wurmser (1981)
Self Psychology Perspectives
Kohut (1971, 1977, 1984)
Broucek (1982, 1991)

M. Lewis (1992 ongoing)

1

Tangney (1990 ongoing)

Morrison (1983,
1989, 1994)

Lynd (1958), sociologist,

Goffman (1963)
Scheff & Retzinger
(1991 - ongoing)

Kaufman (1980 1996)
Seidler (2000)
Nathanson (1987,
1992)
Developmental
Neuroscience Perspectives

Gilbert (1992 ongoing)

Schore (1998 - ongoing)

Dates refer to key contributions or periods of contribution. Solid lines represent direct influences, dotted lines represent influential
associations.
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Psychoanalytic. Psychoanalytic theory has played an important role in shame
theory and research. It has been widely recognised that Freud, and other ego-psychology
advocates, focussed more on guilt and anxiety, than shame. However, initially Freud did
write about shame (Breuer & Freud, 1893-1895/1974; S. Freud, 1894/1986), especially in
considering hysteria and seduction theory (Lansky, 1999; H. B. Lewis, 1971; Thomas,
2005). Freud turned away from shame toward anxiety and guilt when his interest shifted to
drive and structural theories (Lansky, 1999; Scheff, 2000). Under structural theory, guilt
was viewed as a primary outcome of the judging function of the superego (S. Freud,
1923/1961). According to Lansky (1999, p. 349), Freud shifted from shame to guilt when
his ―theoretical and clinical preoccupation turned to hostile and competitive fantasy and
feared retaliation internalized as guilt.‖
After Freud‘s initial contributions, shame was largely neglected in the
psychoanalytic literature until 1971 (Lansky, 1999). There were some exceptions. Adler,
Horney, Kardiner, and Erikson either tacitly or directly spoke of shame (Scheff, 2000).
Erikson (1950) positioned the child‘s negotiation of ―autonomy versus shame and doubt‖ as
the second basic task of the developing ego. This occurred during the anal phase, around
two to three years. In this way, Erikson recognised the universality of shame. He viewed
shame as complete exposure and self-consciousness, as in being caught ―with one‘s pants
down‖ (p. 227). Piers (in the first of two essays in Piers and Singer (1953)) made an
important contribution to a classical psychoanalytic understanding of shame, by
differentiating shame and guilt (Thomas, 2005). Wurmser was more aligned to classical
theory and tried to show that Kohutian self psychology shame formulations could be better
accounted for by Freudian drive theory (Broucek, 1991). On the other hand, Seidler (2000)
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incorporated self-psychology, object relations, and Freudian drive theory in his shame
theory.
Shame and the self both re-gained prominence in psychoanalytic circles in 1971
(Lansky, 1999) through the work of H. B. Lewis and Kohut (Kohut, 1971; H. B. Lewis,
1971). Lewis analysed 170 psychotherapy session transcripts and found abundant examples
of unanalysed shame in patient presentations, and the therapist-patient relationship (H. B.
Lewis, 1971). Lewis‘s formulations of shame and guilt led to the clearest differentiation of
these phenomena. As pointed out by Scheff (2000), Lewis (1971) framed shame in
relational terms, as a threat to the social bond associated with fear of disconnection, and
being misunderstood. She also developed the concept of bypassed or unacknowledged
shame, signified by a wince or jolt and confused or hostile reactions (H. B. Lewis, 1971).
Also, both Lansky (1999) and Zarem (2006) acknowledged the important contribution of
Lewis (1971) in linking shame to humiliated fury and rage.
The role of shame in normal and abnormal development of the self was further
highlighted by Broucek, Morrison and other psychoanalytic thinkers influenced by selfpsychology (Broucek, 1982, 1991, 1997; Morrison, 1983, 1989, 2008; Tangney, et al.,
1992; Thomas, 2005). Broucek stated, ―shame is to self psychology what anxiety is to ego
psychology – the keystone affect‖ (Broucek, 1982, p. 369). While ego psychology focussed
on drives, conflicts, and the influence of the ego ideal in shame, self psychology
conceptualised shame in terms of a relational self (Schore, 2009), and incongruence
between one‘s idealised self and the actual experience of self (Morrison, 1983, 1989).
While self psychologists viewed shame as an innate affect, they also acknowledged the
critical import to shame, of the development of objective self-awareness from around 18
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months (Broucek, 1991). Also, self psychologists have theorised extensively about the role
of shame in narcissism (Kohut, 1971). Hartocollis (1980) described narcissism as a
protective strategy to guard against shame (including unworthiness and self-contempt), by
―assuming an attitude of grandiosity and entitlement, which is often accompanied by
feelings of elation and contempt for others‖ (p. 137).
Developmental neuroscience. Schore (1994, 1998, 2003a, 2003b, 2009) has
contributed much to understanding the developmental neuroscience of shame. Schore‘s
theory of the neuropsychological origins of shame draws on psychoanalysis, infant
research, developmental psychology, affect theory, and neuroscience (Schore, 2003b).
Schore has described the role of early caregiver attunement in the child‘s emotional and
neurological development, and the socialisation of shame. Using Tomkin‘s affect theory, he
proposed that shame acts as a specific inhibitor of positive affects such as interestexcitement and enjoyment-joy (Schore, 2003a). With shame, the child approaches the
caregiver in a state of excitement or joy, expecting her to share in his/her positive affect.
However, when her face expresses disinterest, frustration or even disgust – opposed to
affectively attuned interest or joy – the result is a rapid transition from a state of positive to
negative affect. Her misattunement, and ―refusal to enter into a dyadic system that can
recreate the attachment bond‖ (Schore, 2003a, p. 18) has blocked his/her attachment
attempts to have her reflect and amplify his/her state of interest, excitement or joy.
Consequently, the child avoids attention and desires to become ―unseen‖ (Schore,
2003a, p. 18). Concomitantly, a complex interplay of neurophysiological mechanisms
occurs including the stimulation of cortisol and corticosterone, and a dampening of
endorphin. Shame as negative affect is then regulated when the child re-engages with a
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―good enough‖ responsive caregiver who, through re-establishing attunement and mutual
face-gazing, assists the child to manage shame. This socialises the child into emotion
regulation and shame tolerance (Schore, 2003a).
Schore (2003a, 2003b) related this reparative cycle of emotional attunementmisattunement-attunement to the development of: helpful internal working models,
including a sense of self as effective; healthy self-esteem; and, the maintenance of selfidentity and self-continuity. Neurologically, the cycle is being reflected by neural growth in
the child‘s orbitofrontal cortex, which subsequently becomes the brain‘s control centre for
social interaction (Lee, 2007).
This is Schore‘s model for healthy development of personality and emotion
regulation. However, if this essential process of attunement-misattunement-attunement goes
awry, he linked it to narcissistic and borderline personality constellations. Repeated early
failures of attunement can crystallise shameful beliefs about one‘s affective needs (Schore,
2003a). Lee (2007) noted: ―if the child is left too long in this corticosteroid bath of shame
the literature then turns to describing trauma‖ (p. 41). Lee (2007) proposed that ongoing
childhood shame was associated with: (i) cortisol and corticosteroid overproduction; (ii) the
development of internalised shame (which he called ‗ground shame‘); and, (iii) trauma.
Other researchers have also linked shame with increased cortisol as well as
proinflammatory cytokine production (Dickerson, Gruenewald, & Kemeny, 2004; M.
Lewis & Ramsay, 2002). While overproduction of these brain hormones can affect brain
structure, recent brain research has drawn attention to neuro-plasticity and shown that
psychotherapy and positive growth fostering connections can rework pathways and change
brains (Jordan, 2010; Schore, 1994).
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Schore (2003b) posited that the caregiver‘s failure to shame-regulate positive affect
hyper-arousal would result in weak ―maternal introjection and gender identification‖ (p.
174) in the child. He related this proposition to Kaufman‘s (1985) observation of a ―strong
connection between ‗failures in identification‘ due to intense early shame histories and
homosexual manifestations‖ (Schore, 2003b, p. 174). It appears that Schore positioned
homosexuality as weak gender identification resulting from an intense early shame history.
This is consistent with pathological psychoanalytic formulations of homosexuality as
negative oedipal fixation, and an aberration of hetero-normative gender identification (S. H.
Phillips, 2003). Kaufman clarified his position via personal communication and noted:
―homosexuality can be associated with--not caused by--weak gender identification with
either parent, just as it can be associated with strong gender identification with either
parent. Gender identification, sexual orientation, and shame regulation are three
independent, though interrelated processes‖ (G. Kaufman, personal communication, March
16, 2011 – emphasis in original email).
Affect theory. Tomkins, Kaufman and Nathanson have approached shame from an
affect theory perspective. Kaufman and Nathanson have each built on the work of Tomkins.
Tomkins (1963, 1987) was unsure of how to treat shame and viewed it as an innate affect,
auxiliary to the positive affects. He saw shame-humiliation as a critical adaptive affect that
would regulate and attenuate excessive interest or joy (Tangney & Dearing, 2002; Tomkins,
1987). Schore built on Tomkins notion of shame as attenuator of positive affect in his
neuropsychological theory of shame. Tomkins (1963) recognised the duality of self as
subject and object in shame experiences, and Thomas (2005) noted that he viewed shame
and guilt as essentially equivalent at the affect level.
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Nathanson built on the work of Tomkins, to the extent that he dedicated his 1994
text to him. Like Tomkins, he viewed shame as an auxiliary affect and noted: ―shame exists
only in terms of other affects‖ (Nathanson, 1994, p. 136). Gilbert (1998) noted that
Nathanson (1994) saw shame as an innate affect, which developed along with the brain and
higher order cognitive faculties. According to affect theorists, shame and other affects
‗bind‘ with relational scenes and form scripts (or schemas – see Grant and Crawley (2002))
which then inform future expectations of interactions (Nathanson, 1994).
Nathanson (1994) also noted that defensive and protective responses to shame
involve ―all the habits, defenses, tricks, strategies, tactics, excuses, protections, buffers,
apologies, justifications, arguments, and rejoinders that we have devised, witnessed, or
stored over the highly personal series of events we know as our lifetime‖ (p. 309). He
developed a ―compass of shame‖ capturing typical ―scripts‖ and behavioural responses to
shame. The four poles of the compass include: withdrawal – desire to escape the view of
others; attack self – I blame myself; avoidance – refusing to acknowledge faults; or attack
other – I respond to rejection with anger.
The final proponent of affect theory to be discussed is Kaufman. Kaufman has made
significant contributions to shame theory (Kaufman, 1974, 1985, 1992, 1996; Kaufman &
Bly, 1995; Kaufman & Raphael, 1996; Schenk, Everingham, Bly, & Kaufman, 1995). He
built on Tomkin‘s affect theory, objects relations (Fairbairn and Guntrip), and Sullivan‘s
interpersonal theory (Kaufman, 1996). Kaufman (1996) metaphorically viewed the shame
inducing process as a severing of the ―interpersonal bridge,‖ the first experiences of which
would occur in the primary caregiver relationship. He also saw original shame experiences
as preverbal and thus, potentially inaccessible to verbal expression in adulthood (Kaufman,
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1974, 1996). Like Lynd (1958) (discussed later), Kaufman linked shame to identity
development and noted, ―the experience of shame is inseparable from man‘s [sic] search for
himself‖ (1974, p. 568). He associated shame, at its most disruptive, to interference with
identity development and failure to establish an internal secure base (Kaufman, 1974).
Kaufman (1985, 1996) distinguished shame as affect from internalised shame.
Shame as affect was viewed as partial and temporary, while internalised shame had
markedly higher intensity, frequency and duration, and had the potential to manifest in
shame-based syndromes. Kaufman (1985) proposed that shame was internalised and
magnified through binding with other affects, drives and needs linked with ―scenes‖ based
on relationships with significant others. He stated:
We internalize the very ways in which we are treated by significant others and we learn to
treat ourselves accordingly…whenever the expression of a particular affect, whether it be
anger, fear, even enjoyment, is followed by some parental response which induces shame,
an internalized affect-shame bind can result…the development of an affect-shame bind then
functions to control the later expression of the particular affect involved. (pp. 36-40).

According to Kaufman (1985, 1996), internalisation can transform the transient
experience of shame – one of a repertoire of stimulus response possibilities – into an
enduring feature of one‘s identity; an identity seen as defective and never good enough.
Where this occurs, a shame-based identity or profile develops through the internalisation
and magnification of shame.
As shame becomes internalised and magnified through pairing with imagery and
critical developmental scenes, it manifests in shame-based syndromes. Kaufman (1996)
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considered shame as central to disorders of self-esteem and mood, and a number of
syndromes. He stated: ―compulsive, addictive, borderline and narcissistic syndromes,
which continue to elude effective intervention are rooted in affect dynamics in general and
shame dynamics in particular‖ (p. 111, emphasis in original).
Evolutionary psychology. Gilbert and others have written of the evolutionary
significance of shame (Dickerson, et al., 2004; Gilbert, 1997, 1998, 2000, 2003; Kemeny,
Gruenewald, & Dickerson, 2004). Evolutionary psychologists have argued that shame is
primarily ―elicited in social conditions that threaten one's social identity‖ (Kemeny, et al.,
2004, p. 153). They have highlighted the adaptive and maladaptive nature of shame. In its
adaptive form, shame promotes socially responsible behaviour, and alerts the individual to
threats to the social self, and ―is elicited in response to social rejection and other events that
threaten the individual‘s self-esteem, social status, and sense of belonging‖ (Van Vliet,
2008, p. 233). Adaptive shame experiences help to regulate behaviour without becoming an
enduring feature of one‘s psychological structure.
Gilbert (2000) conceptualised shame in terms of social rank theory and suggested
that shame behaviours, such as gaze aversion and escape, are also safety behaviours aimed
to communicate submission to a dominant other. According to Gilbert (2000), non-human
primates also exhibit such behaviours and ―always avoid eye gaze with dominants‖ (p.
175). Gilbert (2004) viewed shame as an impaired ability to ―create positive affect in the
minds of the others‖ (p. 132). In more detail, he described shame as:
The inner experience of self as an unattractive social agent, under pressure to limit possible
damage to self via escape or appeasement that captures shame most closely. It does not
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matter if one is rendered unattractive by one‘s own or other people‘s actions; what matters
is the sense of personal unattractiveness – being in the social world as an undesired self; a
self one does not wish to be. Shame is an involuntary response to an awareness that one has
lost status and is devalued. (Gilbert, 2003, p. 1219)

Additionally, social rank theory has suggested that submissive behaviours occur in the
context of hierarchies of dominance and sub-ordinance, in which humans enact displays to
gain and maintain, or avert loss of, attractiveness to others.
Gilbert (2000) made unique distinctions between types of shame. First, he
differentiated internal and external types. Internal shame involved negative selfevaluations. External shame was conceptualised as related to stigma awareness and
consciousness and involved beliefs that aspects of self would attract scorn, rejection or
attack if made public (Gilbert, 2000). He believed that one could be aware of the potential
for external shame (stigmatisation) associated with certain behaviours, but not afflicted by
internal shame as a result of such behaviours. However, Gilbert (2000) proposed the
reverse didn‘t hold true, and cited research which supported the notion that ―if one thought
of oneself as inadequate one expected others to see the self in the same way‖ (p. 176).
Second, in relating social anxiety to shame, Gilbert (2003) made another distinction
between two types of shame based on associated fears: (i) shame of deficit, involving fear
of rejection and exclusion; and, (ii) the second type of shame, which Gilbert left unnamed,
involved fear of intrusion. This second type was related to being judged by another to have
a deficit and therefore, this involved the shameful experience of being intruded upon by
others judgements. These shame concepts need further development and delineation from
his internal/external distinction.
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Tangney and Dearing (2002) drew attention to the difference between Gilbert‘s
(1997, 1998, 2000, 2003) ideas about shame and those of H. B. Lewis and Scheff (H. B.
Lewis, 1971; Scheff, 2000). The authors noted that Lewis and Scheff viewed shame as a
reaction to a social bond threat involving attachment disruption, relational loss and
abandonment, and social rejection. On the other hand, Gilbert positioned shame in terms of
social rank, status, submission and attractiveness. Tangney and Dearing (2002) wondered
how this ―puzzling‖ (p. 160) contrast could be understood. They proposed a distinction
between men‘s and women‘s typical shame responses, with Gilbert‘s notion possibly more
characteristic of men, and the Lewis and Scheff explanation typically more explanatory for
women. This seems a questionable proposition from Tangney and Dearing (2002), and
rather than endeavouring to explain differences, these perspectives of shame can sit sideby-side as complementary views. Gilbert has described the larger socio-evolutionary
origins for shame and described how gaze aversion and submission behaviours aim to
maintain order and hierarchies. In turn, submission behaviours are aimed to maintaining
social bonds, and minimising attack, disruption and rejection, which dovetails with the
attachment view of shame as per Lewis and Scheff.
Gilbert is one of few who have considered the relationship between shame and
stigma (see also: Goffman, 1968; and, M. Lewis, 1998). He proposed that shame arose
from stigmatisation attached to certain social roles such as homosexuality (Gilbert, 2003).
Gilbert (2003) viewed stigmatisation and ostracism as social processes involving rejection
and exclusion enacted to protect against threats to the social order, and resulting in the
creation of in-groups and out-groups. He saw stigmatisation and stereotyping as variable in
terms of ―stigma hostility‖ (Gilbert, 2003, p. 1216). One pole was characterised by warmth
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and pity – such as with the elderly or intellectually disabled – and the other extreme by
hostility and contempt. Finally, Gilbert (2000) also noted a positive correlation between
stigma, shame and various psychopathologies ―from alcoholism to violence to personality
disorders‖ (p. 176).
Developmental/social psychology. M. Lewis, Tangney and their colleagues have
made significant theoretical and research contributions to a developmental social
psychology of shame, and other self-conscious moral emotions. Tangney refers to moral
emotions (see Tangney, Stuewig, & Mashek, 2007), M. Lewis to self-conscious emotions
(see M. Lewis, 2008). By and large, both built on H. B. Lewis‘s pioneering work which
differentiated the phenomenology of shame and guilt.
M. Lewis and colleagues have focussed on a theory and research agenda involving
childhood development of emotion and self, attribution with respect to self-conscious
emotions, and adjustment to sexual abuse and maltreatment including the role of shame and
trauma (Bennett, Sullivan, & Lewis, 2005; Feiring, Taska, & Lewis, 2002; M. Lewis, 1992,
1998, 2003, 2007, 2008; M. Lewis & Carmody, 2008; Slater & Lewis, 2007).
Tangney, Dearing and colleagues began with research focussed on delineating
shame and guilt, including guilt-proneness and shame-proneness. They have explored links
between shame-proneness, guilt-proneness, and other self-conscious emotions, to various
psychological and psychiatric outcomes (Dearing, Stuewig, & Tangney, 2005; R. S. Miller
& Tangney, 1994; Niedenthal, et al., 1994; Stuewig, Tangney, Heigel, Harty, &
McCloskey, 2010; Tangney, 2006; Tangney & Dearing, 2002; Tangney & Fischer, 1995;
Tangney, Miller, Flicker, & Barlow, 1996; Tangney, et al., 2007; Tangney, et al., 1992;
Tracy, Robins, & Tangney, 2007).
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Lewis proposed that shame arises after two key maturational changes including: (i)
the development of objective self-awareness; and, (ii) the internalisation of cultural
standards, rules and goals against which behaviour and the self are evaluated (M. Lewis,
1992, 2008). Lewis positioned non-evaluative emotions related to exposure, such as selfconscious embarrassment, empathy and envy, as beginning prior to shame, between one
and two years. On the other hand, he theorised that shame and the other evaluative selfconscious emotions, such as guilt, evaluative embarrassment, pride and hubris, emerged
once the child had come ―to own‖ standards, rules and goals, between two and three years
(M. Lewis, 1992, p. 92). Lewis distinguished two types of embarrassment, one involving
non-evaluative exposure, such as being complimented or randomly pointed at in class. He
proposed this type of embarrassment appeared earlier than evaluative embarrassment,
which he viewed as a milder form of shame, such as tripping over in public and evaluating
one‘s public self-representation as clumsy or uncoordinated.
Lewis made this distinction based on behavioural observations of children,
however, other theorists have not followed suit in making such a distinction (Keltner, 1996;
Sabini, Garvey, & Hall, 2001; Tangney, et al., 1996). This distinction seems questionable,
and it is possible that adults do not experience Lewis‘s non-evaluative type of
embarrassment. What Lewis (1992) asserted to be non-evaluative embarrassment, could
essentially be linked to fears of evaluative embarrassment. I will utilise two of Lewis‘s
scenarios to illustrate. First, if a lecturer were to point randomly to a student in class,
embarrassment in such a situation could be linked to the student‘s fears of others noticing a
fault or feature held as worthy of negative evaluation. This could be the reason why people
in such situations commonly adjust hair or posture (M. Lewis, 1992). Second, this
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hypothesis also holds true for complements, whereby one who is embarrassed by
complements could be fearful that such attention could inadvertently highlight aspects of
self held to be unworthy of complement. In either case, it is likely that fear of evaluative
embarrassment is present.
Lewis developed a cognitive attributional model to define and differentiate the selfconscious emotions based on whether attributions were positive or negative, global or
specific, stable or unstable. His model also drew upon a dual conception of self involving
subjective and objective self-awareness in order to further differentiate the self-conscious
emotions. Of specific import is his assertion that shame is overwhelming because it
involves fusion of self as subject and object (M. Lewis, 1992). Table 2.1 presents Lewis‘s
ideas about the types of attributions that are associated with the self-conscious emotions,
and whether or not self as subject and object become fused.
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Table 2.1 – Attributions and Self-Conscious Emotions
Attributions

Shame
Embarrassment
Guilt
Pride
Hubris

Subject/Object
Fusion or
Global/Specific Positive/Negative Stable/Unstable
Separation
Global
Negative
Stable
Fused
Specific or Global
Negative
Stable or Unstable
Separate
Specific
Negative
Unstable
Separate
Specific
Positive
Unstable
Separate
Global
Positive
Stable
Fused

Like Gilbert, Lewis (1992, 1998) related shame to stigma, by drawing on
Goffman‘s work in linking the two; Goffman is discussed later. Lewis (1998) proposed:
―stigma, for the most part, constitutes a public violation or action. For a person to fear
stigma from such a violation, it must be transparent, such as in a physical appearance or
action‖ (p. 127). Thus, he proposed that stigmatised features need to be transparent in order
for stigmatisation to occur, and he discussed disclosure of childhood sexual abuse as an
example. However, individuals can feel stigmatised whether or not they reveal or disclose
stigmatised features (Goffman, 1968). Notably, in both his chapters on stigma and shame,
Lewis (1992, 1998) made no mention of homosexuality as a stigmatised feature.
Tangney and Dearing (2002) have aligned with Lewis in utilising an attributional
model of self-conscious emotions, which hinges on the two developmental milestones of
objective self-awareness and internalisation of standards. However, in contrast to Lewis,
Tangney and Dearing (2002) asserted that younger children only have a rudimentary notion
of self and as such, they placed the development of shame in later childhood. While they
acknowledged theory and research placing the emergence of shame as early as two years,
they cited contrary research showing that ―at ages 5 to 6, children are unable to describe
events that would elicit shame and guilt‖ (Tangney & Dearing, 2002, p. 144). Therefore,
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they placed the first appearance of shame in middle childhood, about eight years old. At
this point, children have developed a notion of self complex enough to make stable and
unstable self-attributions, and therefore, able to delineate shame and guilt.
Tangney and colleagues (Tangney & Dearing, 2002; Tangney, et al., 1996;
Tangney, et al., 1992; Tracy, et al., 2007) have championed the shame-proneness construct.
Several authors have advanced similar trait shame constructs. As opposed to state shame
being the transient emotional state, trait shame is the propensity to experience shame as an
ongoing characterological feature, usually resulting from repeated childhood shaming
(Leeming & Boyle, 2004). The following trait constructs have been proposed: internalised
shame and shame-based identity (F. C. Clark, 1995; Kaufman, 1985, 1996); toxic shame
(Bradshaw, 1992; Goldberg, 1991); shame-proneness (H. B. Lewis, 1971; Tangney &
Dearing, 2002; Tangney, et al., 1992); pathological shame (Jordan, 1997; Karen, 1992;
Lansky & Morrison, 1997; Scheff, 1988); and, dispositional shame (Leeming & Boyle,
2004; Wolf, Cohen, Panter, & Insko, 2010). I will focus here on shame-proneness because
it is the construct which has gathered the most research momentum.
Tangney and Dearing (2002), defined shame-proneness as a disposition to
experience shame ―across a range of situations involving failures or transgressions‖ (p. 28).
Thomas (2005) noted that Tangney‘s definition was restricted and she offered a more
comprehensive conceptualistion of shame-proneness as referring to ―general deficiencies in
the self which then influence the frequency, intensity and duration of shame
experiences…those for whom the shameful self dominates the personality‖ (p. 183 & 353).
Tangney and colleagues have provided empirical evidence that shame-proneness
vis-à-vis guilt-proneness is reliably associated with various psychopathologies (Tangney &
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Dearing, 2002; Tangney, et al., 1992). Tangney‘s work has done much to alleviate guilt of
its bad reputation, she has referred to guilt as the ―moral emotion of choice‖ and shame as
―the evil twin‖ (Tangney, 2010, slide 3). Based on longitudinal research, Tangney and
Dearing (2002) proposed that by middle childhood, children develop a ―remarkably stable‖
(p. 146) ―moral emotional style‖ (p. 155). These styles being, by and large, either shameprone or guilt-prone.
The development of a moral emotional style by middle childhood could have central
import for gay men who commonly report a pervasive sense of difference during childhood
(Blum & Pfetzing, 1997). This sense of difference is commonly intuited as global and
negative and thus, could feasibly result in a more shame-prone style for proto-gay-boys
(Corbett, 1996, 2001). Especially where they have a sense of failure in meeting societal
inscriptions of ‗proper‘ gender behaviour.
Unlike Lewis (1992, 1998), Tangney and Dearing (2002) did comment on links
between homosexuality, stigma and shame. They noted: ―belonging to a sexual minority –
is a virtual guarantee of being socially rejected and stigmatized in many circles,
homosexuality is perhaps the most obvious example‖ (p. 167). The authors viewed
stigmatisation as beginning in early childhood and then intensifying in adolescence.
Stigmatisation co-occurring with the development of one‘s moral emotional style could
exacerbate shame-proneness and shame experiences related to a sense of self and sexuality
as unacceptable.
In a recent presentation, Tangney noted that ―sexual minorities are twice vulnerable
to shame‖ (Tangney, 2010, slide 3), including their own and as a consequence of others‘
shame. She also noted that stigmatisation results from sexual minorities symbolising
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rejected aspects of sexuality within members of the dominant group. This reflection of an
unacceptable aspect of self evokes shame, and subsequently anger. In support of this
commonly held psychodynamic notion (Forstein, 1988; Morin & Garfinkle, 1978; Shafer,
2007), she cited research in which homophobic heterosexual men, compared with nonhomophobic heterosexual men, exhibited ―penile erection to male homosexual stimuli‖
(Adams, Wright, & Lohr, 1996, p. 440).
Sociological. Scheff and Retzinger, both colleagues of H. B. Lewis (Lansky, 1999),
have written widely on the sociological importance of shame (Retzinger, 1997, 1998;
Scheff, 1988, 1997, 2000, 2003; Scheff & Retzinger, 1997, 2000). They extended H. B.
Lewis‘s work which linked shame and rage by studying ―shame-cycles and conflict
escalation‖ (Lansky, 1999, p. 350; Retzinger, 1997). Scheff (2000) presented an analysis of
the contribution to shame theory of six sociologists including, Simmel, Cooley, Elias,
Sennet, Lynd, and Goffman. Three summarised here because of their relevance to the topic
are Cooley, Lynd, and Goffman.
Cooley (1964) developed the concept of the ―looking-glass self,‖ which he defined
as an:
Imagination of how one‘s self – that is any idea he appropriates – appears in a particular
mind, and the kind of self-feeling one has is determined by the attitude toward this
attributed to that other mind. A social self of this sort might be called the reflected or
looking-glass self. (p. 184)

Cooley (1964) proposed that we are continuously affected by our perception of others‘
judgements which can result in a ―self-feeling, such as pride or mortification‖ (p. 164).
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Cooley believed that shame and pride were basic social emotions and the social self, in
perceiving others judgements through the looking-glass, is constantly in a state of either
shame or pride. Cooley‘s notion of the looking-glass resonates with the concept of
mentalisation as espoused by Fonagy and colleagues (Fonagy & Bateman, 2007; Fonagy &
Target, 2006). Mentalisation involves ―the capacity to make sense of self and of others in
terms of subjective states and mental processes,‖ and has been linked to self pathologies,
including personality disorder. Reduced mentalisation involves projection of one‘s mind
onto another and lowered capacity for interpersonal understanding. It seems Cooley‘s
notion of the looking-glass self would impact on one‘s ability to mentalise, through the
projection of one‘s perceptions onto the mind of another.
Lynd (1958) wrote about the impact of shame on identity. She proposed shame was
a more external experience vis-à-vis guilt, depending upon a basic ―separation between
oneself and others‖ (p. 21), and relating to others as audience. She noted that isolation and
distance associated with shame can be ameliorated by facilitating closeness through
communication and sharing (Scheff, 2000). Lynd (1958) stated: ―if experiences of shame
can be fully faced, if we allow ourselves to realize their import, they can inform the self,
and become a revelation of oneself, of one‘s society, and of the human situation‖ (p. 71).
Communication and sharing, as espoused by Lynd, could facilitate misconceptions seen
through the looking-glass (Cooley, 1964), and encourage mentalisation (Fonagy & Target,
2006) through an appreciation of the possibilities of what might (and might not) be
occurring in others‘ minds.
Goffman (1968) wrote about social identity, stigma and the management of a
―spoiled identity.‖ He saw stigma as attached to deeply discrediting attributes, with
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stigmatised individuals not accepted on equal grounds by members of the hegemonic
culture. According to Goffman (1968), stigmatised individuals incorporated dominant
culture standards which led to an acute awareness of failing and of falling short of what one
ought to be. Goffman (1968) contended that: ―shame becomes a central possibility, arising
from the individual‘s perception of one of his own attributes as being a defiling thing to
possess‖ (p. 18).
Goffman (1968) distinguished individuals with obvious stigmatising features
(discredited), such as race or sex, from those with largely concealed features
(discreditable), such as sexual orientation. He noted that stigmatised individuals with
hidden features could choose ‗to pass‘ and conceal stigmatised aspects. ‗Passing‘ would
occur out of fear of scorn and rejection. As Poulson (2000) put it, stigmatised individuals
choose ‗to pass‘ out of fear that, ―if you knew the truth about me you wouldn‘t have
anything to do with me‖ (p. 29). According to Goffman (1968), the lure of normalcy means
that ―almost all persons who are in a position ‗to pass‘ will do so on some occasion by
intent‖ (p. 95).
Sociologists have made valuable contributions to our understanding of the relational
and social nature of shame. Scheff and Retzinger (Scheff, 2003; Scheff & Retzinger, 2000),
and others (Poulson, 2000), have positioned shame as a master emotion which ―could be
the glue that holds relationships and societies together, and unacknowledged shame the
force that tears them apart‖ (Scheff, 2000, p. 98).
Scheff (2000) criticised psychological theories of shame for being individualistic
and ignorant of social perspectives. While this may be true of some, it is not entirely fair of
all. Many have acknowledged shame as a social emotion and given primacy to attachment
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and relational experiences in shame theory. Broucek (1991) addressed this issue in stating:
―shame suggests that the self is a relational and contextual structure…locating us firmly in
the interpersonal field. The concept of the atomistic isolated self is a delusion‖ (p. 7).
Others have noted the notion of an ―independent self‖ is a Western cultural construction
which doesn‘t hold true in East Asian cultures, where the self is held as interdependent
(Mesquita & Karasawa, 2004). Finally, Jordan and other relational-cultural
theorists/therapists have brought the relational aspects of shame to the fore.
Relational-cultural theory.
Shaming is a powerful way to silence and isolate individuals, but it also plays a large role in
silencing and disempowering marginalized groups whose members are strategically, if often
invisibly, shamed in order to reinforce their isolation and thus their subordination: Isolation
is the glue that holds oppression in place. (Jordan, 2010, p. 29)

In 1978, Miller, Stiver, Jordan, and Surrey, began critiquing the misrepresentation
of women and members of oppressed groups under traditional psychoanalytic theory
(Jordan, 2010). Relational-Cultural Theory (RCT) is not just a psychology of women, and
―today, RCT hopes to better represent both women‘s and men‘s psychological experience
as it seeks transformation of chronic disconnection into connection and empowerment for
individuals of both genders and for society as a whole‖ (Jordan, 2010, p. 24). Thus, RCT
has a social justice agenda acknowledging that ―racism, homophobia, class prejudice, and
sexism all lead to chronic disconnections that create pain‖ (Jordan, 2010, p. 5).
RCT holds that personal and cultural isolation is the primary source of human
suffering and that across the life-span humans grow toward and through connection
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(Jordan, 2010). Connection and chronic disconnection are at the heart of RCT. Chronic
disconnection is viewed as the source of what has traditionally been viewed as pathology.
The aim of relational-cultural theory and therapy, is to encourage connection through the
development of growth fostering relationships (Hartling, Rosen, Walker, & Jordan, 2000;
Jordan, 1984, 1994, 1997, 2000, 2001, 2010; Jordan, Hartling, & Walker, 2004; J. B. Miller
& Stiver, 1995).
Shame and humiliation are of central import to RCT. From a relational perspective,
shame is defined as ―a felt sense of unworthiness to be in connection, a deep sense of
unlovability, with the ongoing awareness of how very much one wants to connect with
others‖ (Hartling, Rosen, Walker, & Jordan, 2004, p. 106). RCT brings the relational aspect
of shame to the fore, positioning it as an experience of unworthiness of one‘s whole being
in relationship (Hartling, et al., 2004). Humiliation, according to RCT, is the relational
experience of being made to feel unworthy of connection as a result of being devalued,
disgraced and/or degraded (Hartling, et al., 2004). RCT considers racism, sexism,
heterosexism, ageism and classism, as systematic ways the hegemonic group denigrates
minorities and encourages disconnection, isolation and shame (Jordan, 2004a). This
disconnection then perpetuates itself through ―self protective inauthenticity in many
marginalized groups‖ (Jordan, 2004a, p. 49). Thus, a dialectical struggle, or relational
paradox, arises with desiring connection on the one hand, and fearing authentic connection
on the other (Jordan, 2010). Miller and Stiver (1995) captured this paradox:
In the face of significant and repeated experiences of disconnection, all of us yearn even
more for connections with others. But we become so fearful of engaging with others
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because of past neglects, humiliations, and violations in response to our yearnings that we
begin to keep important parts of our experience out of connection. We do not feel safe
enough to more fully represent ourselves in our relational encounters. (p. 213)

RCT made another contribution to the literature in exposing the myth of the
separate self (Hartling, et al., 2004; Jordan, 2004b, 2010). Some psychological positions
emphasise the intrapsychic, framing self as separate and autonomous. Jordan (2010) noted
that the separate self construct has come to reflect hyper-individualised Western culture.
The myth of discrete and contained individuals seeking self-fulfilment negates the critical
influence of self-in-relation and obscures ―the inevitable dependence and
interconnectedness of human beings‖ (p. 3). This is similar to Bruner‘s (1990) notion of
self as ―a construction that…proceeds from the outside in as well as from the inside out,
from culture to mind as well as from mind to culture‖ (p. 108).
Hartling et al. (2004) drew attention to self-in-relation by noting that other theorists
refer to shame as a self-conscious emotion (M. Lewis, 2008; Robins & Schriber, 2009;
Tangney & Fischer, 1995), but RCT theorists emphasise the relational nature of shame as
causing one to become ―relationally conscious‖ (p. 105). Jordan (2010) proposed that while
other theorists, like Mitchell (1988), take a relational perspective, psychotherapy is still
viewed as primarily focussed on resolving intrapsychic conflict.
Bergman (1995) has written of men‘s development from an RCT perspective. He
noted that ―traditional theories are of ‗self-out-of-relation,‘ or ‗self-partly-inrelation‘…[under which] development means learning to be a separate, strikingly
impermeable, and static self‖ (p. 71). He (Bergman, 1995) proposed that boys are socialised
into independence and to disconnect from mother. He stated that men still have a primary,
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yet often secret, desire for connection with others. However, this yearning for authentic
connection is undermined by relational dread linked to society‘s construction of stoic
masculine independence.
When relational authenticity and inauthenticity are referred to in this thesis, I am
drawing upon the work of relational-cultural theory which defines authenticity as:
The capacity to bring one‘s real experience, feelings, and thoughts into relationship, with
sensitivity and awareness to the possible impact of one‘s actions…authenticity does not
involve telling the ‗whole truth‘ but rather sharing the ‗one true thing‘ that will move the
[relationship] in some positive way. (Jordan, 2010, p. 102)

Coping and Defense Mechanisms and Shame
How can the intensity of this shame be understood by those who have never experienced it?
How can they understand the strength of the motivations produced by the desire to escape
from it? (Eribon, 2004, p. 29)

Shame is often signalled by motifs and euphemisms (Thomas, 2005). Shame makes
one want to hide because of the painful awareness of self inadequacies, and it triggers
automatic defenses and self protective behaviours, ―especially desires to escape and
submissive behaviour, anger, and concealment‖ (Gilbert, 2003, p. 1206). Other
characteristic shame behaviours include: gaze aversion; hanging of the head; postural
collapse and stooped shoulders; hiding – including shielding or burying the face; silenced
speech; and signs of sympathetic nervous system arousal such as blushing, sweating, and
anxiety symptoms.
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Teyber and McClure (Teyber, 2006; Teyber & McClure, 2011) have written about
shame motifs in client presentations. Teyber (2006) proposed that ―perfectionism, blaming,
temper outburst, contempt, low self-esteem and depression, eating disorders and other
addictions, preoccupation with appearance and social withdrawal‖ (p. 116), were all
potential motifs for underlying shame issues. He proceeded to note that arrogant selfrighteousness, intimidating and controlling behaviour, rage, and unrelenting standards were
also motifs for shame. Furthermore, anxiety and panic-related symptomatology may be a
motif for underlying shame-based issues, especially where anxiety and panic is linked to
fear of disapproval, rejection, judgement or criticism.
H. B. Lewis (1971) noted that one experiencing shame will rarely say, ―I am
ashamed,‖ but due to the effect of shame on communication, one is likely to
euphemistically state one is feeling ―lousy, or tense, or blank‖ (p. 197). Along Lewis‘s line,
Thomas (2005) and O‘Brien (2006) have both written about shame euphemisms.
Euphemistic expressions often act as linguistic signifiers for shame experiences. Examples
of euphemisms include: highly embarrassed; mortified; humiliated; being ―dissed‖ (Gilbert,
1998); bad; dirty; defective; immoral; unworthy; deficient; disgusting. Thomas (2005)
noted that Scheff (1988) and Retzinger (1991) have each compiled lists of shame
euphemisms including, ―feeling foolish, inadequate, stupid, awkward, insecure, rejected,
lost, peculiar, small, weak, upset, offended, and sensitive‖ (p. 247). Some euphemisms refer
to other emotional experiences such as humiliation, guilt, and embarrassment. Usage of
these words need not always signify shame because self-conscious emotions often comingle. Nevertheless, euphemistic expressions can be viewed as less damning proxies for
shame.
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The intense, debilitating experience of shame provokes coping and defense
mechanisms in order to protect the integrity and function of the self or ego. The notion of
ego defense mechanisms initially arose from the structural and drive theories of classical
Freudian psychoanalysis – originally with Sigmund (S. Freud, 1894/1962) and
subsequently elaborated by Anna (see: A. Freud, 1966; Sandler & Freud, 1985).
Furthermore, defense mechanism ideas have been adapted, developed, and popularised by
many modern psychoanalytic and psychological theorists (Caspar, 1995). There is
empirical support (Baumeister, Dale, & Sommer, 1998; Luborsky & Barrett, 2006;
Vaillant, 1994, 2000) for the operation of defense mechanisms as unconscious ways the
psyche (or self or ego) protects itself from being cognitively and affectively overwhelmed
with anxiety and emotional distress, including shame (Edelson, 1990; H. B. Lewis, 1990).
Wurmser (1981), a proponent of classical drive theory, described the function of defense
mechanisms:
The ego uses its own way of saying ‗No – not so! Not this! Not now!‘ When a drive arises
that could present dangers – either in one‘s relationship to the outer world, or to one‘s
conscience, or to one‘s need for integration and meaningful cohesion – this drive needs to
be stopped searched, and released only when its dangerous aspects have been removed.
This ‗search and seizure‘ authority of the ego, deployed in many forms is called its
defensive function. (p. 9)

Many of these strategies may initially prove to be adaptive, but in time, can develop
into maladaptive styles reflected in disorder and disconnection. For example, H. B. Lewis
(1987b) argued that shame which goes unacknowledged or not dealt with is likely to
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manifest in symptom formation. Numerous researchers and theorists have commented on
mechanisms and strategies undertaken to resist, cope with, and defend against shame (Allen
& Oleson, 1999; Blum, Danson, & Schneider, 1997; Broucek, 1991; Cramer, 2006; Gilbert,
1997, 1998; Gosling, 2000; Goss & Allan, 2009; Gramzow & Tangney, 1992; W. K. Hahn,
2000; Hillier & Harrison, 2004; Irwin, 1998; Jimenez & McAfee, 2010; H. B. Lewis, 1971,
1987a, 1990, 1987b; M. Lewis, 1992; Mahalik, Cournoyer, DeFranc, Cherry, &
Napolitano, 1998; McDermott, Roen, & Scourfield, 2008; McWilliams, 1994; Nathanson,
1994, 1997, 1987; Silverstein, 1996; Teyber, 2006; Thomas, 2005; Wurmser, 1981, 1987,
1997). The distinction made here between coping and defense mechanisms is based on the
view of defense mechanisms as unconscious intra-psychic processes, and coping
mechanisms as behaviours aimed at countering or minimising shame. Table 2.3 lists a
selection of authors who have proposed certain mechanisms for coping with and defending
against shame, many of which are similar.
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Table 2.3 – Coping and Defense Mechanisms Associated with Shame
Author(s)
Coping & Defense Mechanisms
Allen & Olesen (1999)
Rigid primitive defenses.
Blum, Danson, Schneider (1997) Splitting and compartmentalisation.
Broucek (1991)
Isolation of affect, reaction formation (and countershame strategies) including:
exaggerated pride; boastfulness, exhibitionistic behaviour; cultivated vulgarity.
Projection and projective identification.
Frommer (2007)
Dissociation, contempt, self-hatred, splitting.
Gilbert (1997)
Avoidance, escape, aggression, revenge.
Gosling (2000)
Addiction to excitement and sexual compulsivity.
Goss & Allan (2009)
Eating disorder, submission, concealment, overcompensation/overachievement,
aggression, avoidance.
Gramzow & Tangney (1992)
Splitting and narcissistic defense.
H.B. Lewis (1971)
By-passed shame: the affective component of shame is by-passed and only
experienced as a "'wince' or 'jolt' or wordless 'shock' in feeling, followed by or
accompanying ideation about the self from the 'other's' viewpoint" (p. 233).
Hahn (2000)
Projection of devalued and devaluing introjects. Projective identification to
manage separateness and continuing to relate to others.
Jimenez & McAfee (2010)
Self-defeating behaviours, not eating, smoking, sexual compulsivity, compensatory
narcissistic defenses, substance abuse.
Kaufman (1996)
Externalisation of blame, denial, splitting, affect substitution (rage, contempt),
striving for perfection, striving for power, withdrawal (internal or external),
humour.
M. Lewis (1992)
Repression, denial, suppression (forgetting), affect substitution (typically with
guilt), humour, confession.
Mahalik, Cournoyer, DeFranc,
Turning against partner, projection, enactment of rigid and traditional masculine
Cherry, Napolitano (1998)
gender role.
McWilliams (1994)
Various defenses as observed in obsessive, narcissistic, compulsive and paranoid
personality constellations.
Morrison (1989)
Projective identification, acting out, repression, displacement, dissociation, denial,
rage, contempt, envy, depression, narcissism, obsessive behaviour and
perfectionism, undoing.
Nathanson (1992)
Defensive scripts including: withdrawal; attack other; attack self; avoidance.
Silverstein (1996)
Genital exhibitionism.
Tangney & Dearing (2002)
Externalisation of blame, aggression.
Wurmser (1981, 1987, 1997)
Reaction formation, affect defenses (pride, vanity, spite, defiance, scorn,
contempt), undoing, denial, lying, stony alexithymia, shamelessness.

While many coping and defense mechanisms are originally adaptive, prolonged or
excessive reliance on such mechanisms can lead to relational disconnection and various
psychological problems. Considering shame is linked to coping and defense mechanisms, it
is not surprising that it is also implicated in many mental health issues.
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Shame and Mental Health
In its maladaptive form, shame has a marked affect on mental health and resilience.
Arguably, difficulties associated with shame are a key reason for seeking psychotherapeutic
help (H. B. Lewis, 1971; Van Vliet, 2008), and shame has been referred to as the ―sleeper‖
in (H. B. Lewis, 1987a) and ―bedrock‖ of (S. B. Miller, 1996, p. 151) much
psychopathology. There are numerous studies which link shame, specifically shameproneness, to psychopathology. In 1998, Tantam (1998) estimated there were in excess of
600 clinical psychology and psychiatry articles which associated shame with disorder.
Research has implicated the role of shame in the aetiology and maintenance of various
conditions and symptoms including: anxiety, depression and other symptoms measured by
the Hopkins Symptom Checklist-90 (SCL-90) (Gilbert & Gerlsma, 1999; Harder, Cutler, &
Rockart, 1992; Tangney, et al., 1992); depression/dysphoria (Allan, Gilbert, & Goss, 1994);
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) (Leskela, Dieperink, & Thuras, 2002; Wong &
Cook, 1992); suicidality and self-harming (Lester, 1998; Milligan & Andrews, 2005);
narcissism (Gramzow & Tangney, 1992; Wright, O'Leary, & Balkin, 1989); Antisocial
Personality Disorder (Harder, 1995); emotion dysregulation and Borderline Personality
Disorder (BPD)2 (Gratz, Rosenthal, Tull, Lejuez, & Gunderson, 2010); eating disorder (see
Goss & Allan, 2009, for a review of research; Sanftner, Barlow, Marschall, & Tangney,
1995); social anxiety and shyness (Gilbert, 2000; Harder, et al., 1992); externalisation of
blame and aggression (Stuewig, et al., 2010); and, substance use problems (Cook, 1991;
Dearing, et al., 2005) (the details and findings of a selection of these studies are tabulated in

2

Interestingly, Crowe (2004) suggests that BPD is better understood as a chronic shame response.
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Appendix 2.1). In fact, Tangney and Dearing (2002) commented: ―there is not debate
regarding the pathogenic nature of shame, empirical research consistently demonstrates a
relationship between proneness to shame and whole host of psychological symptoms‖ (p.
120).
There are probably several reasons for the pathogenic nature of shame; here I shall
briefly cover two. First, global, stable, and negative shame attributions, contribute to
inescapable hopelessness and helplessness, which is then reflected in affective disorders
and other mental illness symptoms (Tangney, et al., 1992). Second, attachment related
issues stemming from early caregiver interactions are also implicated in the development of
shame issues and psychopathology. Grotstein (1986, p. 95) drew on several theorists,
especially Bowlby, in asserting that all ―psychopathology constitutes primary or secondary
disorders of bonding or attachment and manifests itself as disorders of self and/or
interactional regulation.‖ Furthermore, according to Schore (1997), affective misattunement
can impact the development of the orbitofrontal and corticolimbic systems and manifest in
a predisposition to experience shame and ―later psychiatric and psychosomatic
psychopathologies‖ (p. 830).
This chapter has defined shame and embarrassment and differentiated them from
other self-conscious emotions. Dominant theories of shame were reviewed, and links
between shame and coping and defense mechanisms and mental health were explored. The
next chapter focuses on why shame is an experience of relevance to gay men. Links
between heterosexism and poorer health outcomes among same-sex attracted people are
explored. The few studies which have focussed on shame among gay men will be reviewed,
and the relational correlates of shame among gay men are discussed.
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Chapter 3 – Gay Men, Oppression and Shame
In a heterosexist and homophobic culture, if there is anything universal in the
experience of gay men and women, it is the centrality of shame as an aspect of their
lived experience. (Frommer, 2000b, p. 60)

Discrimination hurts (Krieger, 2000). Just as racism, sexism, ableism, ageism and
class bias are all linked to poorer health outcomes, heterosexism impacts the psychological
and physiological health of gay men and other members of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Trans and Queer (LGBTQ) community3 (Krieger, 2000; Ritter & Terndrup, 2002).
Herek and colleagues (Herek, 1990, 1996, 2004; Herek, Gillis, & Cogan, 2009)
have focussed on heterosexism as a term for institutionalised ―structural sexual stigma; a
cultural ideology embodied in institutional practices that work to the disadvantage of sexual
minority groups even in the absence of individual prejudice or discrimination‖ (Herek, et
al., 2009, p. 34). Thus, heterosexism or structural sexual stigma (Herek, et al., 2009) refers
to the cultural practices and institutions which embody and support the presumption of
heterosexuality (Flowers & Buston, 2001), and bolster attitudes and practices positioning
heterosexuality as the norm. Heterosexism is socialised from childhood when boys and
girls are inculcated with cultural and familial messages of assumed heterosexuality and
norms of sexuality and gender behaviour (Ritter & Terndrup, 2002). Nonetheless,
approximately 2.5% of men identify as gay or bisexual, comprising ―1.6% as gay or
homosexual and 0.9% as bisexual‖ (A. M. A. Smith, Rissel, Richters, Grulich, & de Visser,
2003, p. 138).

3

In Appendix 3.1, I have provided definitions of sexual orientation and identity terms used in this thesis,
including bisexual, gay, men who have sex with men (MSM), queer, same-sex attracted, same-sex attracted
and gender questioning (SSAGQ), and trans.
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Heterosexism and homophobia are similar terms (Herek, 1996), and authors such as
Ritter and Terndrup (2002) have used them interchangeably. While the term homophobia
has popular culture purchase, Herek (1996) and others (Amadio, 2006; Ervin, 2003; Herek,
et al., 2009; Williamson, 2000) have called for a change in nomenclature and argued for
heterosexism on two grounds. First, homophobia isn‘t necessarily evidenced by
unreasonable fear and associated with affective and physiological symptoms as implied by
‗phobia.‘ Second, theorists have argued that homophobia frames the prejudice at an
individual level and misses the social and institutional processes that support and maintain
prejudice (Herek, 1996). Heterosexism captures both cultural and individual prejudice.
Heterosexism is alive in 21st century Australia (Flood, 1997; Flood & Hamilton,
2005). Despite several factors including: (i) the removal of homosexuality from the second
edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-II) in 1973
(Paris, 2007; Rothblum, 1994); (ii) increasing favourable attitudes toward homosexuality in
Western cultures (Ritter & Terndrup, 2002); and, (iii) the reform of discriminatory
Australian federal laws (Australian Human Rights Commission, 2007a, 2007b),
heterosexist attitudes remain in some sectors of the community, especially the religious and
conservative Right.
In 2003 and 2004, Roy Morgan Research surveyed 24,718 Australians older than 14
years; one question asked respondents whether they agreed or disagreed with the statement:
―I believe that homosexuality is immoral.‖ Of the sample, ―nearly 43 per cent of men and
27 per cent of women‖ supported this view (Flood & Hamilton, 2005, p. 1). Also, a recent
report from the Australian Human Rights Commission on freedom of religion and belief in
Australian society, noted the continued existence of anti-gay attitudes among the
community (Bouma, Cahill, Dellal, & Zwartz, 2011). Specifically, it was feared that
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concessions to the gay lobby would mean that ―minorities could rule the majority‖ (p. 24).
Finally, in considering the portrayal of an Australian gay man on the reality television
show, Big Brother, Dowsett (2003) contended that while gay male homosexuality has
achieved ―a very visible place in contemporary Australian life‖ (p. 241), such visibility is
conditional upon a non-sexual ―clean, homey kind of homosexuality‖ (p. 243).
Epidemiological research has documented links between same-sex attraction and
mental health disorder prevalence including suicidality, anxiety and mood disorders, and
substance use issues (Cochran, Sullivan, & Mays, 2003; Fergusson, Horwood, & Beautrais,
1999; Jorm, Korten, Rodgers, Jacomb, & Christensen, 2002; Mays & Cochran, 2001). Five
studies are reviewed here: Jorm et al. (2002) and Hillier et al. (2010) utilised Australian
samples; Fergusson, Horwood and Beautrais (1999) conducted research in New Zealand;
and, Cochran, Sullivan, and Mays (2003) and Paul et al. (2002) used US samples.
Jorm et al. (2002) surveyed 4824 Australian men and women. Of the sample, there
were two cohorts including: 2331 people aged 20 to 24 years; and, 2493 people aged 40 to
44 years old. Across the two groups, 78 self-identified as homosexual and 71 as bisexual.
Male bisexuality was higher in the younger cohort (1.8% compared to 0.8%) and male
homosexuality higher in the older cohort (1.6% compared to 1.0%). The sample comprised
adults participating in an Australian longitudinal adult mental health study. The authors
provided a rationale that bisexual and homosexual mental health prevalence rates had rarely
been distinguished and hence, the purpose of the project was to explore and compare the
prevalence of these issues among bisexual, homosexual and heterosexual people across the
two cohorts. The report did not distinguish the prevalence of mental health symptoms of
men and women.
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The sample completed measures of anxiety and depression symptoms, suicidality,
alcohol misuse, and negative and positive affect. The bisexual group had significantly
higher self-reported anxiety, depression, alcohol misuse and negative affect when compared
with both the heterosexual and homosexual group (p ≤ .015). The homosexual group sat
between the bisexual and heterosexual groups, having significantly higher self-reported
depression, anxiety, suicidality and negative affect compared to the heterosexual group.
Hillier et al. (2010) conducted qualitative research with same-sex attracted and
gender questioning (SSAGQ)4 Australian young people. The sample comprised 3134
people aged between 14 and 21 years old. The research did not compare the mental health
of SSAGQ youth with their heterosexual peers, but made an important contribution by
highlighting the association between homophobic abuse and ―feeling unsafe, excessive
drug use, self harm and suicide in [SSAGQ] young people‖ (Hillier, et al., 2010, p. 49).
Many participants made comments about linkages between heterosexism and mental health
struggles, for example, Christopher, 20 years old, remarked:
I have had multiple thoughts of suicide…I would say any gay person who says that they
have never even thought about suicide is lying. Not being able to act on any of your desires,
having to actively hide your true self…all of these things equates to a deep feeling that you
don‘t deserve to live, or failing that, a deep desire to end the suffering. (Hillier, et al., 2010,
p. 50)

4

SSAGQ is an umbrella term developed by the team at La Trobe University, Australian Research Centre in
Sex Health and Society (ARCSHS). Originally, same-sex attracted youth (SSAY) was used by Smith and
Rosenthal (A. M. A. Smith, Lindsay, & Rosenthal, 1999). Gender Questioning (GQ) was added by Hillier and
her team to capture the ―growing group who refuse to call themselves male or female – questioning their own
gender and the basic structures of gender in society‖ (L. Hillier, personal communication, May 5, 2011).
Subsequently, SSAGQ is used to describe the emerging feelings of young people. SSAGQ focuses on feelings
without carrying stigma and solidified notions of identity.
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Similar findings supporting associations between victimisation and poorer mental
health outcomes, including depression and suicidality, among gay, lesbian and bisexual
youth have been reported by D‘Augelli (1993, 2002). Evidence also points to an age-related
decline in associations between same-sex attraction and mental health, and it is proposed
that identity development is associated with reduced shame and internalised homophobia in
older LGBTQ people (Elizur & Mintzer, 2001).
Fergusson, Horwood and Beautrais (1999) explored the mental health of 28 gay,
lesbian and bisexual people who were participants in a 21-year longitudinal study of a birth
cohort of 1265 children born in New Zealand. Data was collected on psychiatric disorders
between 14 and 21 years of age. The same-sex attracted participants were significantly
more likely to have ever considered or attempted suicide (p < .001), and were significantly
more likely to meet criteria for: major depression (p < .001); generalised anxiety disorder (p
= .012); conduct disorder (p < .001); and, multiple (≥ 2) disorders (p < .001).
The studies conducted with US samples have shown similar results to the Australian
research. Cochran, Sullivan and Mays (2003) surveyed 2917 adults aged between 25 and 74
years old. Approximately 2.5% of the sample described themselves as homosexual (n = 41)
or bisexual (n = 32). 2.9% of the men in the sample identified as homosexual or bisexual.
Unlike the Jorm et al. (2002) study, the homosexual and bisexual groups were combined, in
order to increase power. The research measured twelve-month prevalence rates of mental
health disorders including: major depressive disorder; generalised anxiety disorder; panic
disorder; and, alcohol and drug dependency disorders. Among the sample, gay and bisexual
men compared with heterosexual men, were 3.0 times more likely to meet depressive
disorder criteria and 4.7 times more likely to meet panic disorder criteria (both at p < .05).
Furthermore, gay and bisexual men were 2.4 times more likely than their heterosexual
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peers to meet criteria for one or more disorders, and 3.9 times more likely to meet criteria
for two or more (both at p < .05).
The final study to be reviewed was completed in the US with men who have sex
with men (MSM) (Paul, et al., 2002). 2881 MSM aged between 18 and 84 years old were
surveyed between November 1996 and February 1998 to assess lifetime prevalence of
suicidality. 21.3% of the sample reported making a suicide plan and 11.9% reported one or
more prior suicide attempts. The authors noted that these rates were significantly higher
than those reported in US population based surveys, two of which estimated lifetime
suicide attempts at 1.52% and 3.19%. They suggested that gay and bisexual men in the US,
compared with heterosexual men, have greater than a three-fold lifetime risk of attempting
suicide (Paul, et al., 2002).
Despite the controversial and complex nature of sampling, operationalising and
conducting epidemiological research on same-sex attraction and mental health outcomes
(King, 2007), such research has highlighted the increased prevalence of mental health
issues among same-sex attracted people (cf. for reviews: Bailey, 1999; Corboz et al., 2008;
King, 2007; Meyer, 2003). Herek and Garnets (2007) have noted such findings need to be
grounded in an understanding of the impact of heterosexism and cautioned that findings
―can be inappropriately seized upon to argue that homosexuality is indeed an illness that
needs to be cured‖ (p. 354). Consequently, many authors have focussed on research in an
effort to explain how non-heterosexual sexuality is linked to higher rates of mental health
issues by asking how sexual minority stigma gets ―under the skin‖ (Hatzenbuehler, 2009, p.
707).
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Current Research Foci
One of the problems with the literature exploring associations between heterosexism
and gay men‘s mental health is that there is no consensus among researchers on
nomenclature (Herek, 1996). Sorting through and understanding similarities and differences
between constructs can be confusing for novice and seasoned readers alike. For example,
the process of internalising and incorporating heterosexist cultural norms and values
dissonant to one‘s sexual identity as a LGBTQ person, as well as self-directed prejudice
associated with such values, has been variously referred to as: (i) internalised homophobia
(Meyer, 1995, 2003; Williamson, 2000); (ii) self-stigmatization (Hatzenbuehler, 2009); (iii)
internalised stigma and self stigma (Herek, et al., 2009); (iv) internalised homonegativity
(Mayfield, 2001; Rosser, Bockting, Ross, Miner, & Coleman, 2008); (v) internalised
homonegativism (Shidlo, 1994); (vi) and, internalised heterosexism (Amadio, 2006; Chow
& Cheng, 2010; Szymanski, Kashubeck-West, & Meyer, 2008). The literature becomes
further nuanced with theorists proposing various mediating (Hatzenbuehler, 2009) and
moderating (Szymanski, 2009) relationships between variables, as well as introducing
further variables such as gender role conflict and masculinity (Ervin, 2003; Hamilton &
Mahalik, 2009; Kay & Jeffries, 2010; Kimmel & Mahalik, 2005; Sanchez, Westefeld, Liu,
& Vilain, 2010; Simonsen, Blazina, & Watkins, 2000). Finally, two comprehensive but
related models have been proposed and widely cited including: (i) the minority stress model
(Meyer, 1995, 2003; Szymanski, 2009); (ii) and, the sexual stigma model (Herek, 2007;
Herek, et al., 2009)
Across these various perspectives, by and large, internalised homophobia has been a
core concept (Szymanski, et al., 2008). However, internalised homophobia has been
criticised for the following reasons: (i) lacking a theoretical underpinning (Russell &
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Bohan, 2006); (ii) pathologising same-sex attracted people by framing the issue intrapsychically rather than adequately acknowledging the influence of societal norms and
institutions (Aguinaldo, 2008; Russell & Bohan, 2006); and (iii) proposing individual
therapies as the solution to oppression and consequently, ignoring the social construction of
sexuality and oppression (Aguinaldo, 2008).
Nonetheless, there has been an explosion of research which has associated
internalised homophobia with negative health outcomes among LGBTQ people including:
depression and dysthymia; lowered self esteem; anxiety; demoralisation; suicidality; eating
disturbances; relationship and attachment difficulties; risky sexual practices; substance use
– however, findings associating internalised homophobia and substance use are inconsistent
(Johnson, Carrico, Chesney, & Morin, 2008); identity formation struggles and nondisclosure of sexual orientation; and, body dissatisfaction (cf. Szymanski, et al., 2008, for a
comprehensive review)
While internalised homophobia has captured researcher interest, shame has been
marginalised. Little attention has been paid to shame as a likely outcome of heterosexism
among LGBTQ people even though ongoing stigmatisation is likely to lead to global
beliefs about self, sexuality, and identity, as flawed and unacceptable and thus, shameful.
Gay Men and Shame
Despite the seemingly obvious connection between internalized homophobia and shame,
very little has been written on the topic…even with the frequent mention of stigma in
various articles on homophobia, the authors consistently fail to consider the construct of
shame. (Allen & Oleson, 1999, pp. 34-35)
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There is little reference to shame within the expanding body of literature. This is an
oversight given that stigma can lead to shame (discussed in Chapter Two). In fact, Allen
and Oleson (1999) have proposed that shame may be an important pathogenic factor in
internalised homophobia.
The topic of shame among gay men has not been wholly neglected in psychology,
and in psychotherapy5 research. A comprehensive search of peer reviewed psychology and
psychotherapy articles over the years, yielded only three empirical studies which
specifically explored shame among gay men. These included: Allen and Oleson (1999);
Bybee, Sullivan, Zielonka, and Moes (2009); and, Brown and Trevethan (2010). Focussing
more broadly, shame emerged as an important factor in gay men‘s lives in three qualitative
inquiries including: Cody and Welch (1997); Hillier and Harrison (2004); and, McDermott,
Roen, and Scourfield (2008). However these studies are not reviewed because the
discussion of shame within each is very brief. There are also two self-help books focussed
on the import of shame in gay men‘s lives, and ways of overcoming ongoing shame issues
(see: Downs, 2005; and, Kaufman & Raphael, 1996). Finally, psychoanalytic and gestalt
practitioners have also written of the significance of shame among gay men. These writers
have commonly used clinical vignettes to illustrate the importance of defense mechanisms
and psychotherapeutic technique and process in working with gay men‘s shame (Blum, et
al., 1997; Blum & Pfetzing, 1997; Corbett, 1996, 2001; Drescher, D'Ercole, & Schoenberg,
2003; Friedman & Downey, 1999; Frommer, 2000a, 2000b, 2006, 2007; Gosling, 2000;
Lewes, 2003; Singer, 1996).
The findings from the three quantitative studies are presented in Table 3.1.

5

Within this thesis, ‗psychotherapy‘ is used in the broad sense of the term referring to psychological therapies
aimed to alleviate distress and treat mental health issues.
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Each of the studies was correlational and conducted with relatively small samples thus;
they do not allow confident conclusions about the experience of shame among gay men.
Nonetheless, Allen and Oleson (1999) and Brown and Trevethan (2010) both found shame
and internalised homophobia to be significantly correlated. Bybee et al. (2009) found an
age-related decline in shame, which was matched by declines in mental health outcomes
such as depression and suicidality. As noted, Elizur and Mintzer (2001) also commented on
age-related decline of mental health symptomatology among LGBTQ people. Thus, it
appears that shame may be a particularly important experience among LGBTQ youth, when
compared with both their heterosexual peers and older LGBTQ people.
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Table 3.1 – Studies which Explored Shame among Gay Men
Study
Allen and Oleson (1999)

Brown and Trevethan
(2010)

Participants,
Location
100 gay men,
USA

Shame
Measure
• Internalized
Shame Scale
(ISS)

166 gay men,
Sydney

• Internalized
Shame Scale
(ISS)

Bybee, Sullivan, Zielonka 81 gay men and • Personal
and Moes (2009)
86 heterosexual Feelings
men, USA
Questionnaire2 (PFQ-2)

Other Measures

Findings

• Nungesser Homosexuality
Attitudes Inventory (a measure of
internalised homophobia
• Biographical Data Questionnaire
• Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale
• Lesbian Internalized Homophobia
Scale (adapted)
• Relationships Scales
Questionnaire (adapted)

• Shame and internalised homophobia were significantly correlated
(r = .30, p < .01)
• Low and high internalised homophobia groups reported
significant differences in shame (p < .01)
• Shame and internalised homophobia were significantly correlated
(r = .36, p < .01)
• Shame and anxious and avoidant attachment styles were
significantly correlated (p < .001)
• Previously married and single participants reported higher shame
• Shame and delayed disclosure of sexuality to siblings and parents
were significantly correlated (p < .05)

• Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) • No difference between heterosexuals and homosexuals on
• Personal Adjustment
measures of mental health or shame
Questionnaire (PAQ)
After splitting the homosexual group into two age cohorts of < 25
• NEO Personality Revised (NEO-PI- years and 25 years and older. They found:
R)
• Significantly lower depression, negative self-esteem, and shame in
• Gay Identity Questionnaire (GIQ) the older cohort (p < .01)
• Significant lower suicidality, anger and guilt in the older cohort (p
< .05)
• Shame showed an age-related decline in the younger cohort (p <
.01)
• Shame was associated with endorsement of 'Not Out, Not SelfAccepting' sub-scale items in the identity questionnaire (p < .05)
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Relational constructs associated with shame. The following five relational
constructs are closely tied to shame. They are either implicated in, or affected by, gay
men‘s experiences of shame.
Sensitivity to rejection. Shame and rejection are inextricably linked. In her
grounded theory study of shame and resilience, Van Vliet (2008) found ―ostracism or social
rejection‖ (p. 237) to be one of four main categories that participants spoke of when asked
to recall intense shame experiences. Evolutionary psychologists have argued that shame is a
signal of threat to the social self associated with possible rejection (Dickerson, et al., 2004;
Eisenberger & Lieberman, 2004). A shameful sense of self as immoral and unacceptable,
drives desires to conceal unacceptable aspects from others for fear that one will be rejected
if one‘s true self is discovered. Several authors have highlighted a heightened sensitivity to
rejection among some gay men vis-à-vis their heterosexual peers, as well as consonant fears
of disclosure and intimacy and openness in relationships (Blankenship, 2006; Blum, et al.,
1997; Isay, 2009; J. W. Wells & Kline, 1987). Such sensitivity is often grounded in early
familial patterns of rejection (Claesson & Sohlberg, 2002). Reicherzer, Patton, and Pisano
(2009) commented that a history of rejection and marginalisation causes a ―developmental
trauma‖ in gay men which serves to reinforce anticipatory anxieties about future rejection.
For gay men, familial patterns of rejection and non-acceptance, especially related to
sexuality and gender non-conformance, are deeply shaming and stimulate anticipation of
future rejection (Pachankis, Goldfried, & Ramrattan, 2008). Pachankis, Goldfried, and
Ramrattan (2008) developed a measure of gay-related rejection sensitivity and found
support for a mediation model where internalised homophobia mediated the interaction
between parental rejection of one‘s sexual identity and expectations of future rejection.
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Finally, Meyer (2003) highlighted expectations of rejection as a key factor in his minority
stress model of how heterosexism impacts on gay men‘s health.
Disclosure and ‘passing.’
Self-disclosure is an inherent source of shame, however and whenever it occurs, because it
invariably means exposing your inner self directly to the gaze of another person. (Kaufman
& Raphael, 1996, p. 113)

In their daily lives, gay men face ongoing choices about whether or not to disclose
their sexual identity. Issues of shame and decisions about whether to disclose are
inextricably linked (Macdonald, 1998). It is important to note that coming out is a continual
process (Drescher, 2004; Kaufman & Raphael, 1996), and the initial disclosure begins an
often lifelong process of working through shame, negotiating and adjusting to a stigmatised
identity, and developing a sense of self as good enough (Meyer, 1995). Corrigan et al.
(2009) explored the coming out stories of 13 gay men and lesbians to see if their
experiences could shed light on similar experiences of being stigmatised by mental illness.
They noted that non-disclosure and conforming or ‗passing‘ as heterosexual was one way
their participants protected themselves from ―shame and other egregious effects of public
attitudes about being gay‖ (p. 368).
As noted in Chapter Two, Goffman (1968) theorised that those who have
concealable stigmatised features would invariably choose ‗to pass‘ as members of the
dominant group. Meyer (2003) stated that issues of shame and guilt linked to fear of
stigmatisation and ostracism, led LGBTQ people to hide and conceal their sexual identity.
‗Passing‘ as heterosexual, usually involving the subtle omission of one‘s sexual identity in
relationship with others and based on societal presumptions of heterosexuality (Flowers &
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Buston, 2001), is a well documented strategy that same-sex attracted people use to avert
judgement, criticism or rejection (Berger, 1992; Griffith & Hebl, 2002; Herek & Capitanio,
1996). However, this is a paradoxical issue which on the one hand may prove adaptive in
the short term, but on the other hand can perpetuate shame and disconnection in the longer
term linked to being unable to bring one‘s self forward in relationship with others (Elizur &
Mintzer, 2001; Jordan, 2010). As Kaufman and Raphael (1996) stated: ―being gay is
shameful, an inherent flaw. To be seen as gay opens us to ridicule and disparagement. So
we hide and remain closeted in order to avoid shame, but that‘s illusory – secrecy only
reinforces rather than releases shame‖ (p. 88, emphasis in original). Pachankis (2007) too,
identified shame, along with anxiety, depression, hostility, demoralisation, and guilt, as
consequences of stigma concealment. In addition, issues of shame, ‗passing,‘ and fear of
rejection are closely related to gay men‘s identity development.
Identity development.
Shame places a distinctive stamp on identity, thereby exercising a powerful role in
directing, distorting, and even crippling identity. (Kaufman & Raphael, 1996, p. 111)

Some gay men‘s identity development is intertwined with shame, and difficulty
negotiating issues of shame can be reflected in identity issues. Over the last few decades,
several stage models of gay male identity development have been proposed (Cass, 1996;
Ritter & Terndrup, 2002; Troiden, 1979). Models of gay male identity development have
historically viewed development through an intra-psychic lens. Consequently, these models
typically diminish the extent to which identity is both intra-psychic and inter-personal
(Elizur & Mintzer, 2001; Jordan, et al., 2004; Shannon & Woods, 1991). Also, in
characterising identity development in stages, these models diminish the fluidity of identity
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processes, instead often implying a neat progression through to an integrated, synthesised,
committed identity (for criticisms see: Connell, 2005; Elizur & Mintzer, 2001). I will not
review the stage models of identity development here, but Ritter and Terndrup (2002, pp.
90-107) provide a review of stage models, including those of Cass, Troiden, Coleman and
Grace. Instead, I will briefly outline a more contemporary approach which addresses the
stage-model criticisms outlined.
Elizur and Mintzer (2001) proposed a multi-dimensional process-oriented
framework with identity development centring about three inter-related variables including
self-definition, self-acceptance, and disclosure. These process variables occur against the
backdrop of heterosexism both within (internalised homophobia) and outside of the
individual. The processes are variously assisted or hindered by the level of acceptance and
support from friends and family. The authors explored identity development
(operationalised by the three process variables) and adult attachment styles among 121
Israeli gay men. Correlation and regression analysis yielded the following findings:


All three identity variables were significantly positively correlated with a secure
adult attachment style (self-definition, p < .05, and self-acceptance and disclosure, p
< .001)



Self-acceptance (vis-à-vis self-definition and disclosure) significantly predicted
adult attachment style



Friends‘ support (vis-à-vis familial support) and self-acceptance predicted
attachment style (together explaining 23.4% of variance, p < .001)
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Support from family and friends, and self-definition and self-acceptance, predicted
disclosure (explaining 18.4% and 11.5% of variance in disclosure respectively, both
p < .001)
Elizur and Mintzer‘s (2001) findings that support of family and friends, identity

development variables, and secure attachment were related in various ways is important
because it may also be that identity development and secure attachment are related to
reduced shame. Brown and Trevathen‘s (2010) research (reviewed earlier), also showed
relationships between shame, anxious and avoidant attachment, and delayed disclosure to
siblings and parents. Elizur and Mintzer (2001) only mention shame associated with gay
men in the context of considering the limitations of researching a stigmatised population.
However, others (Kaufman & Raphael, 1996; also see an exploration of Grace's model in
Ritter & Terndrup, 2002) have posited that shame can play a critical role in gay men‘s
identity development, even foreclosing the process.
Masculinity.
Femininity in a person with a penis is a transgression. Denial of femininity in a person with
a penis is conformity. (Corbett, 1996, p. 457)

The social construction of gender has led to heterosexual/homosexual and
masculine/feminine binaries which deeply affect many gay men and perpetuate issues of
shame. Connell (2005) noted: ―patriarchal culture has a simple interpretation of gay men:
they lack masculinity‖ (p. 143). Friedman and Downey (1999) commented that for gay
men, shame linked to feeling unmasculine is often deep seated and while many will present
as well adjusted, further exploration (in their case psychoanalysis) will reveal enduring and
intertwined issues. A preoccupation of some gay men with ―straight acting‖ and the
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muscular physique, can be seen as an attempt to procure the masculinity that they
ashamedly feel they lack (Connell, 1992; D. Duncan, 2007; Sanchez, Greenberg, Liu, &
Vilain, 2009; Sanchez, et al., 2010). Corbett (1996) noted that pain collects around gender,
and many gay men experience shame and anxiety over culturally devalued gender nonnormative behaviour with the ―implication being that they have lost hold over their proper
gender. The misogynist heart of homophobia beats with such anxiety and shame‖ (Corbett,
1996, p. 435). Finally, Corbett and Pascoe (Corbett, 2001; Pascoe, 2005) have each
provided analyses of the role of the words ―fag‖ and ―faggot‖ in adolescent and wider
cultural discourses. Corbett (2001) wrote a paper titled, Faggot = Loser, which explored
what happened when a child client called him a faggot. Corbett explored how the word
faggot had taken on a catch-all denigrative meaning: ―faggot has become the all-purpose
put down. You can be a faggot because you are homosexual. You can be a faggot because
you drop your keys‖ (p. 4). Pascoe (2005) uncovered similar findings when she conducted
ethnographic field research in a suburban Californian high school and found the spectre of
the faggot to be a deeply troubling epithet attached to un-masculine males.
Coping and defense mechanisms.
Shame can be a particularly difficult affect to gain access to because dissociative defenses
are frequently in place to protect the self from re-experiencing traumatic, shameful feelings.
(Frommer, 2007, pp. 35-36)

In Chapter Two, the relationship between shame and coping and defense
mechanisms, was discussed. Here, I shall briefly consider those who have written about this
among gay men.
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Psychoanalytically oriented theorists have commented on the role of dissociation,
splitting, and narcissistic vulnerability related to shame among gay men (Blum, et al., 1997;
Blum & Pfetzing, 1997; Frommer, 2000a, 2000b, 2006, 2007; Singer, 1996). Several such
theorists have similarly asserted that growing up gay in a heterosexist society is traumatic
for gay men. Blum and Pfetzing (1997) noted that needing to manage, from a young age, a
burgeoning stigmatised identity meets all the criteria for trauma as set out by Freud. There
is a continual, if not unconscious, conflict for many gay men in negotiating a good enough
sense of self antithetical to hegemonic constructions of sexuality and gender. Traumatic
conflicts result in shame along lines of gender and same-sex desire, and a common way of
managing shame is via dissociative processes and splitting (Frommer, 2007). Therefore, the
struggle to manage deeply shameful aspects of self can result in splits or schisms, for
example, between love and lust, passion and attachment (Frommer, 2006, 2007). These are
oft evidenced in certain relational patterns such as interpersonal cynicism, prickliness and
disdain.
Writing from the perspective of affect theory, Kaufman and Raphael (1996),
proposed that gay men often resort to an attitude of contempt to defend against underlying
shame. The authors commented that such defense is especially evident in ―opprobrium‖ (p.
120) directed toward others within the LGBTQ community, which reflects that experienced
from the wider culture. Such defense is also exemplified by competition to be more
masculine or to be better looking, and accompanies attempts to transfer (or project) one‘s
shame onto another. Frommer (2007, p. 36) commented: ―unconscious shame often
manifests itself as contempt and/or active self-hatred, where the experience of feeling
ashamed is transformed into something more tolerable.‖
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Finally, Downs (2005) wrote a self-help book focussed on overcoming shame
associated with growing up gay in a heterosexist world. He noted that many gay men create
a ―finely crafted façade‖ (p. 21), behind which hides the reality of shame. In this way, some
gay men manage to divert attention from what sits beneath, through an externalising focus
on being and having the best. Downs also spoke of the relation between unacknowledged
shame and subsequent rage. The cycle of shame-rage has been noted by other theorists (H.
B. Lewis, 1987b; Scheff, 2000), with rage being a defensive process involved in
unacknowledged shame.
Shame and Psychotherapy with Gay Men
One of the most striking contradictions that I have come across as a therapist is the
discrepancy between the centrality of the affect of shame in humans, and the lack of
attention shame has received in the study and practice of psychology. (M. Miller, 2009,
para 1)

The depathologisation of homosexuality has resulted in the rise of gay-affirmative
psychotherapies, and subsequently the releasing of guidelines for working with LGBTQ
clients by peak bodies in psychology (cf.: American Psychological Association, 2000;
Australian Psychological Society, 2010). However, these affirmative guidelines do not
make much of shame. Both the Australian Psychological Society‘s (APS) and American
Psychological Association‘s (APA) (American Psychological Association, 2000; Australian
Psychological Society, 2010) guidelines each contain only one reference to shame (both on
page four), and the APS‘s statement is almost a word-for-word copy of the APA‘s, which
reads:
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The psychological consequences of internalized negative attitudes toward homosexuality
and bisexuality are not always obvious or conscious (Shidlo, 1994). Therefore, in planning
and conducting treatment, psychologists are encouraged to consider more subtle
manifestations of these consequences, such as shame, anxiety, and low self-esteem, and to
consider the differential diagnostic implications of such stressors, both historically and in a
client's ongoing psychosocial context. (American Psychological Association, 2000, p. 4,
emphasis added)

Similarly, two books (Kort, 2008; Ritter & Terndrup, 2002) and one article
(Langdridge, 2007) by leading writers in gay-affirmative psychotherapy include only brief
references to the role of shame in gay men‘s lives. Ritter and Terndrup (2002) briefly
commented on shame a few times, the largest of which is in reference to Grace‘s stagemodel of identity development (incorrectly indexed as Coleman‘s model). Kort (2008)
allocates, in total, about one and half pages to shame in his book on gay-affirmative
psychotherapy. He stated: ―tracking the manifestations of shame and internalized
homophobia in your clients is imperative…you must know what to look for and how to
help clients understand that it exists within them‖ (p. 31). Similarly, Langdridge (2007)
presented the gay-affirmative guidelines of Clark (1987) and Davies (1996), of which the
eleventh guideline stated: ―work to lessen shame and guilt around LGB thoughts and
feelings‖ (Langdridge, 2007, p. 30). However, no guidance is provided as to how therapists
might go about lessening shame and guilt among their LGBTQ clients. Finally, while there
is much literature which deals with counselling gay men (Eubanks-Carter, Burckell, &
Goldfried, 2005; Glassgold, 2009a, 2009b; Haldeman, 2001; Harrison, 1987; Schwartzberg
& Rosenberg, 1998), most makes little or no mention of working with shame.
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In reviewing these guidelines and texts, it would not be surprising for practitioners
seeking to develop gay-affirmative skills to be left unsure of how to approach issues of
shame with their LGBTQ clients. However, psychoanalytic theorists have provided a
deeper exploration of how to work with shame among gay clients (Frommer, 2000b, 2007;
Singer, 1996). Also, in casting the net wider, person-centred, relational-cultural and
emotion-focussed therapists have also commented on psychotherapy for shame among the
wider population (Elliott, Watson, Goldman, & Greenberg, 2004; Greenberg, 2004;
Greenberg & Paivio, 1997; Hartling, et al., 2000; Jordan, 2010; Paivio & Pascual-Leone,
2010).
Due to the painful and contagious nature of shame, it is a particularly difficult
emotion to work with in psychotherapy. It is not unusual for therapists to desire to look
away from a client in shame (Frommer, 2007), and often a client‘s shame will sensitise
therapist shame (Harper & Hoopes, 1990). Thus, a common pitfall for therapists involves
colluding with clients to avoid shame (Harper & Hoopes, 1990). Also, an inability in the
therapist to be with, and tolerate clients when they are experiencing (Rogers, 1961) intense
feelings of shame, can be counter-productive, leading to a failure in mutual empathy
(Jordan, 2010) and consequently, to unhelpful therapeutic outcomes and impasses (W. K.
Hahn, 2004; Hartling, et al., 2004).
From a relational psychoanalytic perspective, Frommer (2000b, 2007) has written
about how to work with shame among gay men. He noted that the ability of clients to
integrate and bear painful experiences of shame depends upon the therapist‘s competency
in responding in new relational ways to the client‘s shameful sense of self. He proposed
that clinical work requires therapists to get in contact with the gay male client‘s ―shamed
and shaming selves‖ (2007, p. 35). This can allow the space for critical developmental
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incidents associated with shame and humiliation to be unearthed and reworked.
Consequently, a renewed ability in the client to bear shame within the self is the result of a
novel relational experience with the therapist which communicates ―active, loving
engagement‖ (2007, p. 36).
Frommer‘s ideas on working with shame in psychotherapy with gay men are similar
to those of relational-cultural theorists, such as Jordan and colleagues (Hartling, et al.,
2004; Jordan, 2010). Relational-cultural theorists have not focussed specifically on gay
men‘s experiences but, as noted in Chapter Two, they have proposed that heterosexism can
lead to shame and chronic disconnection. Like Frommer, they view the therapeutic
relationship as the vehicle through which unhelpful relational images laid down through
oppression (including heterosexism) can be reworked using mutual empathy, and assisting
clients to overcome shame and chronic relational disconnection. Frommer (2007) too,
recognised the role of assisting clients back into relational connection, in working through
shame.
Thus, the neglect of shame in gay men‘s health and wellbeing research, coupled
with the import of shame in psychological problems (as discussed in Chapter Two), led to
the following research aims and purposes.
Research Aims and Purposes
Despite increasing research which has explored associations between stigma,
internalised homophobia, and health among gay men, as well as increased research
exploring shame and stigma in other groups (Duffy, 2005; Hinshaw, 2007), shame among
gay men has remained largely unexplored beyond psychoanalytic case vignettes and a few
quantitative studies. Nonetheless, shame appears to be a central issue for many gay men
and in fact, may be the mechanism by which internalised homophobia delivers its sting
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(Allen & Oleson, 1999). Thus, given the small empirical focus to date, the current inquiry
sought to qualitatively explore gay men‘s experiences of shame linked to sexuality through
in-depth semi-structured interviews with gay men living in Melbourne and Sydney,
Australia. Embarrassment was included because of its close relation to shame and based on
the knowledge that it is often used as a shame euphemism. Furthermore, a primary purpose
of the study was theory development to explain relationships between themes and processes
associated with participants‘ shame and embarrassment experiences. A secondary purpose
of the research was to explore ways these men had come to manage and cope with such
experiences, including whether or not psychotherapy had been of assistance.
Based on these aims and purposes, the next chapter describes the research design
and methodology employed.
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Chapter 4 – Design and Methodology
This chapter provides a rationale for the use of qualitative methods as well as the
reasons why grounded theory was chosen as the principal informing methodology. Brief
biographies are provided to introduce the reader to participants. There is a detailed
description of data coding and analysis techniques. Furthermore, I have provided
information on my own background and experiences in order to locate myself in terms of
the research inquiry. The chapter closes with a consideration of mechanisms built into the
research design to provide analytic rigour and validity.
Qualitative Methodology
Creswell (1994) presented five criteria for selecting between the two paradigms of
quantitative and qualitative research. Two were of critical import in the decision to use a
qualitative approach. First, he described a criterion called ‗nature of the problem,‘ where he
recommended qualitative inquiry when the research is exploratory, variables are unknown,
the context is important, and where the theoretical base for the research may be lacking. As
established in Chapter Three, there is little research primarily focussed on gay men and
shame. On this ground, in-depth interview was chosen in order to explore the experiences
of shame among Australian gay men in an effort to give rise to a deeper understanding of
this phenomenon.
Second, Creswell (1994) proposed that the ‗audience for the study,‘ including
potential readers, is an important consideration when choosing a qualitative or quantitative
approach. As a counselling psychologist, I wanted to contribute to the field of counselling
psychology. It can be said that counselling psychologists are often aligned with postpositivist or social constructivist approaches, and typically have a commitment to social
and multicultural justice (Moradi, Mohr, Worthington, & Fassinger, 2009; Morrow, 2007).
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In addition, many counselling psychologists align with person-centred approaches to
research and clinical work. Morrow (2007) commented:
Qualitative methods are particularly suited to counseling psychology research for a number
of reasons, including the growing interest of students in conducting research that is
congruent with paradigms and methods that are more closely related to practice, the
relevance of qualitative approaches to multicultural counseling and psychology, and the
advantages of methodological diversification and expansion to psychology. (p. 209)

Also, many counselling psychologists are practitioners, and as such, practitioners invariably
find deeper explorations of phenomena helpful in developing their clinical competencies.
Morrow (2007) said: ―counseling psychology practitioners, in particular, may find
qualitative inquiry more congruent with the narrative perspectives of their therapeutic
work‖ (p. 211). Thus, the second reason for choosing a qualitative design was to provide a
richer understanding of shame among gay men for psychology and psychotherapy research,
especially counselling psychology practice.
The lack of exploratory research into the experience of shame among gay men
coupled with counselling psychology‘s commitment to in-depth exploration of phenomena,
social justice, and applicability to practice, collectively underpinned the decision to
undertake a qualitative inquiry.
Which qualitative methodology? Fairclough (2009, p. 166) commented, ―in
general I would oppose any view of method which seeks to neatly match method
(methodologies) to fields or text types, or cultivates the view that researchers need to seek
the ‗right‘ method for their data and research questions.‖ This was the conclusion I arrived
at via an extensive exploration of various qualitative methodologies. Nonetheless, by and
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large, the research method employed here drew upon a branch of grounded theory
described by Charmaz (2006).
Charmaz‘s approach to grounded theory is not classic or pure grounded theory as
espoused by Glaser (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). She described her approach as informed by
social constructivism: ―constructivist grounded theorists assume that both data and analyses
are social constructions that reflect what their production entailed…in this view, any
analysis is contextually situated in time, place, culture, and situation‖ (Charmaz, 2006, p.
131). While the larger theoretical backdrop of social constructivism has not primarily
guided this research, I have identified with aspects of it (cf.: Hacking, 1999). It can be
noted that in the space of the last 40 years, social attitudes and practices impacting on the
social identities of LGBTQ people have changed, not the least of which is the emergence of
social categories such as LGBTQ and the political activism that they reflect.
As described in this chapter, I utilised most grounded theory analytic techniques.
One I didn‘t, however, was theoretical sampling and there were two reasons for this. First,
the nature of the inquiry meant few participants volunteered for the study, and there were
not opportunities for further sampling in a theoretical manner. Second, the scope and length
of the project, as a professional doctorate, precluded an extensive and recursive data
collection and analysis phase.
Research Design
Ethical considerations. Ethics approval for the research was sought from La Trobe
University Human Ethics Committee on 8 April 2009, and the research design was granted
approval on 20 May 2009 – project code HEC09-013. An extension to the data collection
was sought on 23 February 2010, and granted on 2 March 2010. This allowed data
collection to continue until 31 December 2010.
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Participants were provided with a participant information sheet/plain language
statement (see Appendix 4.2), and each signed a consent form at the outset of the first
interview (see Appendix 4.3).6 Anonymity and confidentiality of each participant‘s
interview material was protected via the following protocols: interviews were transcribed
by the researcher only and did not involve third party intervention; data were de-identified
using pseudonyms prior to sharing interviews with others; participants‘ real names were not
used beyond audio-taped sessions; research data including audio-recordings, transcribed
interviews, field notes, primary data analysis, and analytic memos, were password
protected, or stored in a locked cabinet where hard copies were kept; and, data will be
deleted or destroyed when no longer required (after 5 years). Consent forms were stored
separately from research data.
Given the sensitive nature of the research enquiry, participants were offered a list of
counsellors and psychologists to consult if they so wished. The researcher had previously
made contact with these practitioners and explained the nature of the research. Furthermore,
the Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scales (DASS) (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995) were
completed by participants at the outset of the first interview to gauge participants‘ current
self-reported levels of depression, anxiety and stress. In the event that a participant reported
high symptom levels, as was the case with David, particular attention was paid to available
mechanisms of support including the list of practitioners provided (participant DASS scores
are provided in Table 4.2, in the procedures and interview section of this chapter).
Sampling and recruitment. Criteria for inclusion in the study included Australian
residency, identifying as a gay man, being 18 and older, and with spoken English skills that

6

At the outset of the research, Dr. Geoff Denham was the only supervisor therefore; Prof. Anthony Smith is
not mentioned on the Participant Information Sheet and Consent Form.
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would ensure effective communication during the interview. Several recruitment methods
were used. An advertisement was placed in two Melbourne gay and lesbian street press
publications including Southern Star (SSO Media) and MCV (Melbourne Community
Voice, Evolution Publishing). Subsequently, Southern Star expressed interest in running a
brief article about the research. An article was published in Southern Star on 28 May 2009
(see Appendix 4.1), and then the SSO Media sister paper in Sydney – Sydney Star Observer
– published an article on 3 June 2009 (see Appendix 4.1). Also, I was contacted in July
2009 by Dean Beck from JOY FM, Melbourne‘s gay and lesbian radio station, to
participate in a radio interview about my research.7
Participants. As a result of the print advertising, articles, and radio interview, a
number of prospective participants from Melbourne and Sydney enquired about the
research. One respondent was excluded on the grounds that he was not a permanent
resident or citizen of Australia. Also, several men expressed interest but did not maintain
communication and hence, did not proceed to interview. In total, nine men, comprising six
from Melbourne and three from Sydney, participated in the research. All participants were
middle class Caucasian men.
Melbourne participants were asked demographic questions at completion of their
first interview and Sydney participants were asked demographic questions at completion of
their single interview. The demographic questions were adapted from those utilised by
Ervin (2003) in her doctoral research. Participant responses to demographic questions are
summarised in Table 4.1. Additionally, responses were audio-recorded, transcribed and

7

A podcast of this interview can be accessed online
(see: www.cpod.org.au/page.php?id=154&page_style=joy.css&no_brand=1).
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analysed with interview material (a copy of demographic questions is included in Appendix
4.5).
Table 4.1 – Participant Demographics

Age

Citizen (CIT) or
Sexuality Sexuality Years Years Years
d
permanent resident
(self
openness 'out' to 'out' to 'out' to
(PR), city of residence description)
self family friends
a

5

17

14

9

b

2

30

Not out

4

6
5
7
3
5
7

18
27
27
2
16
31

16
18
27
1
15
26

18
18
27
1
16
26

Sean

39

CIT, MELB

Bi-curious

Jim

62

CIT, MELB

Matthew
Mike
Nick
John
Scott
David

38
37
44
56
37
42

CIT, SYD
CIT, SYD
CIT, SYD
CIT, MELB
CIT, MELB
PR, MELB

Mostly gay
Totally gay
Totally gay
Totally gay
Totally gay
Totally gay
Totally gay c

Queer
Kyle
28
CIT, MELB
Totally gay
7
18
10
13
a
Sean says "I'm gay but…you could say I'm bi-curious…but I've been predominantly
gay"
b

Jim states he is only sexually attracted to men, he doesn't identify as 'totally gay'
because he is not able to be fully open with others
c
David identifies as gay, but prefers to use the term 'queer'
d

On a scale from 1 to 7, with 1 representing completely hidden and 7 representing
completely open
As the responses to one demographic question were extensive – I asked participants:
―I‘m interested to ask about gender identification, in terms of masculinity and femininity,
how would you describe yourself?‖ – I have coded and analysed responses to this question,
using the method described in the coding and data analysis section of this chapter. I
included this question because I suspected participant‘s perceptions of masculinity and
femininity would be important to issues of shame and embarrassment. Two examples of
responses to this question include David who said: ―non-hegemonic, I actively resist any
kind of hegemonic masculinity which again is a paradox, [because] I‘m really attracted to
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straight acting gay men.‖ Scott said: ―Mmm -- it‘s funny cause I work in fashion so I‘m
almost expected to be a bit effeminate but I‘m quite you know…I don‘t think I‘m like
stereotyped girly queen.‖
Brief participant biographies are provided here to introduce the reader to each man.
These utilise participant provided material and my own observations. At completion of the
interviews, I asked each participant to write me a short biography. Biographies appear in
the order in which participants were interviewed.
Sean. Sean was 40 years old and grew up in suburban Melbourne. During his life,
he had been given several psychiatric diagnoses including social anxiety, obsessive
compulsive disorder, depression and mild schizophrenia. These problems began around 14
years of age; auditory hallucinations attributed to mild schizophrenia first appeared at 25.
His hallucinations involved hearing derogatory words about his sexuality which he believed
were being said by neighbours. He described himself as ―anxious to please.‖ Sean attended
Catholic single sex schools where he was bullied about both anxiety and supposed
sexuality. Sean acknowledged shame and embarrassment linked to both sexuality and
mental health issues. Sean had difficulty talking during interviews and there were long
periods of silence punctuated by utterances such as ―um,‖ ―mmm,‖ ―sort of‖ and ―yeah so.‖
He noted this difficulty to talk; for example, at the end of the second interview he said: ―I
just find it a bit hard to talk.‖ Sean was the first participant interviewed and I found him to
be nervous and gentle. Sean‘s life had been characterised by social isolation and at
interview, he was single. He had struggled to meet other gay men and establish
―meaningful relationships.‖
Jim. Jim was the oldest participant at 62 years old. He was raised in a western
Victorian town and he moved to Melbourne when he was 22. He lived on his own and
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enjoyed collecting art. Jim came from a large family from which he was largely estranged.
At the age of 16, he left school and started work with a well known Australian company
where he remained an employee until the age of 55, at which point he retired. Jim had
never been in an intimate relationship and he was sceptical of his ability to maintain one. In
particular, he doubted his ability and desire to remain faithful. He expressed sadness and
regret about having not had children of his own. Jim was a recovered alcoholic and had
been sober for more than ten years. He described ongoing anxiety and some occurrence of
depression in the past. By and large, Jim kept his sexuality hidden and had only come out to
a few friends. He described himself as exclusively sexually attracted to men but continued
to struggle to accept his sexuality. During interviews, Jim appeared anxious and
apprehensive and at times, he struggled to speak openly about his experiences.
Matthew. Matthew was 38 years old and was born and raised in rural south eastern
Queensland; he grew up on a farm with his two siblings. Matthew went to a small regional
primary school, and attended secondary school in Brisbane. After his move to Brisbane,
Matthew never returned to the farm to live. He followed in the footsteps of a family
member and trained for a role in healthcare. During his training, he had a sexual
relationship with a woman and developed a strong yearning to take up religious life. He
explored this religious yearning for 9 years. Ultimately, Matthew‘s sexual attraction to men
conflicted with his desire to pursue religious life. At interview, Matthew was in a long-term
homosexual relationship, and lived with his partner in Sydney. Matthew‘s partner, Mike,
was also a research participant. Both Matthew and Mike were members of the bear
community which is ―a subculture of gay men who valorize the larger, hirsute body‖
(Hennen, 2005, p. 25). During the interview, I found Matthew to be candid and reflective.
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Mike. Mike was 37 years old and lived in Sydney. As noted, at interview, Mike and
Matthew had been in a long-term intimate relationship for eight years. Mike was an
Australian citizen who grew up in the United States. He was an only child who described a
difficult relationship with his mother, and a more accepting one with his father. Mike was
university educated. Initially, he hoped his sexuality would be a passing phase and on his
birthday each year he would test himself by gauging whether or not he still wished he was
straight. It was only in recent years that he was happy being gay. Mike was an avid
traveller, and it was during a visit to Australia that he met Matthew, and discovered the bear
community. During the interview, Mike displayed a gentle, candid and reflective
demeanour as shown by his tendency to stay with questions, even though they touched on
difficult experiences. He also remained open to describing and retelling stories that were, in
many ways, private and painful.
Nick. Nick was 44 years old and born and raised in New Zealand. He was the
youngest child of Irish Catholic migrants and one of eight children. He remembered early
childhood experiences as energetic and warm. However, as his siblings left home and his
mother became menopausal, the home situation became isolated, cold and lonely. Although
Nick‘s early years at school were enjoyable, at the age of 10 he started getting bullied about
being intelligent, physically small, and having a camp demeanour. Nick described
experiencing depression at 17 years old, prior to coming out, in a period of unskilled
employment. He spent some years doing entry level jobs both in New Zealand and after
moving to Australia. He increasingly used marijuana from 20 to 25 years old. Through a
series of fortuitous events, Nick moved into welfare work and was accepted to study at
University. At interview, he had completed doctoral level studies. I found Nick
apprehensive at the outset, but he relaxed as the interview proceeded.
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John. John was 56 years old and born and raised in a north eastern Victorian town.
As a son of farming parents, John was schooled regionally until the age of 14 when he
became a boarder at an all boys‘ school in a large town in Western Victoria. His boarding
school experiences were difficult and the discipline was ―terrifying.‖ During those years,
John often found himself on the fringe and socially isolated. There were some experiences
of bullying, one instigated by a teacher in early primary school, and another he recalled in
high school when he was called ―poofter.‖ John completed a degree at a metropolitan
university. He married in the 1980‘s, and with hindsight, he believed denial played a large
part in his decision to marry and push forward with a heterosexual relationship. John had
four children who, at interview, were either adolescent or young adults. In recent years, a
number of experiences led John to ―discover‖ his homosexuality.
John described loving a man in a way he never felt toward his wife. This caused
John to reflect regretfully on early life experiences, including having rejected a gay male
friend. He believed defensive processes played an important role in his reluctance to accept
homosexuality in another. He also looked back on his life with sadness and regret that it
took him so long to realise his sexuality. He had come out to his wife and family which led
to significant changes, friction and strained relationships. During interviews, John was
eager to talk and provide information; for example, he directed me to a link of a radio
interview he had done, and also provided an apology and coming out letter which he sent to
his estranged gay male friend.
Scott. Scott was 37 years old and grew up in a regional town in Western Australia.
Scott had three younger brothers and his extended family were still in Western Australia.
Scott moved to Perth at the age of 21 and around that time, he realised his sexuality and
came out to friends. He was aware of a sense of difference prior to this age but had not
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come to identify as gay. Subsequently, he came out to his family over a couple of years.
Around the age of 26, Scott moved from Perth to Melbourne where he was living at the
time of the interviews. He returned to Perth to visit family several times each year. Scott
commented that experiences at high school were difficult due to bullying. Scott was a
single gay man and reported difficult endings of both intimate and platonic relationships in
recent years. Nevertheless, Scott described himself as a ―grounded and level person,‖ which
is how he presented during interviews. Compared to other participants, I experienced Scott
as guarded and it was harder to elucidate detailed responses from him.
David. David was a 42 year old Australian permanent resident who grew up in a
small north England town. David migrated to Australia to take up a position at a Melbourne
university with the hope of building a less isolated life. Like Nick, he was educated to
doctoral level. David had travelled extensively and lived in other countries. Curiously,
David mentioned no family history during interviews or his brief biography. However, he
did mention some school experiences including struggling with sports and schoolyard
jokes. During interviews, I found David to be articulate and eager to talk about his struggles
and ideas about sexuality, politics and identity.
Kyle. Kyle was 28 years old and born and raised in a north Queensland town. Kyle
lived with his partner of three years in a bay-side Melbourne suburb. At the age of 19, Kyle
moved to Sydney from Queensland to pursue an arts career. Kyle had two older brothers
and reported a very supportive family, in fact, he said he never came out to his parents but
rather, casually mentioned during a telephone conversation with his parents that he was
going on a date with a man. Throughout interviews, Kyle emphasised his family‘s
supportiveness and how much of a non-issue his sexuality had been. Kyle was a
professional singer, dancer and choreographer and was working in the arts. It appeared his
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career was very important, and he stressed that until he met his current partner, there was
nothing that could get in the way of him and a potential job. Kyle said he often used
marijuana to manage career lows. He knew he was gay from a young age and since then
had believed it was ―no big deal.‖ He wondered why homosexuality was an issue, and one
reason he volunteered for the research was to voice another opinion about ―gay shame‖
which he considered to be dramatised and exaggerated. I found Kyle to be a confident
young man who, at times, seemed somewhat aggrandising.
Procedures and interview. I liaised with potential participants via telephone and
once willingness to proceed was verbally expressed, an interview time was booked.
Participants were mailed a Participant Information Sheet and Consent Form and asked to
bring the completed Consent Form to the first interview. Interviews in Melbourne were
completed at La Trobe city campus, except for the second interview with David, which was
conducted at his home. Sydney interviews were conducted at the Wyndham Vacation
Resort in central Sydney.
A semi-structured interview protocol was developed drawing on ideas expressed by
Carspecken (1996) (see Appendix 4.4 for Interview Protocol). Consequently, lead off and
follow-up questions were developed for two domains, which reflected the research aims.
These domains were, ‗experiences of shame and embarrassment‘ and ‗therapeutic
experiences.‘ In line with a semi-structured approach, the protocol was used as a guide, and
several participants spoke freely about their experiences of shame and embarrassment
without much interviewer prompting.
To allow enough time for detailed exploration of experiences, Melbourne
participants were interviewed twice for one hour. Typically, the first interview finished
with talking about experiences of embarrassment and the second interview commenced
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with reflections on the first interview and then moved into talking about experiences of
shame. The first interview was concluded with demographic questions in order to debrief
participants from the deeper interview content. Due to travel and time constraints, Sydney
participants were interviewed once only, for one and a half hours. The entire interview,
including demographic questions, was covered during this time. In total, 16.5 interview
hours were recorded.
At the outset of the first interview, participants provided a signed consent form and
completed the DASS. Participants‘ DASS scores are summarised in Table 4.2. These scores
were not used in any quantitative analysis, but provided an objective measure of
depression, anxiety and stress levels, and as noted, allowed particular attention to be paid to
avenues for support, especially for David.
Table 4.2 – Participant DASS Scores

Sean
Jim
Matthew
Mike
Nick
John
Scott
David
Kyle

Depression
13
13
10
2
0
22
0
33
8

Anxiety
13
5
15
1
2
3
1
18
2

Stress
14
15
17
4
3
2
9
33
5

Note: Unshaded cells mean normal to mild scores.
Moderate
Severe
Extremely Severe
Transcribed interviews were shared with participants for them to check the
faithfulness of the transcription. This was an opportunity for participants to flag areas of
concern in terms of anonymity and mis-transcription. I also asked participants if they had
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any thoughts or reflections about participation and reading the transcripts. Otherwise, there
was no further post-interview communication with participants.
Researcher Positionality
Creswell stated: ―qualitative researchers approach their studies with a certain world
view that guides their inquiries‖ (1998, p. 74). Similarly, Charmaz (2006, p. 131) noted the
development of grounded theory is influenced by the view of the researcher and ―it does
not and cannot stand outside of it.‖ Consequently, I have provided detail about my own
position as researcher.
I am a Caucasian Australian gay man who grew up in metropolitan Perth and moved
to Melbourne in 2009. I grew up in a stable middle class family and attended an all boys‘
private high school from years seven to twelve. At times, during those years, I was bullied
about aspects of masculinity and alleged sexuality. I came out to friends and family at the
age of 19 and since then, I have developed my own identity as a gay man. I am currently in
a long term relationship of 10 years and have been studying postgraduate counselling
psychology since 2005. I was first registered as a psychologist in early 2010. Since 2005, I
have worked clinically in several areas including private practice, university counselling,
with job seekers returning to work, and in the public sector with clients with complex and
enduring mental health issues. I have special interests in psychodynamic psychotherapy and
assisting same-sex attracted clients to work through identity, shame and self-esteem issues
which arise in the context of ongoing societal oppression and stigmatisation.
It was through my own experiences in psychodynamic psychotherapy that I first
became aware of the importance of shame in my own life and consequently, the lives of
other gay men. Between 2006 and 2008, I was influenced by a series of articles by Blum
and Frommer (Blum, et al., 1997; Blum & Pfetzing, 1997; Frommer, 2000a, 2000b, 2006,
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2007). These papers theorised, from a psychoanalytic perspective, the centrality of shame
as an organising experience in gay men‘s lives. I was struck by how little research had
explored gay men‘s experiences of shame and this led me to the current research
endeavour.
I was open with participants about my sexuality and the influence of my own
struggles in bringing me to this research. I believed this was important in the spirit of a
collaborative research endeavour, as well as critical to development of rapport which would
assist participants to muster the courage to speak as openly as possible. For example, Kyle
asked me at the outset of his interviews, whether I was gay. I answered his question directly
and when we talked about the reasons for the question, he said: ―I think there‘ll be some
things that‘ll be less hard to explain to a gay man as opposed to a straight man I think that‘s
what it is.‖ While no other participants directly asked about my sexuality, most were made
aware through my explanation of the reasons for doing the research.
I brought certain values and perspectives to this research. As a gay man who had
personally come to understand the influence of shame in the context of growing up gay in a
heterosexist society, I suspected I would find experiences of shame in most participants‘
narratives. As a researcher and practitioner, I have a commitment to social justice and
believe heterosexist values pervade many aspects of society and therefore, influence how
gay men see themselves in relation to others, culture and society. I believe a deeper
understanding of the processes and experiences of gay men living with heterosexism can
influence social policy and the level of understanding of how to approach psychotherapy
with this population. Furthermore, my personal and professional experiences led me to
concur with others that people actively use coping and defense mechanisms to protect
themselves from the distressing cognitive and affective components of shame. Also, I agree
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that shame regularly presents in psychotherapy and often sits under clients‘ mental health
symptoms (H. B. Lewis, 1987b; Poulson, 2000; Scheff & Retzinger, 2000).
While qualitative research acknowledges the influence of the person of the
researcher, I adopted two safeguards to hold in check the confounding projection of my
own biases. First, as detailed in the coding and data analysis section, I completed an
exhaustive coding and analytic process in which all data were coded to ensure all
participant comments were considered, at some level, in the developing analysis. Second, I
actively considered the divergence of cases in the developing analysis (see Patton, 1999).
Coding and Data Analysis
Prior to coding, the interviews were read twice through and analytic notes were
made on a hard copy of the transcripts. Two documents were then prepared for each
participant: (i) a summary of the participant and his background, and (ii) a synopsis of my
impressions of the interview and the emergent participant themes. Following completion of
the summaries, interviews were then read again and further analytic notes were made on the
hard copy of interview transcripts. This repeated and active reading of the interviews
ensured a high level of immersion and familiarisation with the data and allowed
identification of patterns and themes prior to commencing coding (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
Intial coding involved remaining close to the data and assigning a code to all
interview segments. This approach is commonly advocated in the qualitative research
literature (Boyatzis, 1998; Braun & Clarke, 2006; Bryant & Charmaz, 2010; Carspecken,
1996; Charmaz, 2006; Creswell, 1994, 2007, 2009; Creswell & Miller, 2000; Georgiou &
Carspecken, 2002; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; C. Hahn, 2008; Miles & Huberman, 1994;
Patton, 1999, 2002; Saldaña, 2009; Simmons, 2010; J. A. Smith, 2008; Smyth & Holmes,
2005; Walker & Myrick, 2006). Deductive a-priori codes were not employed (Charmaz,
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2006), and the analytic technique taken was inductive and data driven (Boyatzis, 1998;
Braun & Clarke, 2006; Creswell, 1994). At times, in-vivo coding was utilised where a
participant‘s statement aptly captured the essence of the segment. Simultaneous and
overlapping coding (see Saldaña, 2009) were used extensively to ensure multiple meanings
within and across segments were captured. I made liberal use of gerunds (words ending in
‗ing‘) in order to detect processes and remain data-driven (Charmaz, 2006; Glaser &
Strauss, 1967). Charmaz noted: ―we gain a strong sense of action and sequence with
gerunds‖ (2006, p. 49). Throughout the coding process, segments of interviews were
compared for similarities and differences, and codes were refined, developed, collapsed and
separated using ―constant comparative methods‖ (Charmaz, 2006; Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
Intially, coding was done using Microsoft Word and Access (an approach detailed
by C. Hahn, 2008), however this became cumbersome and the coding system did not
appear to be developing well. This was partly because intial coding attempts tended toward
descriptive summaries, as opposed to conceptual labels. Therefore, to assist in conceptual
coding and raising the data to an abstract level (Simmons, 2010), MAXQDA,8 qualitative
data analysis software was used, and the six interviews coded via the first attempt were recoded. MAXQDA allowed the development of a hierarchical coding system which meant
similar codes could be grouped under a broad and inclusive higher order theme. With this
functionality, higher order themes and categories emerged and developed alongside coding.
At completion of initial coding, 479 codes had been developed and 1707 segments
of interview data coded. The number of codes and coded segments across interviews is
summarised in Table 4.3. Together with initial coding, extensive analytic memos were

8

MAXQDA is the product name. This is apparently an acronym, with ‗MAX‘ being a tribute to Max Weber,
and QDA denoting ‗qualitative data analysis.‘
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written. 124 memos covering mutliple aspects of the coding and analysis process were
written during the initial coding phase.
Table 4.3 – Development of Codes and Coded Segments Across Interviews
Participant
Sean
Jim
Matthew
Mike
Nick
John
Scott
David
Kyle

Interview
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

Total Codes
Total Coded Segments
(across interviews) (across interviews)
65
78
127
191
160
288
195
410
268
576
320
740
384
949
400
1029
417
1109
428
1193
437
1271
458
1394
463
1532
476
1629
479
1707

The final data analysis steps were achieved using focussed and theoretical coding,
and detailed analytic memo writing. These approaches are central to grounded theory as
described by Glaser and Strauss (1967) and Charmaz (2006). In terms of focussed coding,
the most common and significant initial codes were used as a springboard, and through
constant comparison the 479 intial codes were refined and collapsed into 193 more
inclusive codes. These codes then grouped under seven higher order themes, which
captured participant processes and experiences, and four higher order descriptive categories
– this distinction is explained in Chapter Six. The higher order coding scheme was then
checked against four interviews to ensure the scheme was a good fit in capturing the
conceptual and theoretical essence of the intial codes.
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Detailed analytic memos were written throughout the focussed and theoretical
coding process in order to: (i) document the nature and properties of the emerging higher
order themes; (ii) draw attention to how initial codes underpinned the development of the
theme; and, (iii) record specific supporting and divergent case examples. This approach of
utilising extensive analytic memo writing to assist in moving from intial codes to
conceptual, focussed and theoretical codes – and subsequently to building theory – is
espoused by Charmaz (2006).
Presentation of Interview Material
Interview material is presented in this thesis in a systematic manner. In-text
citations are enclosed in double quotation marks. Block citations are followed by
parenthetic information including the participant, interview and paragraph(es) from which
the citation was extracted. This takes the following format, Participant, Interview:
Paragraph(es). As Sydney participants completed one interview, information following
block citations from these participants does not include the interview number. Punctuation
has not been added to interview excerpts to avoid distorting participants‘ comments.
Conjunctions, such as ‗ums‘ and ‗ahs,‘ have been removed where inclusion did not add to
the excerpt, and where removal did not change the meaning. A short pause is indicated by a
single dash (–) and longer pauses are denoted by a double dash (- -). An ellipsis (…)
indicates where text has been removed. Words in square parentheses ([ ]) have been added
to provide context.
Considerations of Validity and Rigour
Concepts such as reliability, validity and rigour are traditionally associated with the
quantitative paradigm. Lincoln and Guba (1985), proposed that qualitative inquiry should
establish its ―trustworthiness‖ through confirmability, transferability, credibility and
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dependability . They posited that validity and reliability were concepts akin to the positivist
stance and were not applicable to qualitative inquiry. Additionally, other qualitative
researchers have proposed different labels and criteria for establishing the credibility of
their research. Morse and colleagues (Morse, Barrett, Mayan, Olson, & Spiers, 2002)
provided an account as to how this heterogeneous approach to ―trustworthiness‖ in
qualitative inquiry has hampered a consistent framework for rigour, and plausibly, spawned
a movement toward post hoc evaluation of the validity of qualitative studies. They
proposed that a parallel set of terminology for qualitative inquiry, in fact, undermines
rigour and ―marginalizes qualitative inquiry from mainstream science and scientific
legitimacy‖ (Morse, et al., 2002, p. 16). Consequently, they recommended qualitative
researchers retain the terms validity and reliability to describe provisions in their research
design to establish rigour and ―refocus our agenda for ensuring rigor and place
responsibility with the investigator rather than external judges of the completed product‖
(p. 19).
There are several strategies, often referred to as ―verification,‖ which researchers
can utilise to ensure rigour and thus, reliability and validity in qualitative inquiry. Several
such provisions were built into this research design. Morse and colleagues (2002), noted
that a lack of responsiveness of the investigator is a key threat to validity. Consequently,
they stressed the importance of investigator responsiveness to whether the emerging coding
scheme ―actually holds (and is kept), or appears thin and muddled (and the scheme is
changed)‖ (Morse, et al., 2002, p. 18). Such was the case during the data analysis phase of
this research. As discussed, initial attempts at coding using Microsoft Word and Access
yielded a cumbersome coding scheme which did not appear to hold. This was realised and
discussed with supervisors. Consequently, a decision was taken to use MAXQDA in
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managing coding and analytic memo writing. This allowed the development of a detailed,
robust and saturated coding scheme grounded in the data. Seale and Silverman (1997, p.
379) noted the development of a systematic coding scheme ―with the aid of computer
programmes‖ is an important aspect to ensuring validity and rigour. They commented that a
systematic coding scheme allows effective divergent case analysis and guards against
anecdotalism, a common criticism of qualitative inquiry. As recommended by Seale and
Silverman (1997), in reporting findings I have provided counts of events to guard against
anecdotalism. This allows the reader to discern rare events from more commonly occurring
ones. Furthermore, as noted, the entire breadth of interview material was coded to guard
against anecdotalism and projection of interviewer bias.
Morse et al. (2002) commented that investigators must remain open, sensitive,
creative, and insightful when working with qualitative data and be diligent to not be taken
by ideas that are poorly supported. Nearing the end of data analysis, and as I started to
move from micro to macro perspectives, it was possible to be taken by ideas and ways of
organising the codes into themes. This, however, was averted by remaining close to the
data and utilising constant comparison and extensive analytic memo writing when
developing themes. Analytic memo writing was a critical technique which facilitated
―thinking theoretically, and theory development‖ (Morse, et al., 2002, p. 18). Memo writing
allowed organised and considered ideas to be developed from grounded interview excerpts
and integrated into the final analysis. Overall, these techniques ensured methodological
coherence, a verification strategy espoused by Morse et al. (2002). Several other aspects of
the research design bolstered validity and rigour.
First, audio-recordings were transcribed by the researcher, leading to intimate
knowledge of, and immersion in the data. Immersion was reinforced through repeated
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reading of the transcripts. All interviews were read a minimum of three times post
transcription before coding commenced. Transcripts were faithful to the audio-recording
and they were not ―cleaned up‖ (see Seale & Silverman, 1997) – all utterances, interjections
and pauses were included. In this way, the transcriptions utilised a protocol akin to
conversation analysis as advocated by Seale and Silverman (1997) (a copy of the
transcription protocol is included in Appendix 4.6).
Second, transcribed interviews were shared with participants to review and note any
mis-transcriptions or points of divergence. This process resulted in only minor adjustments
and clarification of garbled responses. Member checking, or the process of having
participants check and contribute to data analysis, was considered to supplement rigour.
However, serious concerns were held by researcher and supervisors about sharing data
analysis with participants given the sensitive nature of the research inquiry. The decision
was taken not to use member checking to avoid augmenting participant distress levels.
Furthermore, Morse et al. (2002), noted several researchers have proposed that member
checking of findings is potentially a threat to validity.
Third, two coded interviews (approximately 14% of interview material) were read
and checked by a fellow researcher. This confirmed the coding approach as a robust one,
and no action was taken to alter the coding approach.
Finally, regular meetings were held with supervisors throughout the entire research
process (fortnightly with each), and the researcher was a member of a peer group who met
fortnightly to discuss research processes and issues. These meetings provided a venue for
ongoing peer debriefing (Creswell, 1998; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
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The next two chapters outline the research findings. Chapter Five details
participants‘ experiences of shame and embarrassment, and provides context for the
discussion of themes in Chapter Six.
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Chapter 5 – Participant Experiences of Shame and Embarrassment
I was intrigued that you were interested in the word shame – gay shame…we meet every
day younger members of the gay community and see this stuff they‘re still going through
and even older members of the gay community you realise along with everyone having that
great coming out story they‘re also carrying with them a sack of something dark…that‘s
uncomfortable or that shame…it‘s a bit sad. (Mike: 127)

This chapter presents an overview of participants‘ experiences of shame and
embarrassment in order to contextualise the discussion of themes presented in Chapter Six.
Participants‘ stories of shame and embarrassment were not easily rendered. They
often talked around and struggled to label and describe shameful experiences. For example,
the following excerpt illustrates Kyle‘s struggle:
Adam: Well there‘s no pressure you know whatever comes to mind I think is most
important so when you think back over your life in terms of – shame – is there any
experience that really sticks out?
Kyle:

– – oh I don‘t know look I‘m feeling a little inadequate that I can‘t answer that

properly and I think I‘ve been fighting with that since we‘ve started. (Kyle, 2: 82-83)

The interview protocol was structured to encourage participants to talk about
shameful experiences by beginning with coming out, proceeding to exploring difficulties
related to sexuality, and then to embarrassment and shame. Participants often used
euphemisms which signalled shameful experiences, and some spoke of embarrassment but
were actually speaking largely about shame.
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Participants’ Shame and Embarrassment Distinctions
Seven participants spoke about their understanding of the difference between shame
and embarrassment. They saw embarrassment as similar to shame, but their distinctions
typically positioned embarrassment as less disruptive and disabling than shame. Shame was
viewed as more enduring and harder to ―shake off.‖ Furthermore, they also spoke of the
link between embarrassment and humour.
Kyle said shame and embarrassment were similar, but differentiated them by
proposing that embarrassment was more self-induced, while shame was forced by others:
They are similar I think – one of them – is – semi self-induced to an extent… possibly more
embarrassment…shame is I think when it‘s – it‘s almost – like – it‘s a forced feeling from
someone else in a spiteful manner…embarrassment is something like when you fall over or
you fuck up or a faux pas. (Kyle, 2: 64-67)

John spoke about the difference between embarrassment and shame in recounting
the fear of being labelled homosexual by association. He pushed away a friend at university
when he found out he was gay. In hindsight, John thought this rejection was probably due
to fear of his own sexuality. When I asked John whether this experience was also shameful,
he said: ―I think shame would actually come - - if you‘d made the admission – but you still
weren‘t comfortable with it.‖ John saw shame as connected to an admission about an aspect
of self that one is not ―comfortable‖ with.
Matthew, Scott and Sean proposed that embarrassment has a jocular component
while shame is a more enduring experience that is harder to recover from. Matthew
captured how devastating and piercing an experience of shame can be:
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Embarrassment is…not as devastating as shame but it still has that loss to it and I guess it
can be resurrected a lot more easily, embarrassment can be hidden by the humour...whereas
shame has that complete robbing…you‘re gutted…you‘ve got nowhere to go…you‘re just –
sent reeling…you don‘t have that quick recovery that you do with embarrassment and
embarrassment I think you learn to laugh at a lot sooner. (Matthew: 56-61)

Similarly, Scott commented: ―embarrassment‘s like…you‘re the centre of the joke
whereas shame‘s I think a longer – you‘re ashamed of yourself.‖ Like Matthew and Scott,
Sean said: ―I think if you‘re embarrassed you can make a joke of it and you can shrug it
off…but if you‘re ashamed of something it has a different effect on you.‖
Mike said shame reached deep into the most difficult relational experiences. He
associated shame with his mother and said his experiences of shame, ―start to get a
lot…closer to home with…the difficult relationship I‘ve had with my Mum over the years.‖
Mike proposed a link between shame and a breach of one‘s integrity, with shame being
related to a deep sense of feeling inadequate. In a series of admissions, he said:
Shame was you know breaching…your integrity and feeling like inside there‘s…something
wrong with you as opposed to something wrong with how you‘re acting…what‘s inside is
wrong or inconsistent or ugly or…broken or not man enough not human enough. (Mike:
63-97)

Finally, David asserted a relationship between shame, pride and anger by stating:
―it‘s about anger – shame anger pride…they‘re not a dichotomy - - it‘s a triangular
relationship and both shame and pride are mediated through anger one being one in a
positive and the other in a – negative way.‖
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Shame Euphemisms and Motifs
In struggling to identify and verbalise experiences of shame, participants frequently
used euphemisms that signalled their painful experiences. David commented about
validating strategies used to ―compensate for a feeling of loss a feeling of lack.‖ David‘s
use of ―loss‖ and ―lack‖ as euphemisms for shame was expanded upon later in the
interview when he commented: ―I‘m almost paralysed – by - - a sense of who I am not.‖ He
also talked about ―feelings of repulsion‖ and ―impropriety.‖ Jim‘s euphemisms for shame
included: ―repulsive,‖ ―not normal,‖ ―disgusted,‖ ―highly embarrassed,‖ and ―dirty.‖
Matthew euphemisms included: ―indelible mark,‖ ―total dehumanising‖ and ―exposed.‖
Kyle also spoke of ―exposure.‖ Mike referred to: ―horrible embarrassment,‖ ―huge state of
embarrassment,‖ and ―humiliated.‖ Like Mike, Nick also spoke about ―absolute
humiliation,‖ as well as feeling ―mortified and embarrassed.‖
Also, participants‘ overt struggles with anxiety, depression and fearing judgement
or rejection, can be interpreted as motifs for shame. For example, Jim referred to becoming
overwhelmed by panicky anxiety in situations where his sexuality might be discovered and
where he felt he was at risk of rejection, judgement or criticism. Jim described the ―awful‖
feeling he experienced in considering coming out to someone he was visiting. He was
invited in for a cup of tea, but declined the offer. The following excerpt shows how anxiety
is a motif for the underlying shame about his sexuality:
A:

Tell me a bit about that feeling of being uncomfortable what does it feel like?

J:

…it‘s it‘s it‘s awful it is awful yeah…my anxiety level goes

A:

Straight up?
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J:

Yeah and I just feel absolutely uncomfortable very uncomfortable I‘ve had it

happen a few times to me and it‘s to do with being gay and it‘s oooh
A:

And you‘ve got to get away?

J:

I have to get away yes but once I couldn‘t get away because I was there for tea but I

was oh I‘m not joke I felt just awful…I didn‘t have any control over anything and I don‘t
like those it‘s awful don‘t like being like that
A:

So do you think that‘s linked to feeling ashamed of being gay?

J:

Well in front of them people yes it is it is yes. (Jim, 2: 198-202)

At times, embarrassment was used as a way of talking about – and softening – what
appeared to be, by and large, shameful experiences. There is shame in shame, and
therefore, also in labelling one‘s experience as shameful. Furthermore, self-conscious
emotions needn‘t occur in isolation, and at times, participants reported experiences of
shame, guilt, embarrassment and humiliation in different constellations.
State-Shame or Shame-Proneness?
In Chapter Two, I outlined the difference between state shame and shameproneness. State shame is the transient emotional experience and shame-proneness refers to
a disposition to experience shame. The specific experiences of shame recounted by
participants represented moments of state shame. Additionally, all participants made
comments suggestive of shame-proneness, several made many. By and large, these remarks
highlighted a persistent view of self as unworthy, different and/or not good enough. Also,
David, Kyle, Nick and Scott referred to an experience of needing to justify themselves,
which hinted at a sense of shame worthiness.
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Many participants outlined critical developmental experiences like bullying, which
perhaps contributed to the development of a view of self as unworthy and inadequate, and
possibly shame-proneness. Potentially, shame-proneness among participants underscored
two of the themes: theme one: struggling with self, and theme two: protecting self.
Additionally, many interview excerpts provided in Chapter Six are suggestive of individual
shame-proneness. Table 5.1 provides some examples of participant comments suggestive of
shame-proneness.
Table 5.1 – Participant Comments Suggestive of Shame-Proneness

Participant

Sean
Jim
Matthew
Mike
Nick

John
Scott

David

Kyle

Comment(s)
"I wasn‘t proud of it because of all of the negative
connotations of it growing up"
"It would make me very depressed...I‘d be devastated
"I‘d be highly embarrassed I‘d feel dirty"
"It's one of those moments that still has a big effect despite it
happening over twenty years ago"
"There's a scar there from that"
"There is still this you're not quite good enough undertone"
"It‘s just kind of permeated all aspects of my life ever since
and it‘s been really hard to sort of fight back and pull myself
up"
"As a fairly sensitive sort of character to avoid all those slurs
that are made"
"Why do I feel different?"
"I just wanted to be able to fit in you know like be one of the
boys"
"I'm not prepared to be reconnected to my overwhelming
sense of shame"
"Shame is always present…it's the loom on which I've
threaded the other stuff"
"I‘ve had to have a tough shell to be able to cope...the shame
came in many forms"

Interview
position
(Int : Para)
1: 139
2: 118
2: 120
49
75
69
71
2: 28
1: 27
2: 25
1: 60
1: 62
2: 11
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Experiences of Shame and Embarrassment
The following summaries of each participant‘s experiences of shame and
embarrassment provide context for the discussion of themes. They also document what has
been most difficult for each man. Critical formative and adolescent experiences featured
prominently in participants‘ recollections of shame. Where possible, I have commented on
possible links between formative experiences and adult struggles.
Sean. For Sean, struggling to accept sexuality and mental health issues were closely
tied to feelings of shame and embarrassment, which he described as a ―tug of war.‖ He
associated embarrassment with two experiences: (i) meeting new people and being
conscious of his mental health issues; and, (ii) being bullied at school for being assumed to
be gay. Sean spoke about bullying and persistent disconnection in terms of not being able to
―find a place to fit in.‖ In the following excerpt, Sean recalled the painful experience of his
parents pretending nothing was wrong, especially when they had visitors. While this is
mainly focussed on his mental health experiences, these were closely tied with emerging
sexuality:
My parents would cover it up and I would just have to sort of sit and smile and go along
with it you know making out things were OK when I knew they weren‘t and that was a
sense of shame because I was just constantly trying to cover up things and not sort of
expressing myself or – behaving in the way that I should have been able to. (Sean, 2: 67)

Sean struggled to express himself and tended to put on an act in order to ―appear
normal‖ and take the focus off his sexuality. He also talked about guilt and shame linked to
having sex at beats. He described this as a compensatory practice in lieu of a ―meaningful
relationship.‖
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Jim. Like Sean, Jim struggled with issues of anxiety linked to sexuality. He
reported becoming embarrassed when ―people have been talking about gay people.‖ Jim
spoke of being fearful of rejection and criticism which appeared to be linked to familial
non-acceptance, mainly from his sisters. Jim said if his parents were still alive ―they would
be devastated‖ about him being gay. Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) helped Jim make contact
with people and maintain sobriety, however, he remained vigilant about hiding his sexuality
from fellow AA members. Consequently, he had only come out to a small number of
people and tried to guage levels of acceptance prior to disclosure. Jim talked frequently
about ideas of normality against which he regularly judged himself and his behaviour. Jim
described his sexuality as ―not natural‖ and ―dirty.‖
Masculinity was a site of shame for Jim; he spoke of feeling less masculine
compared to other men. Of the common percpetion of footballers as manly, he said:
―people look at footballers as being manly…well to me…they‘re not manly…they‘ve got
no bloody brains and a big dick.‖ Jim compared himself to married heterosexual people and
felt ashamed about his tendency to engage in casual sex. He described promiscuous sex as
―not the way most people do things…not the way it should be done.‖
Finally, Jim touched on something he did 30 years ago about which he wasn‘t clear
but said it was an ―inexcusable act‖ which involved a ―young boy.‖ Jim spoke with his
long-term psychologist about this incident. He expressed significant shame about the
transgression and the possibility of being seen as a paedophile. This material was very
sensitive, but important because it was a key influence of shame, and possibly contributed
to ongoing struggles with his sexual attraction to men. Jim wondered whether his
alcoholism had been a contributing factor to this wrongdoing. In this way, Jim used his
history of alcoholism as a way to distance (and possibly absolve) himself from shame and
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guilt. He remained deeply troubled by this event and spoke about feeling ―absolutely
awful‖ and having ―flashbacks.‖
Matthew. Matthew recounted a key experience of shame at the age of 13, where he
was scolded by his father for ―poncing around‖ the kitchen, which he described: ―like being
punched in the guts.‖ Initially, he identified this incident as an embarrassing one, but then
noted it was essentially shameful. He also recalled a time when he was ‗cruising‘9 a man in
a supermarket and was then confronted by him and verbally abused. He said this left an
―indelible mark,‖ and he considered the confrontation as a traumatic one which had left a
―tiny smidge of post-traumatic distress.‖ He labelled this experience as shameful and
embarrassing. I suspect it was also deeply humiliating because it occurred in public and had
a defiling nature. Matthew recalled the man was ―going off in the middle of the
supermarket‖ saying, ―‗why did you keep looking at me when I look at someone like that I
either want to fight em or fuck em I don‘t wanna fuck you.‘‖

Matthew also spoke

about struggling with masculinity and said that sometimes he used sex to ―short circuit the
struggle…to somehow…dull the pain or treat the pain.‖ Matthew recalled childhood
experiences of being relegated to activities with Mum, and being excluded from the
family‘s model of masculinity. He spoke of a difficult relationship with his Dad:
The difficulty of our relationship is that my older brother was always the one who – would
pull things apart and blow things up and drive the tractor into the ditches and he was the
one that would always cause Mum heartache…and I was the – boy who stayed at home
and…on the weekend I‘d be helping Mum with the housework or wanting to cook
9

Cruising involves seeking sexual activity with other men who have sex with men (MSM) at gay venues
(such as sex on premises venues or clubs) and public places (such as parks or restrooms). Public places which
have a reputation for such activity are often referred to as ‗beats‘ (Bancroft et al., 2003).
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something…and if I had to go out and help on the farm it was always
begrudgingly…stereotypical poofter kid I guess…I felt that I was a disappointment to Dad.
(Matthew: 51)

The pain of being excluded, as a child, from the family‘s model of masculinity
appeared to reverberate in Matthew‘s adulthood, and it is possible this is implicated in the
aetiology of exhibitionistic desires involving masculine men (Silverstein, 1996). Matthew
stated that he liked to expose himself to ―truck drivers and masculine looking vehicles…the
people I want to be seen by are masculine men.‖ Matthew linked these desires back to
adolescent experiences of secretly watching his father undress and shower, after which he
would sneak out to the backyard, undress and run around naked feeling excited and
liberated.
Mike. When I asked Mike about experiences of embarrassment he recalled being
outed at work because of an email bouncing back to the wider workgroup. While he labeled
this experience as embarrassing, the gravity of his description implied it was also shameful:
I felt like I fell off the roof of a building it was the sense of the bottom falling out being in
free fall and slamming into the ground I had a real sense of am I ok what‘s broken in my
life now is everything still there…it was probably wanting to withdraw wanting
to…disconnect I don‘t know about leave work it wasn‘t quite that strong but certainly a
little bit like I‘m not gonna make eye contact and just gonna go through my day. (Mike: 61)

As mentioned previously, Mike recognised the relationship with his mother as
shame-laden. He described having a ―scar‖ from coming out to his mother, who in response
to his disclosure said: ―I had you checked at birth I did everything right I ate vegetables
during my pregnancy and avoided artificial foods so you should be fine.‖ As a child, Mike
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was chastised by a friend‘s mother for playing a consensual game where he would be
rewarded by being allowed to watch his friend ―pee.‖ Mike described the resultant ―horrible
embarrassment‖ and shame:
One day he brought it up in front of his mother and sister and I felt this horrible
embarrassment cause I knew somehow that this was really right for me but really wrong it
felt like a real guilty pleasure and…when his mother was reacting to it…she brought into
this whole thing of making it sound sexual I forget what turn of phrase she used but – it
wasn‘t like rape as a word but it had – in my connotations at the time I was thinking oh jeez
I did what and it suddenly had this whole sense of danger and I thought oh boy I really
stepped into something here…a few points in my childhood I can think of shame and it was
largely associated with her. (Mike: 61-63)

Mike also identified his first sexual experience as shameful and humiliating. Mike
had placed himself in a vulnerable position and was humiliated because his sexual partner
―needed to dress in white so he could – cleanse his body‖ of Mike‘s ―energy.‖ Thus, he felt
that sexually he was dirty and shameful and his partner‘s desire to dress in white was a
deeply humiliating and shameful experience.
Nick. Nick recalled painful childhood bullying experiences, including being called
―pansy.‖ He was ―mortified and embarrassed‖ when one day, two boys leaned out the back
of a bus and called him pansy as he was walking home from school. He felt embarrassed
because other people may have witnessed this including friends of his mother:
My main embarrassment was for the people around who‘d seen it I was worried they would
feel bad seeing that directed at me…friends of Mum‘s might have seen it and that would
have felt doubly bad for them since they knew my mother so it was a combination of
feeling bad but also feeling bad for people who had witnessed that exchange. (Nick: 37)
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The shaming impact of bullying permeated aspects of Nick‘s adult life, and he said:
―being seen as girly being seen as a fag these were very shameful labels to be attached - and it‘s just kind of permeated all aspects of my life ever since and it‘s been really hard to
sort of fight back and pull myself up.‖ These shameful labels were further reinforced by
comments made by his mother. He remembered a time when his mother saw a gay male
acquaintance across the street and remarked to Nick:
‗You‘re gonna end up like that‘ – meaning you‘ll end up a mincey lonely old queen – and I
didn‘t bite I thought – there‘s nothing I can say that‘s going to make the situation anything
but worse so I‘m just gonna shut up and feel really pissed off. (Nick: 25)

Bullying and labelling around homosexuality have left Nick with an enduring sense
of being ―not good enough.‖ He acknowledged a strong desire to achieve as a way of trying
to combat this.
John. John struggled to identify embarrasing and shameful experiences. The
experiences he recalled tended to focus on fear of being perceived as gay. As previously
noted, he recalled fear of being labelled by association with a gay university friend. John
also spoke about a scenic coastal drive with a male friend while on holiday; he thought his
friend‘s parents were suspicious of his motives: ―I‘m quite certain they thought I might be
gay and therefore worried I was going to corrupt their son.‖ He proceeded to say of this
experience: ―I do remember you asking me about shame and embarrassment and I do
remember – those elements being at the back of my mind.‖ John described himself as a
loner, an introverted character with ―Asperger-ish‖ traits. He recalled being sensitive to
derogatory comments about gay people and said he would try to avoid social gatherings
because of his sense of difference:
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I‘m a bit of a loner…it might be this Asperger-ish thing I don‘t know cause I‘m seen as
certainly at school always been seen as a bit different – I don‘t socialise that well…so being
seen as a bit different a bit of a loner – you get singled out and…you get all sorts of –
homo-bashing type comments…so – just sort of – natural for me to…determinedly steer
away from that. (John, 1: 59)

Scott. Scott linked embarrassment to disclosing sexuality. He spoke about a series
of casual meetings with work colleagues and being asked whether he had a girlfriend.
However, Scott never told these colleagues he was gay. He said of his reluctance to
disclose: ―maybe I was embarrassed to say no I‘m actually gay – whether it was because I
thought it might affect our working relationship or – maybe a bit ashamed.‖ Scott spoke
extensively about a painful sense of difference and desiring to ―fit in.‖ Twice he said he
wanted to be ―one of the boys.‖ In recalling his high school years and his sense of
difference, he said: ―it‘s constantly on your mind why do I feel different or…why do I look
at him instead of her and…why don‘t fit in you take that you beat yourself up about it.‖
Also, feeling different and desiring to conform and fit in was expressed in Scott‘s wish to
have a family and kids. He said: ―why can‘t I just have the kids and the family and talk
about that with everyone at work.‖
Scott‘s family experiences seem to have laid the seed for these adult longings for
acceptance. Scott reported that his father said when he came out: ―I see we‘ve got a bit of a
problem.‖ Subsequently, it was a few years before Scott and his father spoke about it again,
and he described this experience as ―full on.‖ Furthermore, in the context of his family and
regional hometown, Scott felt ashamed for being ―the single gay man from the city or the
single gay uncle from the city.‖ He compared himself to his brothers and conveyed sadness
and grief that, as the eldest son, he was not the first to have children. He said his parents
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were worried what their friends and colleagues might think about their son‘s sexuality, and
he expressed a desire to be accepted by his parents and for them to feel proud of him. He
said:
I guess the whole – wanting to - - you know make my parents happy as well…I don‘t want
them to have to deal with a gay son to their friends and their colleagues and things like
that…I just hope…hoping that – they‘re um – proud I guess that‘s the word so striving to
be – to do more. (Scott, 2: 51-59)

David. David tended to link shame and embarrassment together. Such experiences
appeared to be triggered by an underlying sense of worthlessness and ―not being good
enough,‖ as well as having to justify to others. David talked about coping with feelings of
deficiency by achieving and doing things to excess, he said: ―what I do to counter that is
that I work and I achieve because – if you‘re achieving if you‘re successful – it‘s like that
quick shot.‖ Furthermore, David talked about slipping into a role or performance and
hiding who he truly is in an effort to avoid rejection:
I‘m not good enough – or I‘m embarrassed about who I am I‘m embarrassed showing really
who I am to somebody else cause they might think oooh – don‘t want any of this and it
fundamentally goes back to that sense of rejection and if I think about shame and I think
about embarrassment it‘s inextricably linked up to being rejected. (David, 2: 81)

Masculinity arose as a site of shame for David, and he wondered: ―am I too much –
am I too gay am I too – camp.‖ David did not speak much about his formative and familyof-origin experiences except to mention suffering from anorexia at age 13. His description
of this experience conveyed a fearful sense of being different:
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All I wanted to be was - - a formless – shapeless androgynous infantilised state because
when I looked at the future I didn‘t see what – I couldn‘t visualise the future – because
growing up where I did the future is you grow up you get married you have kids and I
thought that‘s not me. (David, 1: 42)

Kyle. Kyle recalled experiences of embarrassment focussed on being the object of
derision by peers, and feeling ―exposed‖ and ―vulnerable.‖ First, he recalled a surf lifesaving incident in early adolescence where his peers were discussing their experiences with
girls. It became obvious to the group that Kyle had nothing to contribute, and this was then
discussed. He remembered ―being very awkward.‖ Another time, he was mocked by his
peers when he revealed his desire to be a performer in front of combined year 12 classes.
He described feeling ―very vulnerable.‖
Kyle spoke of shame associated with extensive bullying during his school years. He
also recounted a story of being accused of raping two boys with a bottle at a party. This
rumour spread widely and the impact was immense. He said of the accusation and rumours:
Well it really turned things from – ‗oh I think he‘s a faggot he‘s a bit camp‘ to ‗oh my god
he‘s a full blown faggot I‘m gonna catch gay if I sit near him‘…I went to my parents about
it and told them…‗I need to get out I can‘t stay at this school‘ and they were like – ‗you
can‘t run away from this‘…I was begging them send me to boarding school ‗just get me
away send me away‘…and actually that led to quite a few – never attempts but thoughts of
suicide. (Kyle, 2: 85)

Kyle displayed an aggrandising style during his interviews and he often minimised
and trivialised his difficulties and focussed more on his own importance and achievement.
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Kyle‘s style is illustrated in the following excerpt where he spoke about his coming out
beliefs:
It‘s even gross the person who‘s coming out should be enough of a person not that it
overruns them…should know themselves and love themselves so much that – that‘s the
least…of my worries – hell I‘ve got a mortgage I‘ve got two cats I‘ve got a fucking
husband I‘ve got a career semi in the toilet at the moment – I wanted to be a star I wanted to
be amazing – I didn‘t have time to worry about coming out – I wanted to be fucking Hugh
Jackman – you know – absolutely – Jesus. (Kyle, 1: 67)

At the start of his second interview, however, Kyle acknowledged it was possible he
was ―sugar coating‖ his experiences. I asked Kyle about reflections from the first interview
and he responded:
I‘m still in two minds whether I – for the last ten years have been actually sugar coating –
the experience of – twelve to seventeen…cause I actually think back to it being very hard
and being quite difficult and I think that‘s what approached me to this [referring to
participating in the research]. (Kyle, 2: 3)

Kyle typically presented his childhood and family-of-origin experiences in a
positive light and this may have been part of his tendency to ―sugar coat.‖ He wondered
why he was not as masculine as others, and struggled to say of his family, ―I wish they had
toughened me up a bit.‖ There was a sense he had cursed his family and upbringing by
making this comment. Like Matthew, Kyle spoke about being estranged from the family
model of masculinity and felt he didn‘t measure up to his brothers:
I came from a very masculine family and both my brothers in the town were just – were the
bang…when I was at my school…there was still legend of him [talking about a brother]
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you know the cool handsome – funny jock that was dating the girl who got dux of the
school…I guess that I found it a tough act to follow…Dad was very sporty he played
football and cricket and baseball and coached my brother cricket…Dad would take the boys
to do things fishing and crabbing and doing all that and Kyle ‗you go shopping with Mum.‘
(Kyle, 2: 73)

Kyle‘s struggles with masculinity found expression in seething anger directed at
symbols of hegemonic masculinity, such as footballers, and in this way his comments were
similar to Jim‘s. Kyle referred to ―dumbass footballers – who come from white trash‖ as the
people creating shame.
In summary, participants‘ stories of embarrassment support theoretical notions that
embarrassment is easier than shame to shake off. Participants associated embarrassment
with faux pas and humour and this supported propositions that embarrassment is tied to
one‘s public self (Robins & Schriber, 2009; Tracy & Robins, 2004). On the other hand,
experiences of shame often left ―indelible‖ marks and ―scars‖ and were inflicted through
bullying and familial shaming, typically associated with gender non-conformance and
sexuality. In this way, shame was positioned by participants as harder to shake off and
having long-term effects.
The next chapter describes the seven themes which arose from the analysis of these
men‘s experiences. A relational model of these men‘s experiences of shame and
embarrassment is offered at the end of the chapter.
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Chapter 6 – Themes
This chapter discusses each of the seven higher order themes with supporting
interview excerpts. Participants‘ helpful and unhelpful experiences of psychotherapy are
then discussed. The chapter concludes by presenting a model of how the themes work
together with a consideration of divergent cases.
Four categories emerged from the data analysis including: ‗feeling ashamed‘;
‗feeling embarrassed‘; ‗therapy experiences helpful‘; and, ‗therapy experiences unhelpful.‘
These categories were primarily descriptive and pooled common participant experiences
reflecting the focus of interview questions (see Appendix 4.4) and thus, would be expected
to arise given the research focus and the willingness of participants to address these framing
concepts. Therefore, they are properly understood as researcher generated. For ease of
reference, researcher generated themes are called ‗categories.‘ In addition, the data analysis
yielded seven coherent themes which captured how participants responded to and managed
experiences of shame and embarrassment. The themes emerged across the interviews.
Four tables are presented which detail the representation of themes and categories
across and within participants, as well as co-occurrences of themes and categories. Cooccurrences refer to situations where two themes or categories were attributed to an
interview segment, meaning that the participant‘s comments invoked both
themes/categories. Table 6.1 lists the themes and categories, their short titles and total
number of interview segments coded under that theme/category. For the remainder of the
chapter, when a theme or category is referred to, the number and short title will be used.
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Table 6.1 – Counts of Themes and Categories
Theme / Category
Themes
Theme 1 Struggling with and hiding aspects of self
Theme 2 Protecting self: coping and defense mechanisms
Theme 3 Negative attitudes and behaviours of others: Being made to feel different
Theme 4 Disconnection and relational distance: Feeling different
Theme 5 Desiring connection
Theme 6 Connection and acceptance from others
Theme 7 Accepting and expressing aspects of self
Categories
Category 1 Feeling ashamed
Category 2 Feeling embarrassed
Category 3 Therapy experiences helpful
Category 4 Therapy experiences unhelpful

Theme / Category Short Title

Number of Coded
Segments

Struggling with self
Protecting self
Negative attitudes others
Disconnection
Desiring connection
Connection and acceptance
Accepting and expressing

202
194
121
92
30
84
46

Feeling ashamed
Feeling embarrassed
Therapy helpful
Therapy unhelpful

64
23
31
32

Each theme, and the three sub-theme codes that contributed the greatest number of interview segments, are outlined in Table 6.2.
The number of instances for each sub-theme code is shown in parentheses. The sub-theme codes are the grounded codes with the highest
representation of interview segments. These grouped together, resulting in the emergence of each higher order theme. The sub-theme codes
underpin the discussion of themes in the remainder of the chapter.
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Table 6.2 – Themes and Sub-Theme Codes
Higher Order Themes

Sub Category Codes (Interview segments for each code)

‗I don‘t think I‘m stereotyped girly queen‘: Negotiating masculinity (73)
Struggling with and hiding aspects of self
Hiding sexuality and passing (43)
Fearing judgement, criticism, rejection and ridicule (38)
Defense mechanisms (133)
Protecting self - coping and defense
Coping mechanisms (91)
mechanisms
Who should I be?: Putting on an act (18)
Family of origin experiences - non-accepting (55)
Negative attitudes and behaviours from
Bullying (17)
others: Being made to feel different
Shaming responses of family and others (16)
Feeling misunderstood and different (25)
Disconnection and distance: Feeling different Relational distance and isolation - including being single (25)
Struggling to ‗fit in‘ and connect (17)
Desiring connection (but feeling unworthy) (9)
Desiring connection
Desiring acceptance and or approval: 'I wanted to be one of the boys' (8)
Wanting a family (own) (5)
Being accepted and or supported (by others and community) (29)
Connection and acceptance from others
Connecting with others (20)
Identifying and connecting with community (15)
Accepting and integrating aspects of self (12)
Accepting and expressing aspects of self
Expressing 'more of myself' (11)
Feeling pride and realising we're 'normal' (6)
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Table 6.3 presents the number of interview segments coded under each theme and category per participant. The highest count in
each participant column is bordered with a checked line; the highest count in each theme/category row is shaded grey.
Table 6.3 – Counts of Themes and Categories per Participant
Themes and Categories
Theme 1 Struggling with self
Theme 2 Protecting self
Theme 3 Negative attitudes others
Theme 4 Disconnection
Theme 5 Desiring connection
Theme 6 Connection and acceptance
Theme 7 Accepting and expressing
Category 1 Feeling ashamed
Category 2 Feeling embarrassed
Category 3 Therapy helpful
Category 4 Therapy unhelpful
Highest count in the theme/category row
Highest count in the participant column

Sean
29
8
13
15
6
2
1
8
6
1
10

Jim
32
26
12
11
5
9
2
17
7
10
4

Matthew
10
16
10
4
0
13
7
8
1
4
3

Participants
Mike
Nick
John
14
25
19
6
25
16
10
30
7
4
4
9
0
0
2
10
8
13
20
2
6
8
9
3
2
1
2
6
5
5
0
4
4

Scott
28
11
10
16
5
9
5
4
1
0
1

David
27
44
10
17
11
5
3
4
1
0
5

Kyle
18
42
19
12
1
15
0
3
2
0
1
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Table 6.4 documents the co-occurrence of themes and categories. For example, 59 interview segments were coded under theme one:
struggling with self, and theme two: protecting self. The highest co-occurrences for themes and categories are shaded grey. Theme four:
disconnection, and categories one and two: feeling ashamed, and feeling embarrassed, each had two equally high co-occurrences. Tables
6.1, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 will be referred to throughout the chapter to support the discussion of themes.
Table 6.4 – Co-occurrence of Themes and Categories

Themes and Categories

Themes
1
2
-59
--

Theme 1 Struggling with self
Theme 2 Protecting self
Theme 3 Negative attitudes others
Theme 4 Disconnection
Theme 5 Desiring connection
Theme 6 Connection and acceptance
Theme 7 Accepting and expressing
Category 1 Feeling ashamed
Category 2 Feeling embarrassed
Category 3 Therapy helpful
Category 4 Therapy unhelpful
Highest co-occurrences of themes and categories

3
40
25
--

4
24
24
18
--

5
11
8
2
14
--

6
7
12
2
5
0
--

7
6
12
9
3
1
15
--

Categories
1
2
25
9
12
2
25
9
11
4
3
2
2
0
7
1
-6
--

3
2
3
2
0
0
7
1
2
0
--

4
2
2
5
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
--
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Theme 1: Struggling with and hiding aspects of self
The sense of shame and embarrassment comes from – a sense of - - ‗a‘ not being good
enough – not being able to – justify – I always feel that I‘ve got to justify. (David, 2: 19)
Self-confidence and self-esteem I struggled with…because if you‘re dealing with not
feeling great about your sexuality and you‘ve got anxiety problems well you‘re not going to
have a great sense of confidence or self-esteem are you so it all combines. (Sean, 2: 61)
I was – seething with anger for so many instances for so many years - - a lot of it was that
shame based stuff that naming at school since it was emasculating me really made me hate
myself physically I saw myself as very unattractive. (Nick: 63)

This was a prominent theme with 202 instances across all participants. It often cooccurred with theme two: protecting self, theme three: negative attitudes others, and theme
four: disconnection. It was also the highest represented theme in interviews with Jim, John,
Scott, and Sean. Also, this theme commonly co-occurred with category one: feeling
ashamed, and category two: feeling embarrassed. The theme co-occurred with feeling
ashamed and/or embarrassed because it tended to involve the self being viewed as
unworthy, deficient, inadequate. Theme one represented the process of participants
struggling to accept one or more aspects of self, sexuality or identity. Additionally, it
entailed hiding aspects of self from others and fearing rejection, judgement, or criticism
because of those shameful features.
I have outlined how masculinity arose as a significant site of shame and
embarrassment for some participants. They frequently made comments about issues of
gender and masculinity which included thinking their masculinity was inadequate and/or
that they risked being too feminine. David spoke about relationships with friends and
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colleagues and the spectre of being as seen as camp: ―oh god so now obviously people
don‘t see me as an academic people see me as this screaming queen that comes along and
creates havoc.‖ Jim recounted feeling deficient and weak in not being ―mechanically
minded‖ or ―as strong as other men.‖ Later in the interview he said: ―I‘m weak… the other
morning I had a flat tyre all men should know how to change a tyre shouldn‘t they – well I
don‘t.‖ Matthew directly summed up the struggle with masculinity: ―I see a lot of other
men struggle with masculinity and what it is to be male and – I think I do too at times.‖
Nick spoke about rejecting hegemonic masculinity because of humiliation linked to gender
non-conformance: ―I really rejected masculine ideology because that was the focus of my
humiliation...I hated that rugby racing and beer attitude in New Zealand I hated boys who
were aggressive I still do.‖ Scott captured a sense of struggle, on the one hand expressing
disdain for non-normative gender expressions, and on the other facing his own nonnormative gender behaviours:
When I go home I‘ll dress down…but I don‘t think I‘m like stereotyped girly queen…I
don‘t talk like a girl some guys have got a girly voice and stuff…maybe cause I don‘t want
to be perceived as that so I don‘t…but this is how I am I will always be like this so maybe I
don‘t know there‘s some girly-ness in there in some things I do. (Scott, 1: 111-113)

David, Kyle, Nick, and Scott expressed concern about being seen as camp.
Paradoxically, traditional masculine roles were seen as constraining, and part of societal
oppression, however, participants were often attracted to straight acting men. For example,
Kyle spoke about a sadness/gratefulness dialectic in being excused from traditional
masculine activities and wondered if he might have turned out more masculine under
different circumstances. He talked of not measuring up and angrily criticised the trickery of
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straight acting, but in the same sentence used the phrase ―hot straight guys.‖ Later he
acknowledged his own attraction to straight acting men and stated the general public find it
more pleasing too:
It‘s sad – almost sad and grateful but due to being very theatrical and being camp…a lot of
sport and blokey things were never on offer…I wonder if I had have engaged in some of
those activities if that would have assisted me in any way in life…I hate the term ‗straight
acting‘…it‘s like this great trickery it‘s like this big awesome joke these hot straight guys
that don‘t have this assumption of – campery or whatever it is that identifies with being gay.
(Kyle, 1: 81-85)

Participants provided many examples where they chose ‗to pass‘ and hide their
sexuality from others. During the demographic questions, I asked participants to what
extent they were open about their sexuality with others. I offered a scale from one to seven,
with one representing completely hidden and seven being completely open. Of the nine
participants, David, Kyle, and Nick rated themselves as completely open about their
sexuality. However, Kyle qualified his answer by saying:
A seven, but with an answer…basically we can assume I‘m gay – although when I‘m at
dance teaching…the mothers wouldn‘t know the kids wouldn‘t know…but in other walks
of life it‘s not an issue if they assume it they assume it if they get it great. (Kyle, 1: 167)

Seven of the nine men reported an ongoing struggle in coming out to others, and at
times they would choose not to disclose their sexuality. Participants framed coming out as a
continual process of ―constant negotiation‖ (David, 1: 72), which endured beyond initial
disclosure to friends and family. Choosing whether or not it was ‗safe‘ to disclose sexuality
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was an everyday context-driven experience for these men in negotiating a non-heterosexual
sexuality.
Jim spoke extensively about the anxiety of coming out which he linked to fearing
people‘s comments, he said: ―I‘m very wary of what people say… sometimes people might
say it in jest…but I‘m not prepared to take the chance.‖ John acknowledged he didn‘t ―see
any need to send out a circular‖ about his sexuality and in answering the question about
openness, he stated that ―environment‖ factored into his coming out decisions. Matthew
highlighted previous reluctance to disclose his sexuality because of the influence of a
previous sexual partner: ―I think because he couldn‘t come out himself – I felt sort of like
there‘s something wrong about coming out or dangerous or something like that.‖ Mike
spoke about the links between shame, sexual identity, ‗passing,‘ and not being able to bring
oneself forward in interactions with others:
Disconnecting from your sexual identity or hiding from your sexual identity – not
integrating your sexual identity with the rest of your life that‘s a form of shame…the
difficulties I‘ve felt around being gay has been around…not being able to
represent…myself in full or be fully present in some interactions and the closet‘s a very
subtle thing in that regard…I think about the people who don‘t pass or are so integrated
with who they are that they reveal themselves they – are – immediately rightly or
wrongfully judged as being gay. (Mike: 37)

In previously outlining Scott‘s experiences with shame and embarrassment, I
described his reluctance to reveal his sexuality to work colleagues even after several
opportunities to do so. The following excerpt illustrates that shame, not wanting sexuality
to be the primary aspect of identity, and a fear of stereotyping, contributed to Scott‘s
decision not to disclose:
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S:

Always a question comes up do you have a partner or are you married do you have

kids that comes up all the time and I‘m like well no I‘m actually single and – it‘s left at that
but if I – had a partner or a long term partner then it‘d be like no I actually have you know a
partner and we‘ve been together for such and such it might be different in that situation but
I don‘t - - I can‘t remember a time when I‘ve actually come out and said – you know I‘m
gay meeting someone in a new situation…it‘s always later on down the track
A:

Any reason for that do you think?

S:

Mmm - - maybe it‘s old shame I guess but maybe it‘s…part of me but it‘s not all

about it I think
A:

Could be both

S:

Yeah definitely - - but I don‘t wanna broadcast it because I don‘t wanna be

stereotyped either maybe that‘s a lot of it as well. (Scott, 1: 53-57)

Sean struggled to accept his sexuality and was very fearful of coming out to others.
He talked about his desire to hide his sexuality from his psychologist. When I asked why,
he said: ―because he might perceive me as being straight and I want him to have a good
opinion of me.‖ The risk being, a bad opinion would place Sean at risk of rejection or
criticism.
Other participants also hid aspects of themselves from others, including sexuality,
for fear of rejection, judgement or criticism. I talked about Jim being fearful of revealing
his sexuality to friends and fellow AA members, for fear of judgement or rejection. Jim‘s
strategy of concealing assisted him to avoid acknowledging his own sense of being ―dirty.‖
In this way, he was both struggling with self (theme one) and protecting self (theme two –
discussed hereafter). Jim said someone being disgusted with him could affect the ―AA side
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of things,‖ which I assumed to mean could place him at risk of breaking his sobriety.
Hence, the immense risk of connecting with his shaming self. Jim said:
J:

There‘s certain people I just wouldn‘t want them to know that I was gay I just think

they would be disgusted with me…I struggle with people who don‘t like me
A:

So tell me if somebody was disgusted with you – what would that mean for you?

J:

Well it would make me very depressed…I‘d be devastated

A:

What would you think what would be running through your mind?

J:

oh it would take my mind off everything else and…what it could do to me I don‘t

know…it could even affect my AA side of things…I‘d be highly embarrassed I‘d feel dirty.
(Jim, 2: 116-120)

Similar to Jim, Scott would also try ‗to pass‘ as heterosexual out of fear that
stereotyping would affect his work and personal relationships. He also altered his style of
dress and demeanour when he visited his family because he was aware of his ―difference.‖
John ended a friendship because he was fearful of being judged by association with his gay
university friend.
Nick talked about conducting research with male participants. As interviewer, he
decided ‗to pass‘ and act straight and ‗masculine‘:
I made an active decision on how to dress I wore casual straight leg jeans nothing too fitted
nothing low cut I even wore sweat shirts because they…made me a bit bigger I turned up to
all of my interviews on a motorbike boy that‘s a good way of getting your masculine status
to a stranger the number of guys who just looked at the bike went oh fuck that‘s hot…I had
my hair cut very short so it was interesting that I even had to butch up my image…I had
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to – create this masculine aura on top of who I was to try and present as very straight…I
like my speaking voice but as a child I hated it but making sure when I spoke to people I
spoke at the very bottom part of my register very interesting that I had to come up with a
presentation that wasn’t identifiably gay. (Nick: 85, emphasis added)

There were possibly important research design implications for Nick in deciding to present
as ―very straight.‖ However, I wondered about Nick‘s personal reasons for this strategy and
it would seem Nick wondered as well – see my emphasis in bold. In all likelihood, this act
of ‗passing‘ was driven by fear of being rejected or criticised by interviewees.
David was open with friends and colleagues about his sexuality. Nevertheless, he
was still fearful that if they saw through his performance they would reject him. He spoke
about the tiring effort of creating a funny performance with ―cachet,‖ which he believed, as
a gay man, was expected of him. He used the term cachet, a word of French origin, to refer
to a characteristic which gives quality or prestige. David also spoke of a friend who wanted
him to move closer, but he was fearful to do so because if she saw him in ―all mundanity‖
she would find him boring and reject him:
D:

Sarah wants me to move over to [other Melbourne suburb] cause she lives there and

I was thinking you know oooh I can sustain it when I‘m in [current suburb] cause she sees
me two or three times a month she might get bored if I live in [other Melbourne suburb]
A:

She might get bored of you? That sounds important

D:

If I‘m just round the corner and she sees me in all mundanity – she might get bored

she might not think I‘m the person that – she thinks is rather fabulous at the moment…she
sees me as this really nice gay man who comes and looks after the children and takes them
to the park and buys them lollies and I‘ve worked hard to do that I‘ve worked hard to
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establish that - - it‘s that sense of – disappointing the expectation that people have of me.
(David, 2: 67-71)

The next theme focuses on the defensive and coping strategies that participants
enlisted to protect themselves.
Theme 2: Protecting self: coping and defense mechanisms
I felt I couldn‘t even walk out of the room I felt exposed I felt sort of open and I needed
time to knit the shield back up. (Matthew: 73)
I was humiliated I was embarrassed…suddenly all those words really fit and you know – I –
protected myself by – thinking oh this guy‘s crazy. (Mike: 101)

Theme two was prominent having 194 instances across all participants. Highest cooccurrences were with theme one: struggling with self, theme three: negative attitudes
others, and theme four: disconnection. It was also the most represented theme in interviews
with David, Kyle, and Matthew.
Theme two was closely related to theme one. Theme one encompassed processes of
struggling with and hiding aspects of self, while theme two was largely comprised of
coping strategies and defense mechanisms used to bolster self.
Participants spoke about general strategies they used to protect themselves. The two
quotes from Matthew and Mike (used to open the theme discussion) illustrate general
comments about protecting self subsequent to feeling exposed. Other participants made
similar comments about covering up and protecting self.
Sean talked of the process of covering up and remaining silent about difficult
feelings and thoughts due to bullying:
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Being hit and stuff now that would leave me feeling sort of ashamed in a way and because –
it was almost telling you that I wasn‘t strong enough and stuff like that so it made me feel
lousy and I tried to cover it up I didn‘t sort of tell anybody about it. (Sean, 2: 63)

Previously, I documented David‘s ongoing feelings of ―loss‖ and ―lack.‖ In talking
about this struggle of feeling inadequate, he acknowledged doing things such as achieving
and putting on an act to counter feelings and establish a sense of being worthwhile:
It‘s about validating myself it‘s about saying I am worthwhile because…if one has grown
up – feeling that one shouldn‘t be – who one is then you find other ways – you learn how to
pass you learn how to…validate yourself in the ways that - - almost - - compensate for a
feeling of loss a feeling of lack. (David, 1: 34)

David, Kyle, Nick, Scott, and Sean all talked about putting on an act. Sean would
put on an act to divert attention away from himself. He said, ―I guess it is a bit of an act
really it‘s sort of the only way I know how to cope with it.‖ David wasn‘t sure who he was
expected to be in certain situations and would assume a role he thought was expected of
him. He said: ―we‘re never quite sure who we should be and we spend our lives – maybe
trying to find out who we should be in certain situations.‖ Similarly, Scott said that in the
past, ―the person I think I am is what I want them to see I guess,‖ but went on to say that
nowadays, ―I‘ve made this conscious decision to go out of my way to be more open be like
who I am.‖
Participants talked about using sex and drugs to manage shame. I have noted that
Matthew acknowledged using sex to short circuit the struggle and dull the pain and his
exhibitionism could be a strategy to counter shame. Silverstein (1996) proposed: ―genital
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exhibitionism is motivated by a need for attention and admiration as well as by a wish to
overcome shame and feelings of inadequacy‖ (p. 33).
Jim and Matthew spoke about sex at beats and a link between excitement and shame
and guilt. They implied irrationality in being driven to have sex with others and feeling
excitement which quickly abated and was replaced by feelings of shame and guilt. Jim said:
J:

I do get disgusted with myself

A:

Tell me a bit more about that feeling of being disgusted with yourself

J:

Well it‘s always the excitement of wanting to have sex with someone or other – but

when it happens…I just want the other person to disappear…I lose interest straight
away…it‘s crazy isn‘t it…and then I wonder why have I done this you‘ve been all excited
about it before. (Jim, 2: 59-62)

Matthew directly attended to the rationality and guilt that comes after the act in saying:
―there‘s that mixture of sudden rationality and the euphoric rush…so – it‘s like a split again
– I‘ve often grappled with…what drove this.‖ Matthew mentioned ―a split‖ and I
understood this implication to mean a schism between day-to-day desires and wishes and
those that take over during exhibitionism and the search for casual sex. Also, earlier in
Matthew‘s interview he proposed a split between his religious and sexual lives.
Mike also talked of a split between sexual identity and the rest of his life when he
said: ―not integrating your sexual identity with the rest of your life that‘s a form of shame.‖
Finally, David also referred to a split between his emotional and sexual lives. He described
a struggle to find a balance in his life, doing things to excess, and using sex and drugs as
ways of ―blotting it out‖:
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Sex and emotional life – do not come together…I did the bathhouses and it was – a
hedonistic cacophony of bodies and fucking and more fucking and drugs and – it was party
time but it wasn‘t a relationship…I see those things from my position now as ways of - abuse…it was a way of just kind of blotting it out for a little while and the other thing is I
never just did it – once I did it to excess it wasn‘t just having a drink you know I would
drink till I was drunk…it wasn‘t just smoking the odd joint I would smoke till I was
absolutely fucked – it wasn‘t just taking the odd speed tablet…I would go to the chemist
and buy a whole bag of them and Friday Saturday Sunday I‘d be speeding off my tits
having a rollicking old time of it…it couldn‘t be just one guy it‘d be oh let‘s have a gang
bang…I was pushing it. (David, 1: 42)

David spoke about using intellect and activism as ways of countering shame. He
described his commitment to queer and identity politics, and spending years rehearsing the
rhetoric but he acknowledged this didn‘t help his emotional development:
I spent years working on the gay scene being an activist talking about a happy healthy
relationship with your self is the basis from which you have relationships with other people
but it was rhetoric it was stuff which I had read…actually living that or believing that
emotionally is something which I‘ve always kind of struggled with…it‘s far easier just to
kind of flip over onto the pride dichotomy and work from that because pride – to a certain
extent…it can be asexual – it can be – let‘s fight for rights let‘s lobby – it‘s a million miles
away from - - shame. (David, 1: 42- 60)

David, Kyle, Nick, and Scott all spoke of career and/or material achievement as a
way of compensating for feeling deficient. In this vein, Downs (2005) discussed the drive
among some gay men for external validation to counter a shameful sense of self. For Kyle,
career was important in balancing the hurt inflicted between 12 and 17 years old. He felt
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―someone died‖ during that very difficult period, and these interviews encouraged him to
―revisit that hurt.‖ I have described Kyle‘s interview style as aggrandising; a sense of
entitlement weaved through his narrative. He talked of wanting to be amazing, wanting to
be a star. Kyle also spoke about the importance of possessions which appeared to make him
feel superior. He said after performances he often felt low and found ways to ―pep up‖
himself. For Kyle, it seemed being out of work or not being chosen for a ―gig‖ led to
narcissistic injury making him more ‗aware‘ of shameful aspects of self. He used marijuana
to shield against the narcissistic wound, the painful sense of inadequacy:
I see the link I see the light I see it all like I see how it works…I just finished a show it was
big deal it was really fabulous everyone loved me – now teaching ten year olds jazz what do
you expect – how do you expect to me feel – but then – times like today we just bought a
brand new amazing sixties – parker table and chairs you know it‘s fabulous this amazing
print and you kinda go ok well I‘m not in a musical…I‘ve got this great stuff going in my
life…so I‘m smart enough to try and give myself the pep up of what I need to when I need
to…like sometimes I need to have a week on the couch just stoned cause like after a gig it‘s
- -. (Kyle, 1: 145)

Like Kyle, David acknowledged that his career ambitions to climb the academic
ladder and produce publications, at the expense of his social life, were a ―merry-go-round‖
focussed on ―immediate gratification.‖ He equated this drive to excessive sex and drug
usage. Scott also talked about striving to achieve as a way procuring validation, acceptance
and pride from his parents. This appeared to be a sensitive and painful area of reflection for
Scott. He said of this relationship between achievement and parental approval:
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Just hoping that…they‘re [parents] – proud I guess that‘s word so striving to be – to do
more because…it‘s not gonna be easy to for me to have kids so – yeah try to achieve to be
more happy and am I really happy or do I show them that I‘m – maybe a little bit more
happy than I really am. (Scott, 2: 59)

Nick spoke of significant achievements, but still felt inadequate. He said even
though he was making money, had bought an apartment and had a ―very nice boyfriend,‖
he still felt ―not quite good enough.‖ I asked him if this was linked to shame and he
responded:
Tenuously I‘m not sure if it‘s just shame shame was the initial – aura – around sexuality –
and it‘s just kind of permeated all aspects of my life ever since and it‘s been really hard to
sort of fight back and pull myself up to a level where things are actually pretty
good…there‘s still that little undercurrent and it goes back to that specific day in primary
school where my beautiful childhood stopped in a millisecond and from then until I came
out it was - - ghastly the early stuff because of the bullying the latter stuff because this is a
phase that is not a phase this is my life. (Nick: 71)

Participants acknowledged the role of defense mechanisms in past experiences.
John, Matthew, and Scott all mentioned denial as a factor in hiding their sexuality from
themselves and stalling the process of coming out. David, John, Kyle, Matthew and Sean
mentioned suppression, pushing down or putting away, as ways of managing difficult
feelings. Their comments align with the definition of suppression as a way of keeping
experiences out of one‘s consciousness. They said:
Essentially I believe I‘m fucked up… it‘s come from different places that are too painful to
revisit so I‘ve boxed it up and I‘ve put it away. (David, 2: 17)
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Anytime that it looked like rearing its head it was suppressed. (John, 2: 62)
I‘ve always thought that I can – not block or push it or suppress it but not give it any
energy. (Kyle, 2: 7)
As I look back at it I think I managed to – just suppress the feelings. (Matthew: 27)
For years you know I had to try to suppress the emotions. (Sean, 1: 133)

Mike and Matthew used terms like splitting, dissociation and disintegrated to
describe experiences. Both had extensive psychotherapy which was possibly how they had
come to use such terminology. Also, both were psychotherapy-aware and sought
psychotherapeutic explanations. When Mike referred to dissociation I asked him what he
meant and he responded:
Dissociated in actions from self so forcing myself through a bunch of experiences but
without - - taking my whole self along into it kind of eyes closed pushing through
something getting it done and then trying to forget that it happened. (Mike: 113)

Participants were sometimes conscious of, and thus verbalised the role of defense
mechanisms in past experiences. Other times, there was evidence of possible defensive
processes that participants were either unaware of or didn‘t attend to directly. Sean found it
extremely difficult to talk about experiences and often used expressions like ―sort of‖ and
―a bit of‖ possibly to minimise and disconnect from the gravity of experiences. Jim used
AA rules and expressions perhaps as a way of keeping himself from the depth of his shame
and anger, for example, he said: ―in AA you‘re taught regardless…we‘ve got to like
everybody.‖ Nick would often split descriptions of people and experiences into all good or
all bad, which could be evidence of his own tendency to use splitting as a defense
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mechanism. Furthermore, in recalling the immense anger of not being protected when he
was systematically bullied in school, Nick blamed the school and forgave his parents. This
possibly shielded Nick from painful feelings about not being protected by his parents:
I‘m very very angry that no-one picked up on it…I can kind of understand Mum and Dad
because Dad was really focussed on the fact that Mum just wasn‘t coping with anything and
Mum was just so off in her own world. (Nick: 51)

Theme 3: Negative attitudes and behaviours of others: being made to feel different
Being seen as a bit different a bit of a loner – you get singled out - - and you get all sorts of
– homo-bashing type comments (John, 1: 59)
We would probably go back to school and being singled out as being different I suppose
and that was a sense of shame. (Sean, 2: 61)

This was the third most prominent theme with 121 instances across all participants.
It often co-occurred with themes one and two, struggling with self and protecting self. Like
theme one it co-occurred often with categories one and two, feeling ashamed and feeling
embarrassed. It was also the highest represented theme in Nick‘s interviews. This theme
involved participants being made to feel different through negative influences of others
including: non-accepting family-of-origin attitudes and experiences, shaming responses of
others, and being bullied.
Although most participants referred to family-of-origin experiences of nonacceptance, David and John were slightly different from the rest. As noted, David did not
speak about family-of-origin experiences per se. However, he did refer to being anorexic at
13 which he linked to adult struggles with excessive behaviour by saying:
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That [excessive behaviour] has a got a history of…being thirteen and – being told – to calm
down and having a sense of right if I‘m gonna do it I‘m really gonna fucking do it and that
goes back to exercise…[and] my relationship with food. (David, 2: 57)

John did not report any family-of-origin experiences of non-acceptance related to
sexuality, possibly because he came out later in life. Even so, he spoke of early life
experiences of being driven to ―fit other people‘s expectations‖ and ―trying not to
disappoint parents.‖ Furthermore, John had been ostracised by his wife and children for
coming out: ―the kids don‘t want me involved…basically [they‘ve] taken the attitude their
father‘s dead.‖
Jim, Kyle, Matthew, Mike, Scott, Sean, and Nick gave more detailed accounts of
family-of-origin non-acceptance. As noted, Kyle and Matthew described being excluded
from the family model of masculinity and both felt they didn‘t measure up to their brothers.
In this way, family attitudes were inadvertently shaming and contributed to a painful sense
of difference in the gay son or brother. Kyle twice recounted a story of being excused from
playing cricket with his brothers and their mates – his brothers would interject if he was
offered the bat. The below excerpt illustrates Kyle‘s ambivalence, note especially his use of
―between two minds‖:
My brothers are very…quite cool with me and they like to speak a lot for me like if – we‘re
at my brother‘s house and his mates are all round there playing cricket and some of them
say ‗Kyle it‘s your bat‘ they‘ll be like ‗no he‘s right‘ – you know and I‘m not offended by
that I really like the fact that [they say] ‗he‘s not playing he‘s just gonna sit – on a rug and
watch us‘ – but I was always a bit – in between two minds…I was always – a bit like I
wonder why I‘m not as masculine. (Kyle, 2: 73)
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On the one hand, he admired his brothers speaking for him, saying: ―I‘m not offended.‖ On
the other hand, this could have been partly a defensive strategy to shield against his
shameful sense of being unmasculine. It was also possible that he was offended by his
brothers speaking for him and suspected they too were ashamed of his gender nonconformance. It‘s therefore not surprising Kyle had seething anger toward footballers
(symbols of hegemonic masculinity) who he blamed for the perpetration of shame: ―I
remember thinking that – my shame for being gay…this is fucked I shouldn‘t be caned for
this…these dumbass footballers – who come from white trash you know – are the ones who
are – causing and creating this shame.‖
Jim‘s sisters were non-accepting. He also never came out to his parents, believing
they would be devastated about his sexuality. In speaking about his sisters‘ reactions, he
said:
I haven‘t actually told any of my family and there was a big row in my family and I thought
it was about my alcoholism and it wasn‘t it was about me being gay…so it‘s a bit of – a
problem…I come from a big family but as I said the younger one [sister] said I know but I
didn‘t go any further…I was a bit embarrassed I wasn‘t going to ask her how…my other
two [sisters] one said doesn‘t really want to know and she said ‗don‘t mention it to the other
sister‘ so that‘s it…I don‘t talk about it at all. (Jim, 1: 203-207)

Jim reported trying to broach the subject of his sexuality with one sister post
―detox,‖ but was sharply rebutted. Subsequently, there was no mention of it and he became
estranged from his family. These interactions reinforced Jim‘s perspective that there must
be something wrong with being gay, he said, ―well you know if they don‘t want to discuss
it there must be something wrong mustn‘t there.‖
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Matthew, Mike, Scott, and Sean recalled scenarios where a parent‘s reaction had
been shaming. Scott spoke about his father saying of his coming out news, ―so I see we‘ve
got a bit of a problem.‖ This led to distance between Scott and his father, yet Scott had an
ongoing desire for acceptance from him. During the second interview, Scott reflected on
whether he felt accepted by his Dad:
S:

I still worry about how they think and what Dad especially yeah

A:

Do you feel accepted by him?

S:

- - yeah I think so yeah I‘m not – interesting question yeah – sometimes I still think

– are they happy having a gay son…it wouldn‘t be an easy thing it‘s not easy to be gay
really. (Scott, 2: 53-55)

Sean‘s family-of-origin acted in shaming ways in response to his mental health
issues, which were linked to burgeoning sexuality. Their efforts to ―cover up‖
communicated to Sean that both his mental health issues and sexuality were shameful.
Similarly, Mike recounted his mother‘s shaming reaction to coming out and the resultant
―scar‖ he had from her saying: ―I had you checked at birth I did everything right.‖ Mike
also spoke about the shaming influence of a friend‘s mother, stating that many childhood
instances of feeling ashamed were in response to her comments. Mike‘s first sexual partner
also acted in a peculiar and shaming way by needing to dress in white to ―cleanse‖ his body
of Mike‘s energy. In telling me this, Mike recounted feeling deeply humiliated and
ashamed by this behaviour, which was a stinging experience to have associated with his
first sexual encounter.
Family-of-origin experiences of non-acceptance, and shaming responses of parents
and others, were common among participants. An example from Matthew:
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M:

Washing up and drying up was such a boring task when you‘re thirteen or fourteen

so I would often have the radio on in the kitchen and I can remember this one night just
being in a really good mood and dancing around to the music and at one stage Dad just
threw the scrubbing brush in the sink and said ‘will you stop poncing around’ [said in a
terse/angry tone] and then just angry just absolutely furiously angry and I‘m stuck I was
shocked and just retreated right down into oh my god what must I have looked like and it
was a moment of oh fuck you know I can‘t do that again I can never be like that – and I
managed to finish wiping up then I just went to my room and closed the door and I can
remember weeping – you know it‘s one of those moments that still has a big effect despite
it happening over twenty years ago
A:

It sounds like when you were dancing around the kitchen and he said ‗stop poncing

around‘ that was – a critical time in terms of that sense of disappointment that you felt in
his eyes
M:

Disappointment and also permission you‘re not to do that - because it was the

contrast of feeling so – enthusiastic and uplifted…a really good euphoric feeling of a kid
being a kid…and it sort of went [Matthew made an explosion sound] it was – like being
punched in the guts…yeah it hurt more than a physical blow. (Matthew: 49-53 – emphasis
added)

John, Kyle, Nick, Scott, and Sean spoke of the influence of bullying which was
mostly linked to alleged sexual orientation and/or not being masculine enough. Kyle spoke
about private Catholic schools and being called ―faggot my whole life.‖ Nick said he didn‘t
tell anyone about being bullied until he was 26 years old, and he still struggled to say the
word ―pansy‖ without feeling panic. He captured the devastating effect of this bullying: ―I
went from being very effusive and confident and outgoing to an absolute cowering wreck.‖
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This feasibly contributed to Nick still being dogged by a belief about being ―not good
enough.‖ Scott recounted being called derogatory emasculating names:
I was getting – called names…you know what kids are like everyone‘s derogatory for some
reason depending on what they do or where they‘re from or…the colour of your skin or if
you act like a girl. (Scott, 1: 23)

Finally, Sean talked about being bullied at single sex and Catholic schools. The
difficulty of speaking about these occurrences and a palpable sense of shame was illustrated
by Sean‘s use of the qualifying phrases. To illustrate, ―yeah so‖ and ―sort of‖ are bolded in
the below excerpt:
S:

I went through one year where I was sort of picked on you know bullied and all

that sort of thing I think that had an impact on me growing up and that sort of thing yeah
so - - didn‘t exactly make me feel good about myself if you know what I mean yeah it was
difficult
A:

And in terms of being picked on

S:

Picked on like verbally abused and sort of and hit so that was pretty horrible yeah

so yeah and of course I had the OCD then as well…yeah so it was really hard so yeah.
(Sean, 1: 27-31 – emphasis added)

There is a consensus among linguists that such qualifiers can work in a variety of ways to
diminish the intensity of what is being asserted (Horowitz, Milbrath, Reidbord, & Stinson,
1993). In this particular case they appear as part of Sean‘s general strategy to distance
himself from the intensity of feeling associated with these recollections. This leads onto the
next theme.
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Theme 4: Disconnection and distance: feeling different
I‘m not that close to anyone in my family unfortunately. (Jim, 2: 102)
I‘ve got three brothers…two of them have got kids and the third one‘s just having kids as
well so I‘m like a bit left out. (Scott, 2: 55)

This was a smaller theme with about half the instances of themes one and two,
struggling with self and protecting self. Nonetheless, there were 92 instances across all
participants. As can be seen in Table 6.3, David, Scott, and Sean had the highest counts of
instances of this theme and Mike and Matthew had the lowest. It was not the highest
represented theme for any participant.
This theme often co-occurred with theme five: desiring connection. These themes
were related themes representing different processes. Theme four captured participants‘
experiences of disconnection and distance. On the other hand, theme five, discussed
hereafter, represented the process of desiring connection with others. Participants‘
experiences of disconnection and distance were largely comprised of feeling misunderstood
and different, being relationally isolated and distant, and struggling to ‗fit in.‘
Disconnection was not just seen as being alone or not in relationship, but also exclusion and
difference within relationships, and being unable to authentically express oneself in relation
with others.
Kyle, Matthew, Mike, and Nick all had partners. John recently came out and had an
attachment to his flatmate. David, Jim, Scott, and Sean were single and they spoke of
relational disconnection including feeling unworthy and/or unable to sustain a relationship.
David spoke of only one relationship in his life:
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I‘ve had one relationship – in my life and I – split up cause it was getting too – it was
moving away from here and it was getting too…I said you know it‘s too dangerous I was
getting too involved and therefore I was losing control so – I – went off to live in [East
Asian city]. (David, 1: 36)

David thought that maybe he did not ―deserve a partner‖ and rather settled for ―casual
meaningless‖ sex where there was no risk of being rejected. He added that while others
may think they have significant relationships with him, he didn‘t agree because he would
―detach‖ and wouldn‘t reveal himself and be vulnerable. He reported his only unconditional
relationship was with his dog.
Likewise, Scott talked about being ―closed‖: ―I shy away from having boyfriends
I‘d rather just look after myself – I‘m quite a closed person in terms of my feelings.‖ He
also spoke about being challenged and confronted by a relationships course that he had
enrolled in. Likewise, Jim reported having never had a long-term relationship and thought,
at the age of sixty two, he was ―over the hill as far as relationships‖ and wished he was
―twenty or thirty again.‖
For these participants, it was a risky proposition to be in a relationship and reveal
oneself. For example, talking about relationships in general, Mike commented: ―the
difficulties I‘ve felt around being gay has been around…not being able to
represent…myself in full or be fully present in some interactions.‖ Like Mike, David spoke
of the risk of allowing people to know him: ―part of that is allowing people to know the real
me and I don‘t.‖ Similar to David, Sean remarked that it was ―hard to know what the real
me is like,‖ and in this way he captured how chronic disconnection can lead to
disconnection from oneself. From a young age, Sean‘s parents taught him to cover up and
put on an act and this left him estranged from himself. Subsequently, he reported feeling
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misunderstood and different during his formative years, and in turn, isolated from his
family and unsure of himself. This in turn appeared to make it difficult for Sean to maintain
a satisfying relationship in adulthood, he said: ―I‘ve found it hard to meet somebody else
I‘ve had one relationship…but it wasn‘t great and now I‘m just on my own again.‖
Other participants referred to being misunderstood and excluded, and feeling
different, isolated and alone. Jim, Kyle, and Scott felt excluded and different due to nonconformance to commonly held expectations. Scott‘s quote which opened this section
illustrates difference and exclusion from family-of-origin. My interview with Scott
continued:
A:

When you say you feel ashamed – how do you mean?

S:

I‘ve got three brothers and…a big family and…if they‘re not married they‘ve been

with their partners for a number of years or have got kids that sort of thing – and it‘s like
yeah living up to the – the expectation of when you grow up like everyone has kids and gets
married you know that‘s just what happens when you‘re in life…yeah so I‘m not sad but I
think that‘s just still the expectation…well my brothers have got kids and I‘m the one who
lives in the city lives away from home lives away from the family
A:

Sort of like an odd one out

S:

Yeah yeah black sheep yeah I always used to say that and Mum‘s like ‗you‘re not

the black sheep that‘s just you that‘s just who you are.‘ (Scott, 1: 85)

While Scott said ―I‘m not sad,‖ he appeared quite sad about being the ―black sheep,‖
especially considering these comments followed his admission that he felt ashamed of
being the ―single gay uncle from the city.‖
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For Jim and Scott, sadness and grief underpinned the experience of not fulfilling a
dominantly held cultural narrative of: grow up; settle down; get married; and, have kids.
Jim and Scott grieved for the loss of the normalising and connecting influence that family
and kids may have brought to their lives. There was a time when Jim loved Sundays, but he
had come to hate them because they were a painful reminder of being without family. His
grief in difference was illustrated when he said: ―I hate other people talking about their
children I‘m not interested…bring out the cat photos…I find that extremely difficult at
times.‖
Kyle reported being offended by friend‘s comments about trying for kids; he
described their conversation as ―really vulgar.‖ Vulgar seemed like an extreme description,
and possibly a motif for deeper pain about difference and exclusion. This backgrounded
meaning became overt when he said it wasn‘t acceptable to for him to talk openly about sex
with his boyfriend:
Friends of mine – best friends…beautiful friends you know they were talking
about…having a baby and trying for a baby and I was like ‗oh that‘s really funny that
you‘re talking about this and we‘re having cocktails‘ and she‘s like ‗oh really‘ I‘m like
‗yeah cause – you know it‘s – funny that you talk about regularly having sex and you know
whereas…there‘s not many conversations where you could be like politely over cocktails
be telling a crew of people how awesome the sex my boyfriend and I have been having
lately‘…she‘s like ‗oh‘ I‘m like yeah ‗it‘s a bit offensive‘ I just found that really interesting
and went oh they‘re trying like proud parents going oh look…they‘re trying for a
baby…that‘s really vulgar. (Kyle, 2: 27)

I have previously discussed how Kyle and Matthew were excluded from the family
model of masculinity. In turn, this exclusion contributed to feeling different and being
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disconnected. David and Scott made comments similar to Kyle and Matthew. Scott talked
about being disinterested in sport and wondering ―why do I feel different?‖ David similarly
reflected on feeling like a different boy from six years old:
I knew something was up at a very early age – I eschewed football with a vengeance and
didn‘t particularly want to get muddy or dirty – I thought mmm I‘ll play games with the
girls so you know I was tripping along the yellow brick road from quite an early age.
(David, 1: 96)

Participants were often reminded of their difference and felt frustrated that their
heterosexual peers had greater freedom. Scott made comments about school being a ―really
hard slog‖ and feeling frustrated that ―the boys…seemed to do whatever,‖ whereas he
―wasn‘t accepted,‖ and therefore, felt disconnected and different. Kyle also expressed
frustration about straight men not needing to justify, he said: ―there‘s zero justification they
[straight men] don‘t have to explain anything they just can rock up and – yeah that‘s always
had my goat a bit.‖ One of Kyle‘s friends gave him a tip, which appeared to be a subtle
reminder of exclusion and difference:
One of my favourite friends…he‘s a beautiful straight man and full player and he was
always very camp as a child…I remember chatting to him…we had this really beautiful
relationship – he‘s like ‗you know there‘s some gays at my school and that‘s cool you know
they‘re awesome they‘re cool but you know I just wanna let you in on a tip just in case you
didn‘t know never fall in love with a straight man you know first rule‘ and I still say it now
first rule about being gay don‘t fall in love with a straight man…I found that really
progressive and I‘ve thanked him as an adult for that which is really sweet. (Kyle, 2: 49)
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Even though Kyle described this as a special interaction, I suspected there was ambivalence
in his comment. It was made in the context of talking about being attracted to other boys in
his surf-life-saving club, and saying he felt jealous about not having had typical homoerotic
interactions with male friends during adolescence. The way Kyle recounted the advice
portrayed a pejorative tone, as if his friend was reminding him straight men were out of
bounds. I suspected the comment tacitly communicated to Kyle: ‗don‘t forget you‘re
different, being gay is fine, but straight men are unattainable.‘
In closing, participants talked about being disconnected because they didn‘t ―fit in.‖
John said, ―I always seemed to be the odd one out at school.‖ As discussed, Scott felt like
the family ―black sheep.‖ Feeling like a black sheep was further exacerbated by Scott‘s Dad
describing his sexuality as ―a problem‖ and then not speaking about it again for a number
of years. Sean also felt alienated and had been chronically disconnected, ―spending fairly
lengthy periods‖ alone and ―getting more depressed as a result.‖ He struggled to find a
place to fit in, and talked about being ―restless and finding it hard to settle in to anywhere
or anything.‖ Sean was disconnected from both the wider community and the gay
community, and he talked about pressure to conform:
The pressure is having to identify with being gay and making that your world…whether I
can fully really do that is probably doubtful… most of me can do it but I don‘t know
whether I can fully do it because if I could fully do it I wouldn‘t be seeing my old partner I
would be seeing a new partner. (Sean, 1: 87-89)

Theme 5: Desiring connection
I was desperately lonely I desperately did want to go with him…the only thing that held me
back – was the fear of catching something. (John, 1: 63-65)
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Why can‘t I just be like him or why I can‘t I just be like these people. (Scott, 1: 27)

This was a smaller theme with only 30 instances. As per Table 6.3, Matthew, Mike,
and Nick had no instances of this theme and Kyle had only one. David, Jim, Scott, and
Sean each had more than five instances of this theme. The spread of instances made sense
because Matthew and Mike were in a long-term relationship and Nick had been in longterm relationships. Additionally, David, Jim, Scott, and Sean were all single and had had
trouble developing intimate relationships. It was not the highest represented theme for any
participant.
As mentioned, this theme often co-occurred with theme four: disconnection (see
Table 6.4). Furthermore, it also had high co-occurrences with themes one and two,
struggling with self and protecting self. This theme represented the dialectic of desiring
connection with others on one hand, but often feeling unworthy of connection on the other.
David, Jim, John, and Scott spoke about desiring acceptance and/or approval, and as
discussed, Jim and Scott spoke about wanting a family of their own.
David, Jim, and Sean talked of desiring connection but feeling unworthy, or unable
to be themselves in order to maintain connection. As noted, Sean found spending time
alone led to depression, but paradoxically said it was anxiety provoking to be around
people because of the desire to put on an act. Jim said he would love a relationship but
doubted his ability to trust and be trusted in return. I have also discussed how Jim‘s anxiety
was linked to fears that others would judge, criticise and/or reject. His fear of rejection was
linked to yearning for connection for which he felt unworthy. David said part of him didn‘t
―want to be alone,‖ but again, paradoxically for David, the thought of being in a
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relationship stimulated fears of vulnerability and rejection linked to embarrassment and
shame:
Part of me is looking for that sense of unconditionality with other people I don‘t
believe…I‘m ever gonna have it so I think oh fuck it I can‘t be bothered…how do you relax
– how do you just be yourself in a relationship and it goes back to that thing of – ‗a‘ people
are gonna get bored and - - it‘s that notion of – I‘m not good enough – or I‘m embarrassed
about who I am I‘m embarrassed showing really who I am to somebody else cause they
might think oooh – don‘t want any of this and it fundamentally goes back to that sense of
rejection and if I think about shame and I think about embarrassment it‘s inextricably linked
up to being rejected. (David, 2: 81)

Like David, Scott talked of finding it hard to bring himself forward in relationships
and this was illustrated earlier where Scott talked about shying away from a partner because
he was a ―closed person.‖ Nevertheless, as shown when discussing theme two, Scott said:
―I‘ve made this conscious decision to go out of my way to be more open be like who I am.‖
Therefore, for Scott there was risk in being himself, but a necessary risk in the service of
authentic connection.
John and Scott talked about developing a cavalier attitude in the face of difference
which possibly shielded them from their yearning for connection. I asked John about his
desires for acceptance and approval and he spoke about this cavalier attitude:
J:

Well certainly acceptance has been – I mean I always seemed to be the odd one out

at school – and certainly I‘ve developed a more cavalier attitude towards that – in more
recent years – basically I am who I am and if they can‘t live with it well that‘s their problem
not mine whereas before it was my problem not theirs - -
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A:

But even though you talk about that more cavalier attitude of if they can‘t deal with

it – it‘s their problem do you get the sense that is sitting over still a sense that it may be
your problem or that there is a problem?
J:

- - oh I‘d say in my make-up yes probably I think so yeah. (John, 2: 83-86)

Like John, Scott similarly said that in the last few years he had focussed on liking
himself and was not as ―worried what others think about who I am or what I do.‖ On the
other hand, Scott also talked about wanting acceptance and/or approval from friends and
family, he made these three comments:
Why can‘t I just be like him or why I can‘t I just be like these people. (Scott, 1: 27)
I just wanted to be able to fit in you know like be one of the boys or whatever. (Scott, 2: 25)
I think the whole acceptance thing just wanting to be accepted as part of – them [his familyof-origin] as well. (Scott, 2: 59)

John recalled being cruised, years ago and before he had come out, near Flinders
Street train station. He didn‘t take up the man‘s offer to spend the night together because he
was scared of ―catching something.‖ However, he recalled, ―I do remember that – I was
desperately lonely I desperately did want to go with him.‖
Finally, as discussed, Jim and Scott both spoke of desiring their own family. Jim
said: ―to have an immediate family would be lovely children or wife or something like
that.‖ Scott spoke of feeling alienated from his family-of-origin because he wasn‘t
partnered with children. He also wished he had kids he could talk about with friends at
work. For these men, the wish to have a family appeared to be, in part, a desire to make
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connections alongside fulfilling a societally endorsed life narrative, and hence, share alike
in the experiences of others and feel included and ‗normal.‘
Theme 6: Connection and acceptance from others
I had a lot of strong friends in the bear community I actually watched and helped the bear
community develop in the mid nineties when it sort of rose up and I knew a lot of the
founders of the bear community so I was quite involved and active in the bear community.
(Matthew: 25)
My sponsor and my psychologist they‘re the two people who know everything about me.
(Jim, 2: 91-92)

The final two themes focus on connection, acceptance and expression of self. This
theme was the larger of the two, with 84 instances across all participants (as per Table 6.3).
Kyle, John, and Matthew had the highest counts of instances, David and Sean had the
lowest. It was not the highest represented theme for any participant.
Table 6.4 shows that theme six often co-occurred with theme seven: accepting and
expressing. Like themes four and five, disconnection and desiring connection, themes six
and seven were related but represented different processes. Theme six captured
participants‘ experiences of connection, acceptance and support from others. On the other
hand, theme seven (discussed later) represented processes of accepting aspects of self and
bringing those forward in connection with others. Also, themes six and seven had high cooccurrences with theme two: protecting self. These co-occurrences made sense for two
reasons. First, participants often dovetailed contrasting stories of connection, acceptance
and expressing self with those of disconnection, negative attitudes and protecting self.
Second, themes six and seven co-occurred with theme two because they represented a
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dialectical struggle with seemingly opposing interests, expressing self versus protecting
self. Two examples of this dialectic included: (i) Matthew spoke of the freedom of being
able to express his sexuality within the support group, but still needed to hide his religious
identity; and, (ii) Mike talked about ―running away‖ alongside ―running toward‖ in the
context of leaving the US and coming to Sydney. In talking of this change, Mike said that
difficult emotions could be shielded and expressed at the same time:
It‘s acknowledging one part of the emotion and maybe shielding or hiding another part at
the same time. (Mike: 27)

Participants‘ experiences of connection and acceptance were largely comprised of
accepting and supportive connections with others or community. Connection was not
equated with interaction, but involved relationships which, from each participant‘s
recollections, appeared to be helpful, authentic, and growth fostering.
Jim, Kyle, Matthew, Mike, and Nick spoke about the influence of being accepted
and supported by others. Jim had told his psychologist and sponsor about his sex life and
also the ―inexcusable‖ act he committed 30 years ago. Jim‘s experience of acceptance and
non-judgement was important. He said of his psychologist: ―he‘s not judgemental I think he
understands what gay people are like or not like.‖ Jim had also come out to a friend and his
art teacher because he felt he wasn‘t ―going to be rejected‖ by his friend, and his art teacher
―couldn‘t care two hoots.‖ However, for Jim, there remained a strong theme of needing to
gauge acceptance levels prior to disclosure because he viewed acceptance and support as
conditional.
Similar to Jim, Nick reported choosing the right people to initially come out to:
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There was a sense of – relief once I had actually told people and they were really nice about
it – boy did I pick the right people to come out to [two friends who were brothers]…they
were such saviours I‘m still in contact with them. (Nick: 73)

Nick spoke about the influence of acceptance and support from others in helping to build
belief in self. He talked of a flatmate who urged and supported him to go to university, and
he also described a supportive relationship with a research supervisor who believed in his
ability to complete his doctorate. Nick believed a number of supportive factors came
together to assist his growth and development in lieu of difficult formative experiences:
It wasn‘t until there was this nice confluence of factors of a housemate doing an arts degree
a job saying you need to study – of having had several periods of counselling and having
some very good lecturers in university who took a very active interest in my development - yeah I mean that‘s really managed to set aside a lot of the childhood stuff. (Nick: 55)

Like Nick, Kyle reported accepting and supportive relationships with the English
and Drama teachers at school, which assisted him during difficult years of bullying.
Matthew was surprised about the support and acceptance he received when he came
out to a priest. He described the priest‘s normalising reaction, along with a message of
support in the response: ―‗hey look – you still gotta live a good life but don‘t beat yourself
up for being attracted to men.‘‖ Matthew and Mike both spoke about loving acceptance
from their fathers. Mike‘s father was supportive from the outset. He described his father‘s
response to him coming out as one of the ―touchstones of support…one of the great gifts.‖
The following excerpt from Mike‘s interview illustrated the inter-relationship of themes six
and seven – how acceptance and support from others gave rise to space to accept and
express self.
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Yeah it really was fantastic [Dad‘s response] and it kind of left me with a little bit of a
space of right ok I really need to figure out what this means for me and – work out –
amongst all the other challenges…where does sexuality fit into that mix. (Mike: 17-19)

Likewise, Matthew‘s father expressed loving acceptance through kind and inclusive
comments about his relationship with Mike. Matthew described these comments:
I‘ve never come out to my father like explicitly come out to him but my partner and I go
home for Christmas or you know once or twice a year and he‘s part of family life and Dad a
few years ago started saying ‗oh you know say hi to Mike for me‘ and he started saying to
Mike ‗thanks for looking after my boy.‘ (Matthew: 31)

David spoke about connecting with others and the community. At the second
interview, David appeared revitalised and energised due to having a friend visit from the
UK and consequently, connecting with others. He spoke of ―apathy and obtuseness‖
contributing to his history of reluctance to engage, which he described as a ―Cinderella
complex.‖ While David valued the interview conversations, he said one doesn‘t ―go
through life having these types of conversations.‖
Similarly, John, Matthew, and Mike brought connection with community to the
fore. As well as joining a gay and lesbian running (exercise) group, John had completed
courses at a gay and lesbian radio station, and another through the Victorian AIDS council.
When he enquired about the AIDS council course, he was concerned about his age but
received the inclusive response: ―‗well let‘s just say you won‘t be the oldest person.‘‖ John
also recounted a programme on JOY, Melbourne‘s gay and lesbian radio station, where
they described the Melbourne gay and lesbian community as beige as opposed to rainbow,
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where it would seem beige implied normal. Such was his experience with the running
group:
That was running group my impression was – it‘s a terribly beige group half of them are
effectively married and have got partners and – they‘ve got jobs and commitments and – all
the rest of it…it‘s not all running off like bushes like my wife seems to think that all gay
people do. (John, 1: 47-50)

Thus, in reaching out to the community, John received normalising, supportive and
accepting responses.
Matthew highlighted early connections with the community where other mothers
supported him to come out his mother. He said: ―they gave me a lot of encouragement to
come out to my parents or at least my mum.‖ He also described coming to ―appreciate what
it meant to belong to a community‖ which instilled a sense of freedom:
I‘ve got this freedom I could be a real sexual deviant if I want and it‘s fine it‘s accepted by
the community or I could be a very conservative prude and that‘s fine too I have a place in
my community I think the big thing for me is knowing that I belong to a community and a
group I‘m not sort of alone out there trying a work out this whole male thing alone so I‘ve
come to really think I‘m lucky being gay…it‘s true pride to me. (Matthew: 35)

Like Matthew, Mike described the importance of community and spoke of the
―amazing sense of anxiety…but also the great liberation‖ of his first experiences of
connecting with ―the gay village‖ in Dallas.
Matthew and Mike also highlighted the accepting and supportive nature of the bear
community in their lives. Mike described feeling accepted when he first made contact with
this community:
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Just even coming out as a bear…having that first experience of walking into a bar and
feeling comfortable with my physical – body and not feeling in contrast to when you walk
into some other venues sucking in my gut trying to squeeze in between everyone and
apologising constantly for bumping into them. (Mike: 45)

Somewhat differently, Sean spoke about the importance of things he did well,
including playing tennis, and writing and reciting poetry. He said of the influence of tennis:
―it‘s probably a positive aspect of my life because…the people I play tennis with might
know I am gay but that‘s not really a big issue in that situation.‖ He thought writing and
reciting poetry helped because it showed others he could do things well:
Showing people that I can do some things well often helps me deal with the problems with
shame so you know I write poetry and I‘ve recited about three years in a row for mental
health week and it‘s things like that probably take the focus off some of the shame and
embarrassment. (Sean, 2: 136)

However, Sean‘s comments about acceptance were scant and qualitatively different from
other participants like Matthew and Mike, because they focussed on doing something well,
rather than receiving unqualified acceptance and support around sexuality.
In closing, I would like to note that John, Kyle, and Scott, all commented on
growing societal tolerance/acceptance. Kyle and Scott questioned whether there was
growing acceptance or just politically correct tolerance. Scott said there was still closed
mindedness in the country, and that in schools and the community, homosexuality was
―more recognised…but still not accepted.‖ He thought the best antidote for intolerance was
having a ―family member who is gay or lesbian or whatever.‖ Kyle comically questioned
the genuineness of people‘s political correctness (PC):
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I think there‘s more outward tolerance people are smart enough to not – say faggot and
coon anymore…I‘m watching Weeds this great TV show – two black women were walking
down this very black American suburb and they were talking about how – the white people
were like ‗oh hello how are you yes hello hello‘ she‘s like what they‘re really saying is ‗oh
you know – I‘m not racist I‘m not racist‘ and I wonder that too in the community where
people are just a bit more – it‘s cool to be a bit PC. (Kyle, 2: 23-25)

Finally, John thought there had been improvements because the environment had
changed over the last few decades. He cited examples of support and tolerance which didn‘t
exist when he was young: ―there was no such things as JOY [Melbourne gay and lesbian
radio station]…even the AFL [Australian Football League] now is trying run a policy of
openness which actually if it‘s successful is probably a huge step.‖
Theme 7: Accepting and expressing aspects of self
The part of the coming out story…that in some ways defines the gay community is that
portion of power and strength you find from self-acceptance and from - - being able to
share that in some way make that part of who you are it‘s a – I‘ll say fragile area. (Mike:
47)
I‘ve made this conscious decision…to be more open with who I am as well…it is a journey
I feel like I‘m in back in my mid twenties early twenties sometime with that sort of stuff I
don‘t know where the last you know ten fifteen years have gone. (Scott, 1: 69)

I have noted how theme six: connection and acceptance, and theme seven were
related and consequently co-occurred. Theme seven was the smaller of the two with 46
interview instances. Table 6.3 shows instances of this theme across all participants, except
Kyle. John, Matthew, and Mike had the greatest occurrences of this theme, while Jim, Nick,
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and Sean had the lowest. It was the most represented theme in Mike‘s interview. Also, like
theme six, this theme also had high co-occurrences with theme two: protecting self. I have
discussed the reasons for these co-occurrences.
Theme seven captured processes of: (i) accepting and integrating sexuality, and; (ii)
expressing self in more open and authentic ways in connection with others. As discussed,
these processes were often facilitated by experiences of connection and acceptance from
others and community (theme six). By and large, participants recounted stories involving:
(i) accepting and integrating aspects of self; (ii) coming to express more of themselves; and,
(iii) feeling pride and realising they were 'normal.‘
John, Matthew, and Mike talked about coming to accept and integrate aspects of
self and sexuality into their lives. John spoke about reaching out to the community which
assisted to ―rebuild my life in a new form…it was also part of coming to accept myself.‖
Mike often spoke of the ―power‖ and ―strength‖ which came from the process of accepting
and integrating sexuality and then being able to express that in some way. The opening
quote from Mike illustrated this. He talked about ―self-awareness‖ growing over the years
as well as integration:
Over the years it‘s grown where I‘ve felt more comfortable with who I was and took a
greater pride in who I was…I continue to have a much more integrated existence a much
more gay identity. (Mike: 75)

At one point, Mike commented on growing self-acceptance but together with reverse
discrimination in the way he saw heterosexual customs. His comments illustrated the
complex and ongoing process of coming to accept difference in self and others:
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I‘m really glad to be gay…wouldn‘t it be difficult to be straight…they really do have a
whole complicated social structure and in some ways it‘s – alien and in some ways
distasteful and difficult I‘m really glad I am not a part of that. (Mike: 49)

In coming to accept his sexuality, Matthew made a conscious decision to come out
to his religious order and risk being rejected, he said:
When I actually started to come out and really come to accept myself I think was when I
was contemplating entering a religious order – because then I had to really - - make some
big decisions and be honest with myself and that whole process of screening that they put
you through I thought I‘m not gonna lie in this process if they – can‘t have me – as a gay
man I don‘t want to be there. (Matthew: 9)

Jim, John, Matthew, Mike, and Scott recounted experiences of, or a commitment to,
expressing more of themselves. John told a story of running into a gay male acquaintance in
the central business district of Melbourne and giving him ―a big hug‖ even though it was a
very public display of affection. John said of this public display:
J:

I would never have done that two years ago never – and I couldn‘t care so – I don‘t

know whether that sort of talks about awakening but certainly it‘s something that…
A:

How did it feel to hug him?

J:

Oh it was nice

A:

There was a connectedness in it

J:

Yeah. (John, 2: 52-56)

For Jim, AA was a place where he was able to express his feelings; however, he still
wouldn‘t allow himself to be open about his sexuality. Nevertheless, it appeared to be an
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important avenue through which he could gradually come to express more of himself. Jim
said of talking about ―feelings‖ and ―problems‖ at AA:
I usually start to cry and what not it‘s not unusual for me to cry at AA meetings…once
upon a time I never cried about that sort of thing…sometimes I‘ll go and I‘ll be lovely and
then things will come up and I‘ll be awful – people start talking about things and it brings
up things for me you push them away you gotta bring them out eventually. (Jim, 2: 164)

Similarly, while Scott acknowledged a history of hiding aspects of self away, he
was realising through sharing experiences, it wasn‘t as risky as he once thought. He spoke
about participating in a relationships course and said:
I never used to talk about my own stuff to anyone and my friends are party to that but – I
found the last few years it‘s – there‘s not really any drama about talking about it – and
sharing experiences – through the workshops I‘ve been doing – sharing experiences is –
more of a – blessing it‘s not the right word more of a help than – yeah help to others as well
as well as yourself. (Scott, 2: 83)

Scott spoke about the ―contradiction‖ of feeling worried about being more open
alongside a feeling a desire to open up. Scott‘s quote, used to open the discussion of this
theme, captured his commitment to be more open with others, as well as feelings of
frustration and sadness about his delay in this respect.
Matthew commented about the helpful experiences of a volunteer group where men
and women who were straight and gay came together, and people ―were just like
themselves.‖ He described this experience as helpful because he didn‘t need to pretend by
staying in the closet. However, he remained committed to hiding his religious affiliation for
fear it would attract their judgement. Like Scott, whose comments were at times
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contradictory, Matthew‘s comments also positioned accepting and expressing self as
complicated, such that aspects of expressing and hiding can co-occur.
In the same way, Mike also spoke about a measured and gradual adoption of a gay
identity from his first days of discovering the gay village in Dallas. His move to Sydney
allowed greater disentanglement from the influence of his mother and an opportunity to
redefine himself without the constraining expectations of past relationships. He said of his
move to Sydney:
Being on the other side of the world…with a whole lot more latitude and freedom – to
express yourself freshly and so that – roughly translates into getting away from Mum…but
also looking for that fresh opportunity to continue to express more of myself with less of
the previous – expectations setting a boundary people I know or people that know
me…they‘re still thinking of me in a certain way. (Mike: 87)

As noted, participants described coming out as an ongoing experience. Choosing
not ‗to pass‘ was one way participants began to assert and express themselves. David aptly
described this process:
One doesn‘t – come to an epiphany of coming out and think well here I am I‘m gay you
know I‘m glad to be gay…life‘s jolly cause one doesn‘t just come out one is constantly
fucking coming out – every single day one is coming out so…if you think about Freud and
you go back to this notion of the primal scene in many ways coming out becomes our
primal scene because we‘re constantly revisiting that we‘re constantly coming out we‘re
constantly going back to that sixteen year old kid who turned round and said ‗I‘m
gay‘…we‘re reinscribing ourselves we‘re rearticulating our – identity work and even by not
coming out you‘re still doing it just thinking fuck I‘m you know – it‘s a constant
negotiation. (David, 1: 72)
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Mike spoke about three incidents of ―constant negotiation,‖ where he consciously
disclosed his sexuality in order to maintain integrity and be authentically known by others.
He came out to his fraternity brothers at graduation citing integrity as the primary reason:
―wanting to have some integrity as to who I was you know letting them at least know.‖ He
also disclosed his relationship with a man when looking for employment and especially at
his citizenship ceremony:
On Australia day…you have the Australia day fares there‘s always a new citizen citizenship
ceremony so I was part of the one here in [a Sydney park] up on stage you know they said
‗so why did you come you know why did you decide to become Australian‘ and I said
‗cause the gay community here was so accepting and – you know I met a fella I wanna
settle down with‘ so it felt like a very public outing…at that stage when I was continually
going through what does it mean to – have a sexual identity that‘s congruous with who you
are in a very public social sense and yet still mean privately to you and that distinction is –
part of the coming out process. (Mike: 47)

Finally, Mike talked about returning to his hometown with Matthew and coming out
to the mother of his childhood friend who had been such a source of shame. He said she
was slow to understand ―that he wasn‘t a business partner or like we had some lawn
mowing business together.‖
John, Matthew, and Scott all relayed experiences that positioned same-sex attracted
people as ‗normal‘ and diverse. John spoke about making contact with his running group,
realising its diversity because it wasn‘t comprised of ―thirty year old buff men.‖ This
helped John to realise, ―more than ever – we‘re all people we‘re all different just some of us
are same-sex attracted.‖ Likewise, Matthew‘s beliefs were challenged when he made
contact with a Victorian AIDS Council outreach program and found himself ―surrounded
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by – regular people.‖ When Scott was struggling to accept his sexuality, someone
unexpectedly came out to him and it helped him to realise: ―I was a little bit different and I
was ok to be different.‖
In closing, Mike, Nick, and Scott all referred to standing up to parents as a way of
asserting their identity and affirming their sexuality. Mike talked about coming out to his
mother out of ―anger and defiance‖ in response to her ―drilling.‖ Nick talked about his
political activism sending a message to his mother that his sexuality was not ―fly by night
stuff.‖ Scott spoke with his parents and said if they couldn‘t come to accept him there
would likely be an impasse. He said:
We had a conversation a few years down the track I was like ‗it‘s not about you I‘ve gotta
live this everyday I‘m happy with it so why shouldn‘t you be‘…‘if you‘re not happy
then…I don‘t need to speak with you or whatever‘ so that it was confronting for them for
me to say that but I think it had to be said and it‘s been quite fine ever since. (Scott, 1: 25)

Counselling and Psychotherapy Experiences
I also asked participants about experiences of counselling. All participants reported
at least one instance of counselling or psychotherapy, and many spoke about both helpful
and unhelpful experiences, so I have grouped their comments accordingly.
Category 3: Helpful experiences. Jim, John, Matthew, Mike, Nick, and Sean had
31 instances focussed on helpful psychotherapy experiences (see Table 6.3, for instances
per participant). Jim had the greatest number of instances, although each participant had ten
or less with Sean reporting only one helpful instance. Scott, David, and Kyle reported no
helpful experiences of therapy. Helpful experiences co-occurred most with theme six:
connection and acceptance (see Table 6.4). This was because participants‘ helpful
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psychotherapy experiences were also coded for emergent theme development, and many
were coded under theme six because they represented connection and acceptance in the
therapeutic relationship. Participants‘ helpful experiences included: (i) therapists‘ responses
being non-judgemental and normalising; (ii) feeling understood, and; (iii) talking about the
‗right‘ issues in therapy.
As noted, Jim had seen a psychologist for more than ten years and was also
committed to AA. Jim‘s helpful experiences focused on his psychologist being nonjudgemental, understanding, and having an appreciation of gay people. In discussing theme
six, I cited a comment from Jim illustrating this point. Jim‘s psychologist was gay, and this
was important because Jim thought he had a better understanding of gay people; he made a
comparison to ex-drug users making good drug counsellors. In terms of AA, Jim felt it was
a place where he could acknowledge and talk about difficult thoughts and feelings.
Although this was limited, and he generally kept sexuality hidden, as well as shame and
guilt about his transgression with the ―young boy.‖ He said of AA:
Sometimes I‘ll go [to AA] and I‘ll be lovely and then things will come up and I‘ll be awful
– people start talking about things and it brings up things for me you push them away you
gotta bring them out eventually. (Jim, 2: 164)

John‘s counselling experiences were helpful in normalising the difficulty and
isolation of coming out as an older married man. He said of his experience with one
counsellor:
I ran through my story with her…cause I still felt I was very much the only person in the
world it ever happened to – [she said] ‗your story‘s not unfamiliar I know what you‘re
talking about‘ and at the end of the sixty minutes she said ‗look there‘s no need for you to
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come back and see me again you know if you‘re really starting to feel down and all the rest
of it sure but you seem to have a fairly good grasp of what‘s happening and what‘s going
on.‘ (John, 1: 41)

John had seen several counsellors and developed the attitude that if they weren‘t conversant
with the acronym ‗GLBTIQ,‘10 they probably wouldn‘t be helpful:
In fact I‘ve decided that‘s a very good way of picking counsellors…you say to them
something about GLBTIQ community and then if they stumble over it when they repeat it
back to you know you‘re probably not in the right space. (John, 1: 31)

Matthew had several periods of counselling and was engaged in psychotherapy at
the time of the interview. He felt he had received much benefit from this work, especially
the ability to put words to his experiences. He recalled recently being able to describe to
Mike how he felt through the knowledge he had acquired in therapy, he said: ―I was able to
describe to him [Mike] by using the body how I felt when he did something so it gave me a
great lot of tools.‖ He thought shame and embarrassment had been ―indirectly‖ addressed in
therapy, and the current work was helping him to become aware of his feelings. He said:
―actually knowing I‘m feeling anything that‘s the big issue I am grappling with at the
moment I don‘t seem to be aware of my feelings.‖
Mike had also done extensive therapeutic work and thought the most helpful aspects
involved revisiting ―difficult issues‖ of the past and developing self-awareness as well as a
narrative for those experiences:
It‘s been a really slow process but I think that the greatest gain that I‘ve had is – over a long
period of time developing a language that starts to walk around some of the key difficult
10

Gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer.
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issues around my mother around my family – you know – around first lover all those
places…that I know – are still difficult to walk along but – the more I revisit them the easier
I‘m able to see them from some other perspectives so it‘s kind of been a process of selfawareness. (Mike: 115)

Nick‘s helpful experiences involved revisiting and processing the difficult
experiences of the past. He described a past therapist as ―very astute and a very very nice
guy,‖ and this work involved Nick writing things out, which he called a ―kind of narrative –
written therapy.‖ He thought this helped because previously ―profound‖ things didn‘t seem
nearly so, once revisited. Although Nick said his therapist was astute and nice, he wasn‘t
convinced he understood the gravity of his past experiences. He said: ―I wasn‘t sure if he
really got just how crushing this was I wasn‘t sure if I was able to express it fully enough.‖
Nick also saw a psychiatrist, whom he valued very much, partly because the work tapped
important issues. He said of this psychiatrist:
He was good…we actually got into the homophobia stuff which is the first time I‘d ever
debriefed about that with a counsellor…I‘m not sure if shame was named per se as a
motivating factor but we certainly did talk about how embarrassed I felt about things that
went on and – how the bullying had had an ongoing negative impact. (Nick: 33 & 91)

Finally, Sean‘s helpful experiences of psychotherapy were scant. However, he did
value a mental health worker who was accepting and non-judgemental. He felt comfortable
enough to come out to this worker, and described his reaction:
I did tell a mental health worker I was gay and that took quite a while but I did in the end he
was quite good about it he said he had friends who were gay and stuff – so that was good so
I still talk to him…he used to visit me once a week or something. (Sean, 2: 174)
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Category 4: Unhelpful experiences. David, Jim, John, Kyle, Matthew, Nick, Scott,
and Sean had 32 instances focussed on unhelpful psychotherapy experiences (see Table 6.3,
for instances per participant). Sean had the greatest number of instances, but as with
category three, helpful experiences, each participant contributed ten or less. Scott and Kyle
each reported only one unhelpful experience. Mike didn‘t talk of any unhelpful
experiences. Unhelpful experiences co-occurred most with theme three: negative attitudes
others (see Table 6.4), because unhelpful experiences mostly focussed on the negative
influences of therapists, as opposed to therapies. Like helpful experiences, participants‘
unhelpful psychotherapy experiences were also coded for emergent theme development,
and many were coded under theme three because they represented being made to feel
different in therapy. Participants‘ unhelpful experiences included: (i) a pathologising focus
on illness and symptoms (ii) empathic failures including feeling judged, misunderstood
and/or abandoned, and; (iii) not making progress.
David was dubious about counsellors and described them as ―charlatans.‖ He had
several unhelpful experiences of psychotherapy which began with a psychiatrist when he
was diagnosed with anorexia. He described the psychiatrist as a ―fucking repulsive little
grotesque man.‖ Later, while he was living in Asia, he saw a therapist because he was
―furious at the world.‖ According to David, this therapist practiced in a ―Rogerian‖ way
and David thought the ―talking cure‖ was a ―load of bollocks‖ and a waste of money. He
expressed doubt about the competence of therapists and the effectiveness of therapy:
I haven‘t met anybody who I have thought has actually got anything [from therapy] – and
maybe this is where the arrogance comes in…my experience with counselling I‘m just
thinking you charlatans – you don‘t know what the fuck you‘re talking about and you‘re
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just being…warm and cosy and cuddly well I don‘t need fucking warm and cosy and
cuddly. (David, 2: 107)

Nevertheless, David said he appreciated the list of therapists I provided, and he planned to
contact someone because he thought he needed to do something to break the cycle.
While Jim‘s experiences of psychotherapy were largely helpful, he wondered
whether he would have told his psychologist about the incident with the ―young boy‖ if he
was aware of the risk of being reported. Jim also saw a psychiatrist, and this work was
more focussed on symptoms and illness, including anxiety and depression. When I asked
whether shame or embarrassment were spoken about, he said: ―not the psychiatrist
because…that was more depression and I didn‘t have a clue what was going on in life
anyway then.‖ (Jim, 2: 178)
John talked about a counselling experience where he felt unsupported in coming out
as an older married man. He described the counsellor‘s response:
One of the last counsellors we saw [he and his wife] - - [said] in the vein of almost a threat
if I went down this path that it‘s like starting life all over again and I kind of remember he
used the words ‗do you really want to do that at your age.‘ (John, 2: 20-22)

I have described John‘s GLBTIQ test of counsellors. He went further in saying the
―majority of the counsellors‖ he saw were ―pretty inexperienced in anything other than –
mainstream heterosexual type relationships.‖
Kyle‘s parents sent him to counselling when he was persistently bullied at school
about allegedly raping two boys with a bottle. He felt judged, misunderstood and punished
when the counsellor asked ―‗well what have you done to bring this on?‘‖ He hated the
experience and described freezing up, saying nothing, and then being shocked when the
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counsellor told his parents he said nothing. He recalled his parents being angry he had
remained closed, and he said to the counsellor: ―‗well I didn‘t tell you anything cause who
knows what you would have fucken told them [his parents]‘.‖
Similarly, Matthew felt judged and pathologised by a psychologist who suggested a
referral for aversion therapy. He said:
I sought out a psychologist and when I met with her she sort of listened to my story and
what I was on about and then she said ‗I don‘t do this but I do know some therapists in
town who offer healing for homosexuality or you know treatment for homosexuality would
you like me to make a referral‘ and I sort of said…what do you mean…she said ‗oh well
you know it‘s a type of therapy called aversion therapy‘ as a kid on sixty minutes I
remember seeing a program about this you know aversion therapy for homosexuals and I
remember at the time thinking it was barbaric so when she mentioned this to me I went
right – flick and if that‘s the value of counselling I don‘t want it thank you very much that
was my first sort of therapeutic [experience] and not a good one. (Matthew: 73)

Matthew also talked about coming out to a student director and trained psychotherapist. In
response to Matthew‘s disclosure, the director said: ―oh you know I‘m Irish.‖ Matthew
understood he was trying to normalise, but he felt belittled and setback by his response. He
also thought the response hinted at the director‘s inability to cope with his disclosure, he
said: ―so you can‘t really cope with this either was the underlying message I got so that sort
of pushed me back a bit.‖
Nick wished his first therapist had asked about his sexuality:
It‘s curious you‘re talking about ideas like shame I was too embarrassed to say to my first
therapist I hate myself and I want to die because I‘m gay I couldn‘t say it and whether he
was just disinterested or he hadn‘t picked that I was gay or he didn‘t think it was anything
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that would make anyone suicidal he never mentioned it and I was just sitting there desperate
for him to say – you know if you were gay it would be fine let‘s talk about sexuality he
never did. (Nick: 91)

Nick also described two unhelpful psychotherapy instances where the focus was primarily
on symptoms, illness, or practical advice. First, he saw a psychiatrist for suicidal ideation
when he was a teenager, he described the psychiatrist as ―useless absolutely crap.‖ Again,
the psychiatrist never asked about sexuality, and placed Nick on anti-convulsants. Second,
he sought help when he was completing his Doctorate. He said this work was ―totally
useless,‖ alienated from how he felt, and focussed on ―practical stuff‖ like breaking the
Doctorate down ―into workable chunks.‖
Scott had seen one counsellor. He described the six sessions as ―really good.‖ The
work focussed on coming out, acceptance of self, and moving on from an ex-partner.
However, when I asked Scott if the counsellor was gay, and if that was helpful, he said the
counsellor was and he felt intimidated by him because of the, ―probing questions – and
opening up that‘s the other thing.‖ I wondered if it was possible that feeling intimidated led
to an impasse, and termination at six sessions.
Sean described the greatest number of unhelpful psychotherapy experiences. At
times, he felt judged, misunderstood and even abandoned. He said I was one of the first to
enquire about links between mental health and sexuality and he described a common
pathologising focus on symptoms and illness:
You‘re about the first one that I‘ve really I mean this is for a particular thing on being gay
so yeah it‘s mainly been talking about illness and therefore if it‘s all about illness you‘ll end
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up thinking that you are sick in a way because so much of it has been based on that and
there is more to me than just having mental health problems. (Sean, 2: 166)

This focus on symptoms occurred with several people and subsequently, he felt let
down by therapists. He said these experiences had minimised his strengths and left him
feeling misunderstood and cynical about the prospects of getting better. Sean, like Nick,
was also reserved in coming out to therapists and, as a result, he knew the deeper issues
were not surfacing. Sean said he didn‘t come out because the psychotherapy was focussed
on his depression and the therapist hadn‘t asked him much about his personal life. He said:
―I suppose it just wouldn‘t have felt right I could of but he hasn‘t really asked me anything
about my personal life at all.‖ There is a parallel here between Sean‘s and Nick‘s
experiences with both wishing that sexuality had been enquired about by the therapist.
Finally, Sean described an interaction with a therapist where he felt judged,
misunderstood and eventually abandoned; this unfolded after Sean revealed having sex at
‗beats.‘11 The following excerpt picks up with Sean describing the therapist‘s response to
his disclosure:
S:

I felt as though after that he perceived me in a different light I felt as though his

behaviour changed a bit I felt as though I was judged…I said to him ‗your attitude towards
me has changed‘ and he said ‗I knew there was something you weren‘t telling me‘ but I said
‗oh your attitude‘s changed‘ but he just shrugged it off he said ‗oh no it hasn‘t‘ but I could
sense there was something different when I mentioned that because he would have
perceived me as being straight when I first met him so it was a different ball game after that
A:

11

But you felt it was more linked to doing beats?

As mentioned in the cruising definition, beats are ―public places where men seek sexual/social contact with
other men who have sex with men‖ (Browne & Minichiello, 1995, p. 604).
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S:

Ah – yeah – he sort of said to me ‗oh look a lot of people do that but they wouldn‘t

tell anyone about it‘
A:

And that must have been a difficult experience because it sounds to me like you had

exposed something about yourself
S:

MMM [strong voice]

A:

That then - - wasn‘t really accepted in a way you didn‘t feel accepted.

S:

NO no I wasn‘t – and then he - - he said ‗I‘ll to refer you to somebody else‘ this

was down the track and then – he said to me ‗whether they judge you or not is up to them‘
and I didn‘t feel great about that. (Sean, 2: 101-119)

Thematic Model
A model of how these seven themes hold together under the umbrella of shame and
embarrassment experiences is now presented along with an analysis of divergent cases.
The themes that arose from this inquiry are not dissimilar from those that emerged
in Flowers and Buston‘s (2001) qualitative inquiry of gay male identity development during
adolescence, among a group of 20 gay men, in rural north England. Their research yielded
six themes including: defined by difference; self-reflection and inner conflict; feelings of
alienation and isolation; living a lie; disclosure; and, wholeness and integrity.
The seven themes in this inquiry could have been grouped under two broader superordinate themes. The first would have captured experiences of difference and
disconnection, and subsumed the first five themes. The second would have focussed on
connection and expressing self, and included themes six and seven.
Figure 6.1 presents a schematic or model which represents how the themes work
together. This is a higher order conceptual model which draws on the collective experiences
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of participants. The model is relational and illustrates the processes (themes) associated
with shame and embarrassment experiences among the men in this research. These men‘s
stories support the following interaction of processes: (i) negative attitudes and behaviours
of others often contributed to a sense of difference; (ii) this appeared to lead to struggles
with aspects of self, including desires to hide and ‗pass‘; (iii) participants generally
employed defense and coping mechanisms to protect against issues of shame and
embarrassment associated with self and sexuality; (iv) coping and defense mechanisms,
alongside shame and a pervasive sense of difference, in many cases appeared to be
associated with relational disconnection; and, (v) disconnection was often accompanied by
a desire for authentic connection. The last two themes are represented to the side and sitting
partially outside the circle of shame/embarrassment experiences. This is because these two
themes represented processes through which these men developed more supportive,
accepting, and subsequently authentic connections with others which, in turn, were
ameliorative to shame. Interactive arrows depict the complexity of processes and movement
between authentic helpful connection and expression, and back into protecting self and
fearing rejection. The curved arrow depicts a common flow of processes. This is not to
imply a stage-type model but the general manner in which these themes inter-related based
on these men‘s stories, and as outlined above.
Finally, while Table 6.4 shows co-occurrences between all themes (except between
theme five: desiring connection, and theme six: connection and acceptance) this model only
overlaps neighbouring themes. This is because it is theorised that experiences of shame and
embarrassment united these themes and potentially explained many co-occurrences. Hence,
the model represents the themes as either held under the umbrella of shame and
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embarrassment experiences (themes one through five) or straddling those experiences
(themes six and seven).
Figure 6.1 – A Relational Model of Gay Men’s Shame and Embarrassment Experiences

Divergent Cases
The relational model presented in Figure 6.1 represents the collective experiences of
the men in this study; it does not apply as a template for all participants‘ experiences. Some
participants were notably different and had either no or very low instances of certain
themes – see Table 6.3. John, Kyle and Mike reported a life history, or presented in the
interview, with a notable difference from the rest of the participants. As such, these
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participants illustrate divergent cases. I will not go so far as to label these men as ―negative
cases‖ in line with Patton (1990)
John struggled to identify shame experiences associated with sexuality, which was
feasibly due him coming out as an older man. John was married, and didn‘t come out until
he was 54 years old. Being married and living a heterosexual life possibly buffered John
from much of the bullying and heterosexism that most gay men experience. It appears that a
combination of coming out late and an unassuming personal style have assisted John to ‗fly
under the radar.‘ Notably, John was the participant who reported the lowest instances of
theme three: negative attitudes others (see Table 6.3). He also described himself as having
―Asperger-ish‖ traits and thus, struggling to develop deep relationships. I wondered why
this was so, and was struck by how much he was taken by a young man in his life. He
described having feelings he had never felt before, and a love for this man that he never felt
for his wife. It conjured the possibility that a side of John had laid in waiting until he came
out. John was also very proactive in connecting with the community once he did come out,
and this plausibly assisted him in making the transition through a difficult coming out
where he had been rejected by his wife and children. Surprisingly, he expressed little
emotion about this rejection. For these reasons, John doesn‘t feature highly in this and the
coming chapter.
Kyle reported only one instance of theme five: desiring connection, and no
instances of theme seven: accepting and expressing. There were also many instances of
theme two: protecting self. He also struggled to identify shameful experiences, and late in
the interview, stumbled into recalling the rape accusation and bottle incident. As noted,
Kyle said he wanted to participate in the research to offer a different perspective on ―gay
shame‖ other than a bleeding heart one, which he expected would be common. However, at
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the start of the second interview, he said he thought he had been ―sugar coating‖ his
difficult experiences between 12 and 17 years. In this way, it seemed Kyle‘s defenses kept
him from readily accessing difficult experiences, including shameful ones. He also reported
being relationally connected in having a long-term partner, many close friends, and a
supportive family. Nevertheless, there was a sense in his interviews that he was ―sugar
coating‖ the portrayal of these relationships, and his own fulfilment. There was a ‗feel‘ of
superficiality in how he described family and friends despite his reassurances of
unconditional support and acceptance. He was eager to portray his brothers as supportive,
and his own adjustment as optimal. However, there were experiences which pointed to
other possibilities. He reported he would sometimes smoke marijuana and spend the week
―stoned‖ on the couch. Also, the below quote shows that, indeed his brothers do sound
supportive, but one wonders why they were so worried about Kyle getting upset.
They‘re (brothers) both texting me before I came here you know – ‗don‘t get upset by this
be comfortable make sure you‘re ok you know we love you we love you‘…I dropped it in
passing the other day what I was doing and they‘ve talked and made sure that I‘m gonna
be…so I have that influence which I‘m really lucky with. (Kyle, 1: 31)

Finally, Mike and Matthew were in a long-term relationship which appeared, from
both reports, to be a very supportive and loving one. Mike had had extensive psychotherapy
and developed a language which navigated many of his difficult life experiences.
Consequently, he was able to quickly recall and describe shame experiences, often in terms
which hinted at a dynamic understanding – for example his use of ‗dissociation.‘
Furthermore, 20 instances of theme seven: accepting and expressing, were coded in Mike‘s
interview. This was much higher than other participants, with the closest being Matthew
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and John with seven and six respectively. Consequently, Mike‘s (and also Matthew‘s)
experiences formed a large part of the codes and interview segments which underpinned
theme seven. As a couple, Mike and Matthew allowed this inquiry to gain deeper insight
into the effect of a supportive long-term relationship on experiences of shame, and bringing
oneself forward in relationship.
While these participants‘ experiences were divergent, they added to the richness of
the data and assisted in the development of a more nuanced set of themes, than otherwise
might not have been the case with a more homogenous sample.
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Chapter 7 – Discussion and Future Research Opportunities
Homosexuality and shame have been intertwined in an arranged if unholy marriage
throughout much of human history. (Singer, 1996, p. 124)

This chapter takes a higher level view by discussing and relating the research
findings to the theoretical and research literature on shame, identity development, mental
health and psychological therapies. Key findings and areas for future research are
discussed.
The Neglect of Shame
Despite the ―unholy marriage‖ suggested by Singer, shame has attracted much less
attention in the literature focussed on heterosexism, homosexuality and health. Several
reasons for this neglect of shame are offered below.
First, McLeod (1997) noted that the Western focus on ―keep ‗cool‘, maintain
privacy, stay in control‖ (p. 97) has fostered a cultural denial of shame. Perhaps there is a
parallel process with societal shame-phobia being reflected in psychology theory, research
and practice.
Second, constructs such as internalised homophobia, self-stigma, and minority
stress, which have received the vast amount of research focus are somewhat ‗clinical,‘ and
detached from the messiness and painfulness of people‘s everyday experiences. Shame is
not. Shame has a contagious quality and it is hard to see another in shame without desiring
to look away, and/or rescue them from their experience. In order to work with client‘s
shame, therapists need to better understand their own. This desire to hide from shame has
made it easier to collude with clients‘ efforts to ignore shame (Harper & Hoopes, 1990).
Arguably the same collusion to ignore process is occurring at the research and theory level.
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As Harper and Hoopes (1990, p. 171) noted: ―one of the reasons that it has taken so long
for mental health professionals to pay attention to clients‘ shame is that to do so therapists
would have to face their own shame.‖
The third suggested reason concerns measurement. Psychologist researchers are
focussed on operationalisation and objectification. As such, it is extremely hard to map a
subjective phenomenon onto a paper and pencil measure without losing touch with an
individual‘s experience (Carspecken, 1996). Taking the men in the study as an example,
one wonders whether an ‗objective‘ measure of shame would have led each of the
following participants to recall their deeply shameful stories: Kyle and the bottle rumour;
Matthew and the scolding from his father for poncing around the kitchen; Mike and the
humiliation and shame at being caught out for watching his friend ―pee‖; or, Sean and his
recollections about his parents covering up and pretending nothing was wrong. I suggest
they would not, especially considering that experiences of shame are commonly defended
against with a range of coping and defense strategies including humiliated-rage,
perfectionism, denial and projection.
The Test of Self-Conscious Affect – 3 (TOSCA-3) (Tangney, Dearing, Wagner, &
Gramzow, 2000), is a widely used reliable and valid measure of shame-proneness12 which
contains 16 scenarios. None of these scenarios are reminiscent of experiences of shame
along gender and sexuality lines, which the men in this study raised. The authors of the
TOSCA-3 would argue that it is a trait measure and thus, shame-proneness among gay men
would generalise to their assessment scenarios – and this may be the case. However, I
suspect it is unlikely to tap specific shame experiences which may have contributed to the

12

There are several other widely used scales such as the ‗Other as Shamer Scale‘ (Goss, Gilbert, & Allan,
1994). See Tangney & Dearing (2002) for a review of scales.
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development of, or exacerbated, shame-proneness linked to gender non-conformance and a
stigmatised sexuality identity, both of which are relevant for many gay men. In contrast,
there are many valid and reliable measures of internalised homophobia; therefore, it has
been easier to quantitatively research.
The final reason shame has been avoided is because the word itself also carries a
judgement. It is contentious to suggest that many gay men might struggle with shame
issues, as this research has done. Such a thesis can easily be misconstrued that one is
proposing that all gay men should be ashamed. In line with a common English expression,
‗shame on you,‘ there is a quality of foreboding judgement to the word which is difficult to
escape. Furthermore, the gay liberation movement is predominantly focussed on gay pride,
and as such, ―the goals of gay pride require nothing less than the complete destigmatization
of homosexuality, which means the elimination of both the personal and the social shame
attached to same-sex eroticism‖ (Halperin & Traub, 2009, p. 3). It is not surprising that the
gay lobby, and the LGBTQ community at large, have become shame-denying as they
endeavour to assert their legitimacy.
Even in light of these reasons for shame avoidance, the men in the research
understood the notion of shame and embarrassment related to sexuality, which conceivably
influenced to their decision to participate. However, in this way and for this sample, most
participants easily enunciated a sound understanding of shame (and embarrassment).
Notably, most men readily recalled pertinent experiences of both shame and
embarrassment, and many of these experiences resonated into adulthood. Conversely, only
David and Nick mentioned internalised homophobia, and both of these men were doctorate
educated. It is possible that internalised homophobia, while a well known term, is one
better understood in academia with less saliency among the wider population. On these
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grounds, and considering internalised homophobia focuses intra-psychically rather than on
relational issues, shame among gay men deserves greater research attention.
Criticality of Formative and Adolescent Experiences
Bullying and adolescent harassment contributed to shame issues among the men in
this research. Many reported critical shame experiences during their adolescent years which
had had a marked impact on development of self, and subsequently, adult functioning. This
finding is corroborated by research conducted in Australia, the UK and the US, which has
shown school is often a setting for ―homophobic bullying‖ which in turn effects the health
of LGBTQ youth (Espclage & Swearer, 2008; Hillier, et al., 2010; Rivers, 2001).
Australian research has demonstrated that ―homophobic abuse and discrimination
experienced by SSAGQ young people resulted in poorer health and wellbeing compared
with their heterosexual and gender normative peers‖ (Leonard, Marshall, Hillier, Mitchell,
& Ward, 2010, p. 4). Hunt and Jensen (2007, p. 2) found among British students that
―almost two thirds of young lesbian, gay and bisexual pupils have experienced direct
bullying. Seventy five per cent of young gay people attending faith schools have
experienced homophobic bullying.‖ Hillier, et al. (2010) reported similar findings in their
surveys with Australian LGBTQ youth. For the men in this study, shame experiences
typically reverberated into adulthood in the form of sensitivities around self as ―not good
enough‖ and/or inherently flawed. These sensitivities tended to associated with gender nonconformance and sexuality. Importantly, this research has also shown that painful shaming
during adolescence wasn‘t always schoolyard bullying, but sometimes occurred at home.
While many gay men report a sense of difference from a young age (Blum &
Pfetzing, 1997; Flowers & Buston, 2001), just as David said he was ―tripping along the
yellow brick road‖ from the age of six, findings from this research also suggest this sense
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of difference reaches a critical juncture during adolescence. This is when behaviours such
as gender non-conformance became the target of pronounced ridicule and bullying. Nick
noted it was easier as a child, but that adolescence signalled the start of systematic ridicule.
He said: ―it‘s ok when you‘re younger but when you hit late childhood early adolescence
being smart is not a good way to stand out from the crowd and being loud and flamboyant
and confident is also risky.‖
David, Kyle, Matthew, Mike, Nick, and Sean all recalled painful shaming
experiences at the hands of family and/or bullying from peers. These experiences often
pierced the protective innocence of childhood, and exacerbated the development of a
shameful sense of self linked to sexuality and gender. Kyle spoke about the hurt inflicted
between 12 and 17 years. David talked about anorexia at the age of 13, and his sense of
being who ―one shouldn‘t be.‖ Nick said that concerted bullying involving being called
―pansy‖ from the age of 11, caused his ―beautiful childhood [to stop] in a millisecond‖ and
had ―permeated all aspects of my life ever since.‖ He said that bullying had turned him
from confident and effusive, to an ―absolute cowering wreck‖. Similarly, Sean recalled
being a young adolescent when he perceived that his parents were ashamed of his mental
health issues including obsessive and gender non-conforming behaviours. Likewise,
Matthew recalled being 13 years old and scolded by his father to ―stop poncing around.‖ He
described the shameful sense of being unacceptable and doing all he could to finish the
washing-up after which, he retreated to his bedroom and sobbed. The first entry for poncing
in the Oxford English Dictionary defines it as a derogatory term referring to ―an effeminate
man‖ (Oxford University, 2011). We cannot be sure of the intent of Matthew‘s father in
using this word, but likely he was disapproving of Matthew‘s effeminate singing and
dancing.
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The increase in intensive bullying, ridicule and shaming among these gay men is
reflected in the larger LGBTQ population. The success of the ‗It Gets Better‘ campaign
(Savage & Miller, 2011, see also www.itgetsbetter.org) in the US, is testament to the
societal awareness that LGBTQ youth and teenagers face concerted bullying and
harassment which affects their sense of hope, and I would suggest, potentially compounds
shame. Since September 2010, in excess of 10,000 videos have been developed – many by
celebrities – which pledge support to young LGBTQ people. The videos aim to inspire
hope that LGBTQ people can negotiate the bullying and harassment of adolescence, and
indeed, create a ―life worth living‖ (Savage & Miller, 2011). An increase in bullying during
adolescence has been associated with poorer health outcomes among LGBTQ youth, who
exhibit higher rates of suicidality and mental health issues than their heterosexual peers
(D'Augelli, 1996, 2002; Hillier, et al., 2010; Rivers, 2001).
As noted in Chapter Two, the focus of most shame theory and research has been its
developmental origins, and its relationship to adult psychopathology. Shame has been
considered in terms of histories of child maltreatment and sexual abuse (Feiring, Taska, &
Lewis, 1998; Stuewig & McCloskey, 2005), but otherwise, its import in adolescence has
received relatively little attention. Both Kaufman (1996) and Thomas (2005), discussed
adolescence and shame. Each described it as a period of immense physical, emotional, and
relational flux. The movement to individuate from family makes it a critical time for
identity development. Adolescence hails the development of formal operational thought.
Piaget‘s cognitive development model, positions formal operations as the fourth and final
stage whereby, from the age of 11, children develop more abstract cognitive abilities and
advanced deductive logic (Gerrig, Zimbardo, Campbell, Cumming, & Wilkes, 2008).
Thomas (2005) noted that formal thought enhances the ability for internal shame generation
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and rumination, which can see shame ―reverberate over and over and over‖ (p. 313).
Kaufman (1996) said that ―the primary affect of adolescence is shame‖ (p. 42).
It appears that adolescence is a critical time for magnification of shame experiences,
especially where such experiences are caused by systematic bullying about an emerging
aspect of one‘s self and identity. This appeared to be the case with many men in this
research. This was supported by participants‘ recollections: David tied this period an
ongoing sense of ―loss‖ and ―lack‖ and being ―not good enough‖; Mike talked of the ―scar‖
from his mother‘s reaction to his coming out; Kyle noted that ―someone died‖ during his
adolescence; and, Nick said he went from being effusive to a ―cowering wreck‖, and like
David, adolescence had left him with an enduring sense of being ―not good enough.‖
Importance of Relational Experiences
The findings from this research highlight the centrality of relational experiences in
the aetiology and maintenance of shame issues. These men all spoke of shame in relational
contexts. Mike talked about familial and childhood shaming, the liberation of finding the
gay village in Dallas, and the Sydney bear community. He also talked of the supportive
nature of both his long term relationship with Matthew and psychotherapy relationships.
David talked about the ongoing struggle with shame associated with fear and resistance to
bring himself authentically forward in adult relationships; he both yearned and feared
authentic and thus, vulnerability in relationships. Many of the stories these men related,
positioned shame as a phenomenon which was both instilled, and ameliorated, through
relationships.
In this way, these findings support Relational-Cultural Theory (RCT) notions of
shame. It is true that shame can be experienced in private, and many have discussed this.
However, this research illustrates that if we fail to attend to the relational origin and
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maintenance of shame, we risk missing a critical point in shame theory, research and
therapy.
RCT (as discussed in Chapter Two) positions shame as a relational experience
which makes one relationally self-conscious, and instils a sense of unworthiness of mutual
empathy. According to RCT, shame arises through the kind of systematic oppression
experienced by LGBTQ people. Shame causes people to struggle to bring themselves
authentically forward in relationships and thus, mutual empathy and the potential for
growth fostering relationships is diminished. Accordingly, RCT positions psychotherapy as
a relational endeavour in which therapists assist clients who have been systematically
shamed, to move back into growth fostering relationships, especially with the therapist,
where mutual empathy can be experienced and assist in shame amelioration.
A dialectical relational struggle. The themes that emerged from this research
highlight a dialectical relational struggle associated with shame. On the one hand, some
men feared rejection and judgement linked to bringing themselves forward in relationships.
Consequently, they employed strategies to protect against shame and the threats to social
bonds that rejection and judgement would present. At times, many men chose ‗to pass‘
which highlighted coming out as a constant process of daily choices concerning
transparency about sexuality. ‗Passing‘ was a strategy employed to conceal stigmatising
features, and this aligned with Goffman‘s theory (Goffman, 1968). Scott said of coming out
to work colleagues and friends: ―I don‘t wanna broadcast it because I don‘t wanna be
stereotyped.‖ In turn, ‗passing‘ and relational inauthenticity, such as David‘s strategy to
adopt a persona with ―cachet,‖ often led to disconnection and distance. Disconnection for
participants like David, Jim, Scott, and Sean, was persistent. On the other hand, these men
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also reported a desire for authentic connection which contrasted their fears of rejection, and
efforts to hold themselves relationally at a safe distance.
David, Matthew, Nick, and Scott all related stories of this struggle. Mike said:
―hiding from your sexual identity – not integrating your sexual identity with the rest of your
life that‘s a form of shame…the difficulties I‘ve felt around being gay has been
around…not being able to represent…myself in full or be fully present in some
interactions.‖ Nick talked about being worried that if he came out he would lose friendships
and ―would be judged again or something.‖ Scott talked about being closed, but had made a
conscious decision to be more open and true to who he was. He acknowledged the role of
shame in hiding his sexuality, and desires to conform and fit in. Likewise, David said he
was looking for ―unconditionality‖ but doubted he would ever find it. Additionally, he was
scared people would find him ―not good enough,‖ and get bored and reject him.
Consequently, in exasperation he said, ―oh fuck it‖, and couldn‘t be bothered seeking a
relationship.
David‘s situation illustrated that strategies of disconnection (Jordan, 2010) and
hiding need not always involve non-disclosure about sexuality. His fears of rejection
related to a pervasive sense of being ―not good enough.‖ He feared that if others saw him in
all ―mundanity,‖ they would reject him. His comments do point to sensitivity to shame
resulting from years of actual and feared rejection. It is likely that shame experiences, and
associated formative and adolescent experiences of rejection, left many of the men in this
research with realistic fears of rejection, and perhaps a shame-prone style. Consequently,
they appeared to adopt strategies of disconnection to hold themselves at a safe relational
distance, beyond rejection, and the potential for further shame. Yet they still yearned for
authentic connection with others in which they could bring themselves forward and be
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accepted for who they were. In this way, some participants found themselves in a
dialectical relational struggle.
These findings highlight a fundamental tenet of RCT (Jordan, 2010). By presenting
themselves inauthentically in some relationships these men fell into the following relational
trap:
When protective strategies of disconnection [such as hiding and passing] are operating,
people remain stuck in old patterns of disconnection. Under these conditions there is not
much room for growth. (Jordan, 2010, p. 25)

A participant who illustrated the opposite trend toward authenticity was Mike. Mike
talked about publicly coming out at his citizenship ceremony by stating his reasons for
wanting to become a citizen were because ―‗the gay community [in Sydney] was so
accepting and – you know I met a fella I wanna settle down with.‖ It appears that Mike and
Matthew have developed a supportive relationship which has assisted them both to bring
themselves forward in relationships and to assert their identity.
Identity development-in-relation.
Shame and identity remain in very dynamic relation to one another. (Sedgwick, 1993, p. 14)

Identity development models (as touched on in Chapter Three) often present gay
male identity development in stages, with an end point to be reached. Cass‘s (1996) model
is probably the most cited and it theorises six stages as follows: Stage 1: Identity Confusion
⤑ Stage 2: Identity Comparison ⤑ Stage 3: Identity Tolerance ⤑ Stage 4: Identity
Acceptance ⤑ Stage 5: Identity Pride ⤑ Stage 6: Identity Synthesis. While her model does
acknowledge the import of relational experiences, including disclosure to both
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homosexuals and heterosexuals, on the whole, her stages focus on psychological
occurrences and downplay relational influences.
However, these men‘s stories depict identity development as a complex,
multifaceted relational process and hence, I have drawn upon the RCT concept of self-inrelation in proposing the concept of identity development-in-relation. Disclosure was a
potent factor in these men‘s identity development, and the import of disclosure (versus
passing), has already been discussed in this chapter. As such, these men‘s experiences
support the centrality of disclosure in identity development, as Elizur and Mintzer (2001)
proposed. This struggle around disclosure dovetailed with issues linked to identity and
shame.
Matthew talked about the difficulty he experienced as a result of being publicly
humiliated for ‗cruising‘ a man in a supermarket, and subsequently, he was more reserved
and unsure of himself. Kyle talked about crashing on the couch for a week and smoking
marijuana, as a way of pepping himself up at the end of jobs, or when he felt demeaned by
a fall from grace. David said he didn‘t allow people to know the ―real me.‖ Additionally, he
captured his identity struggle: ―we‘re never quite sure who we should be and we spend our
lives – maybe trying to find out who we should be in certain situations.‖ Scott said: ―the
person I think I am is what I want them to see I guess.‖ Sean felt it was ―hard to know what
the real me is like.‖ These men‘s stories highlight that identity development is not as simple
as coming to accept one‘s sexuality and disclosing it to others, but that issues of shame may
reverberate in identity struggles well into adulthood, and years beyond first coming out.
The struggle to negotiate a good enough sense of self, to acknowledge and repair shame,
and to bring oneself forward in relationships, is a multilayered ongoing process which
markedly affects identity development.
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Here again RCT provides a framework to appreciate that if gay men are able to
represent themselves more authentically in relationships with others, then the capacity for
mutual empathy and relational competence increases. Such developments are then
accompanied by a stronger and more stable sense of one‘s identity-in-relation. The concept
of identity development-in-relation proposed here, draws on these men‘s narratives and
aligns with an RCT understanding of development without ―‗fixed‘ states or unidirectional
paths‖ (Jordan, 2010, p. 3). Rather, as Mike and Matthew illustrated, it involves ―increasing
levels of complexity and articulation within relationships with an increasing capacity for
mutuality‖ (p. 3).
Shame and Mental Health
Jim and Sean were the two participants with notable histories of mental health
issues. David spoke about anorexia as an adolescent, and also reported depression in the
extremely severe range, and anxiety and stress in the severe range, on the DASS (Lovibond
& Lovibond, 1995). Other participants spoke of time-limited specific psychological
problems, such as Nick‘s and Kyle‘s comments about periods of suicidal ideation linked to
bullying. For Jim and Sean, arguably a history of shame which affected relational
confidence and competence (Jordan, 2010), led to chronic disconnection which contributed
to these men‘s mental health issues.
Research discussed in Chapter Two, has shown a reliable link between shame and
mental health issues. Shame played an important role in the aetiology and maintenance of
these issues for Jim and Sean. Jim would become anxious and panicky in situations where
his sexuality might be suspected or questioned, and shame was linked to a pervasive fear of
rejection and judgment. Furthermore, his alcoholism possibly served a general protective
strategy to dull and suppress emotion; he said that during his alcoholic years he was largely
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unaware of emotion and the impact of transgressions. Sean acknowledged a link between
sexuality and mental health, which he described as a ―tug of war.‖ Sean‘s obsessions and
compulsions arose during adolescence alongside a growing awareness of his sexuality. He
was bullied due to anxiety and presumed sexuality. Furthermore, he had been given a
diagnosis of ‗mild‘ schizophrenia because he experienced auditory hallucinations of
neighbours berating him with derogatory words related to his sexuality.
Sean is a critical case in point which I will expand on to discuss and critique the
current climate of evidence-based practices (EBPs). It is possible that the mental health
sector had done a disservice to Sean. As Sean described it, much of the therapeutic work in
which he engaged, had been diagnostic and symptom focussed. As previously noted in
Chapter Six, Sean remarked:
You‘re about the first one that I‘ve really I mean this is for a particular thing on being gay
so yeah it‘s mainly been talking about illness and therefore if it‘s all about illness you‘ll end
up thinking that you are sick in a way because so much of it has been based on that and
there is more to me than just having mental health problems. (Sean, 2: 166)

Thus a predominant focus on illness had left Sean thinking he was ―sick,‖ which was
further shaming. At the age of 39, and after consulting with several psychologists,
psychiatrists and mental health workers, this research interview was the first encounter –
and perhaps a therapeutic one – in which Sean had extensively explored links between
mental health, and shame issues, related to sexuality. For Sean, a diagnosis of ‗mild‘
schizophrenia was further shaming as well as potentially being a mis-diagnosis of paranoid
anxiety linked to shame and sexuality. This is what the American psychological
Association was referring to (see Chapter Three) when they stated that psychologists must
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―consider the differential diagnostic implications of such stressors, both historically and in
a client's ongoing psychosocial context‖ (American Psychological Association, 2000, p. 4).
Kaufman (1996) proposed a link between shame and paranoid syndromes, including
paranoid schizophrenia. All the same, from Sean‘s reports, he had never been given a clear
and encompassing explanation (formulation) which linked deeper shame issues and mental
health symptoms. Such an explanation could have better explained his experiences which,
while deeply troubling, were understandable against a backdrop of heterosexism, bullying,
strong religious influences, and familial shaming. It seems to me that Sean‘s hallucinations
were a clue to deeper shame issues around sexuality, which he himself intuited. His
intuition around such linkages may have been a driving force in his decision to enlist for
this research.
Sean‘s story highlights the risk inherent in a dominant focus on diagnosis,
symptomatology, and the scientific-medical model (Norcross & Wampold, 2011). Such a
focus in part explains why shame has only enjoyed a limited focus in mainstream evidencebased approaches to psychotherapy (M. Miller, 2009), even though H. B. Lewis and others
have highlighted its import in many psychological and relational problems (H. B. Lewis,
1971; Scheff & Retzinger, 2000; Tangney & Dearing, 2002). Some of the evidence-based
approaches which do consider shame include Compassion-Focussed Therapy (Gilbert,
2009; Gilbert & Irons, 2005; Gilbert & Procter, 2006), Emotion-Focussed Therapy (Elliott,
et al., 2004; Greenberg, 2004), and Rational Emotive Behaviour Therapy (Ellis & JoffeEllis, 2011). Sean‘s case underscores the risk that in some psychological practice, crucial
issues like shame are obscured and not brought into the psychotherapy room, or
incorporated into a helpful formulation about the development and maintenance of the
client‘s problems.
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Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT) enjoys a privileged status as a sanctioned
therapeutic approach for psychologists. Many of the core beliefs espoused as problematic
by CBT practitioners are reminiscent of global and negative self evaluations that are the
hallmark of shame (as discussed in Chapter Two). Writings from the fathers of CBT
illustrate the link between core beliefs and shame. Ellis (1988) condensed his original 12
irrational beliefs into three, and he listed the first of those beliefs: ―I must perform well
and/or win the approval of important people or else I am an inadequate person!‖ (p. 60,
emphasis in original). Beck (1976) focussed on the role of self-blame in depression and
said of depressed patients:
He regards himself at fault and deserving of blame…his moral condemnation spreads from
the particular trait to the totality of his self-concept, and is often accompanied by feelings of
self-revulsion. The ultimate of his self-condemnation is total self-rejection. (p. 115,
emphasis added)

While both Ellis and Beck do not name shame, ―inadequacy‖ and ―self-revulsion‖ certainly
point to the centrality of shame. Even though many of the core beliefs that underpin CBT
theory are reminiscent of shame experiences, shame has been largely neglected in
cognitive-behavioural approaches. O‘Donohue and Fisher (2008) have not one index entry
for shame in their large compendium on CBT. While Ellis (1988) does talk about shameattacking exercises, it is Beck‘s work that enjoys contemporary approval.
CBT also frames therapeutic work largely in technique terms, such as cognitive
disputation and restructuring. Such a focus marginalises, and can even interfere with
(Paivio & Pascual-Leone, 2010) relational aspects, such as alliance, empathy, and
congruence and genuineness, as potent elements in therapeutic outcome (Elliott, Bohart,
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Watson, & Greenberg, 2011; Horvath, Del Re, Fluckiger, & Symonds, 2011; Kolden,
Klein, Wang, & Austin, 2011). A primary focus on technique, may remove practitioners
and clients from deeper affect work, including the exploration of shame issues, which
would otherwise allow for such issues to be heard, experienced, validated, and responded to
in an empathic manner, as key mechanisms of change (Paivio & Pascual-Leone, 2010). The
following peer-reviewed case illustrates this issue.
Glassgold (2009a, 2009b) presented the case of Felix, a gay Latino man, whom she
treated for anxiety and panic using gay-affirmative CBT. Felix had key fears about coming
out to family and colleagues. She drew on the work of Herek and Meyer (Herek & Garnets,
2007; Meyer, 2003) in describing Felix‘s struggles in minority stress and stigma terms, and
Pachankis (Pachankis, 2007) in explaining his fears of rejection. Glassgold (2009) appears
to have assisted Felix in making steps forward in his life. However, her synopsis of Felix‘s
psychotherapy is technique and judgement laden.
She labelled his fears about coming out to his family as ―irrational‖, even though
Felix and his partner ―have had a tense relationship‖ (p. 7) with his partner‘s family as a result
of his partner‘s coming out. Against a backdrop of heterosexism and Latino values, it

appears naïve, if not non-affirmative, to label Felix‘s fears and beliefs about disclosure to
his family as ―irrational‖ (p. 13). Interestingly, at completion, and after 26 sessions of
therapeutic work, Felix had still not disclosed to family members or colleagues, however,
anxiety and panic had abated. Glassgold (2009) framed the therapeutic endeavour in
technique terms, talking about ―strategic thinking‖, ―cognitive restructuring‖, ―refuting
assumptions‖, and ―learning new ways of thinking‖, to name a few. But one wonders what
Felix thought? Did he consider that his anxiety and panic abated because psychotherapy
helped him to learn new ways of thinking, and develop less irrational fears? Unfortunately,
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Glassgold did not employ (or describe in her article) any method to collect feedback from
Felix, which could have helped to get a sense of what he thought helped (and didn‘t)
(Lambert & Shimokawa, 2011). One is left wondering what role relational factors played in
Felix‘s psychotherapy, and whether further exploration and understanding of such factors
might have influenced a different outcome.
My critique of Glassgold is intended to highlight a common preference to focus on
technique, at the expense of relational aspects of the therapeutic endeavour. The current
trend toward technique focussed EBPs means that experiences of shame are at risk of
remaining sidelined. This is concerning because relational aspects of psychotherapy such as
alliance, congruence and genuineness, empathy, and positive regard, are likely to be
critically important when working with shame issues, and with LGBTQ clients. Aspects
which, as well as technique, have been proven to be demonstrably effective contributors to
therapeutic outcomes (Norcross & Wampold, 2011).
Brown (2006) drew attention to the import of process (or relationship) variables in
therapy with LGBTQ clients. She stated: ―the successful outcome of psychotherapy with
LGBT clients may consequently rely less on empirically supported interventions and more
heavily on the ESR [empirically supported relationship] variables present in the therapy
process‖ (p. 347-348). She viewed positive regard, empathy, and the therapist‘s cultural
competence as critically important variables, and arguably more important than EBPs, in
work with LGBTQ clients.
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What is Therapeutic for Shame?
How shame is responded to determines how it lives inside us. (Frommer, 2007, p. 36,
emphasis added)

Frommer‘s statement invokes the relational nature of shame, which this research
supports. It is reasonable to expect that psychotherapy aimed at ameliorating shame, would
need to utilise the therapeutic relationship as a key vehicle through which shame may be
transformed. Beginning with Alexander (1956), many therapists have recognised the value
of ―corrective emotional experiences,‖ whereby ―the therapist‘s actual emotional response
to the patient‘s emotional expressions is quite different from the original treatment‖ (p. 74).
This is the transformative relational experience that can occur in the context of the therapy,
referred to by Frommer.
Teyber (2006) noted that many client problems can be ameliorated by brief
cognitive-behavioural interventions, such as reframing and challenging faulty thinking,
however, for ―more enduring and pervasive problems that clients often present, the
conflicted emotions that accompany their problems need to be addressed as well‖ (p. 160).
Subsequently, Teyber (2006) wrote of shame as a critically important emotion in
psychotherapy content, process and outcome. Emotion focussed therapists have
acknowledged the import of working with clients‘ shame in psychotherapy, and asserted
that ―transformation of shame is highly dependent on the therapeutic relationship‖
(Greenberg & Paivio, 1997, p. 235).
The treatment of shame depends on the way it is responded to in the context of the
therapeutic relationship. Therapist empathy, validation and acceptance, in the face of client
shame, are imperative in assisting clients to integrate shameful experiences and aspects of
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self. As discussed in Chapter Three, psychoanalytic therapists have noted that working with
shame among gay men necessarily requires the therapist to make contact with both the
client‘s, and their own shaming selves, and respond in a empathic and supportive way
(Frommer, 2000b, 2007).
Recent meta-analytic research has built on an emerging literature (B. L. Duncan,
Miller, Wampold, & Hubble, 2009; Luborsky et al., 2002; Messer & Wampold, 2002;
Wampold, 2001, 2005; Wampold, Lichtenberg, & Waehler, 2002), and showed that
alliance, empathy and collecting client feedback, as components of the dyadic
psychotherapy relationship, are demonstrably effective factors in therapeutic outcome, each
having a medium effect size (Elliott, et al., 2011; Horvath, et al., 2011).
An exploration of psychotherapy experiences was the secondary purpose of this
research. Many men reported experiences which highlighted the relational nature of the
therapeutic endeavour, and positioned empathy as vitally important. Helpful experiences
involved feeling understood, validated and not judged. In terms of the focus of the work,
Nick, Matthew and Mike all reported that helpful therapy involved tackling deeper issues
by revisiting past hurts, and developing a language for these experiences. Nick noted that
revisiting this pain made it seem less profound. Matthew said that therapy was helping him
understand his feelings. Nick directly referenced the importance of empathy in therapy
when he said of his therapist: ―I wasn‘t sure if he really got just how crushing this was. I
wasn‘t sure if I was able to express it fully enough.‖ For Nick, the ability to revisit
homophobic bullying, and have associated shame heard, and responded to with empathy,
was crucially important. Participants rarely spoke of specific tasks, activities or strategies
covered in therapy. Two exceptions: Nick spoke about writing his story; and, Mike talked
about tools and using his body to identify feelings.
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Participants‘ unhelpful therapy experiences involved marked empathic failures,
including feeling judged and misunderstood. Matthew talked about a psychologist
suggesting aversion therapy. John thought a comment made by a counsellor had a
threatening tone. Additionally, a dominant focus on symptoms and illness was also
unhelpful, and appears to have detracted from participants making crucial links between
deeper shame issues linked to sexuality, and emergent mental health problems. This
appeared to be the case for Jim and Sean.
The importance of empathy and validation in these men‘s therapy stories, and the
relational nature of the themes in this research, both point to the therapeutic potential of
group work in assisting gay men to address shame issues. Scott talked about group work as
a ―help to others as well as well as yourself.‖ The value of group work for shame,
particularly among men, has been documented in the literature (Gilbert & Procter, 2006;
Wright, 1994). Wright (1994) stated:
Some features of group psychotherapy are particularly helpful in working with shameavoidant men. These features advance the work of recognizing and communicating about
dysphoric feelings and therefore help to increase both self-understanding and relational
awareness. Other aspects of group treatment provide emotional supports that are "antidotes
to shame." That is, they counter fears of abandonment and isolation, demoralization and
low self-esteem, by providing relational experiences that allow for a sense of belonging and
connection. (1994, pp. 218-219)

Yalom (1975) theorised that member-member acceptance could have more potency
than therapist acceptance alone, because other group members – unlike the therapist – are
not being paid. Yalom and Leszcz (2005) noted that ―universality,‖ or a common
appreciation of the human struggles and misery among group members, is enormously
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helpful in the ―therapy of clients burdened with shame, stigma, and self-blame‖ (Yalom &
Leszcz, 2005, p. 8). Rutan (2000) said that group therapy is effective because it allows
group members to ―speak aloud of parts of themselves that are held to be ‗unspeakable‘‖ (p.
511)
The extent to which ―universality,‖ empathy, and relational opportunities are
possible in group work; such a modality is likely to be helpful for shame among gay men.
To my knowledge the specific value of group work for shame among gay men has not been
covered in the literature.
Future Research and Implications of Findings
The research findings highlight several areas for future research inquiry, and have
implications for psychotherapy training and practice, and policy development. Primarily it
is hoped that these findings will place shame on the LGBTQ research agenda, by
highlighting the role of shame experiences in adolescent and adult mental health, and the
relational struggles of gay men. The findings from this research, together with those listed
below, point to the need for research to explore potential relationships between bullying,
shame, and adolescent and adult mental health among gay men and the wider GLBTQ
community:
i. Associations between homophobic bullying and poorer health (Espclage & Swearer,
2008; Hillier, et al., 2010; Leonard, et al., 2010; Rivers, 2001)
ii. Higher levels of shame among younger gay men (Bybee, et al., 2009)
iii. Kaufman (1996) and Thomas‘s (2005) theoretical contributions, which highlighted
adolescence as a critical period for shame
It is likely that shame experiences during adolescence may be a significant factor in
the relationship between homophobic bullying, and poorer mental health among gay men.
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Bullying and shaming responses of family and significant others, during gay men‘s
formative years, may influence and exacerbate the development of shame-proneness and
thus, could have consequences reaching into adulthood. Many of the men in this study
recalled adolescent experiences which they struggled with for many years. Tangney (2010)
has acknowledged that shame-proneness is a challenge faced by sexual minorities, and that
shame-proneness versus guilt-proneness is reliably associated with various psychological
problems (Tangney & Dearing, 2002). Additionally, it is likely that experiences of shame,
and possibly the development of shame-proneness, among LGBTQ youth could affect
identity and relational development (Jordan, 2010; Kaufman & Raphael, 1996).
While the focus of this research has been gay men, it is reasonable to assert that
similar findings might exist for others members of the LGBTQ population. This needs
further exploration. For example, Wells and Hansen (2003) explored shame among 317
highly educated mid-life lesbians in the US and found that there were ―pervasive effects of
shame, even for a sample of educationally and occupationally successful lesbians‖ (p. 93).
Therefore, there is merit in future research exploring relationships between the following:
i. Homophobic bullying and shaming familial experiences, especially during
adolescence
ii. Development of shame-proneness
iii. LGBTQ adolescent and adult mental health, wellbeing and resilience
Such research would be of great assistance in developing understanding of the role
of shame in LGBTQ mental health. Furthermore, the findings of this study suggest that it
may be worth developing a measure of shame-proneness for gay men, and/or members of
the wider LGBTQ community. Such a measure would assist in exploring the extent to
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which internalised homophobia and shame-proneness each explain unique amounts of
variance in health outcomes.
Recent years have witnessed the advent of Gay-Straight Alliances within Australian
schools (for more information on Gay-Straight Alliances see: MacGillivray, 2007; Watson,
Varjas, Meyers, & Graybill, 2010). In Victoria, Australia, the Safe Schools Coalition
Victoria has also been established (see www.safeschoolscoalitionvictoria.org.au). These
developments are important for LGBTQ young people. However, the findings from this
study reinforce the critical need to continue to explore ways to support young LGBTQ
people in their emerging identity development, and in the context of bullying and
harassment which occur in school, at home and in the community.
A policy blueprint was recently released in Victoria, Australia (Leonard, et al.,
2010), which recognised the ―fragmented and piecemeal‖ (p. 2) approach to LGBTQ
advocacy and support. The report stated: ―with few exceptions, consideration of GLBT
people remains an optional extra, often the result of case-by-case advocacy. There are few
GLBT-specialist services, and mainstream providers rarely acknowledge the existence of
their GLBT clients or provide GLBT-sensitive services and practices‖ (p. 1). Consequently,
the findings of this research reinforce the importance of exploring and researching ways to
best support LGBTQ young people and adults, especially considering experiences of shame
linked to bullying and heterosexism may have long lasting impacts on their mental health
and relationships. Building on the findings of this research, there is a need to find ways to
support LGBTQ youth and adults through experiences of shame and dialectical relational
struggles (such as ‗passing‘). The findings suggest there is merit in developing programs
and support mechanisms to assist young LGBTQ people in developing supportive authentic
relationships which can minimise and ameliorate shame, as well as facilitate identity and
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self development. Research and training also needs to consider what is required to better
equip school counsellors, and others who work with LGBTQ youth, to recognise, and
effectively work with shame.
As noted, several of the men in this study reported experiences of feeling
misunderstood, judged and/or not accepted by practitioners. The research findings
emphasise the need to continue to develop the cultural competence and awareness of
practitioners. Hicks and Milton (2009) noted that research has shown that many therapists
do not feel ―competent to work with LGB individuals‖ (p. 270). The rise of gay-affirmative
psychotherapies has drawn attention to developing practices which affirm ―lesbian, gay or
bisexual identity as an equally positive human experience and expression to heterosexual
identity‖ (Hicks & Milton, 2009, p. 265). However, effective psychotherapeutic work with
GLBTQ people requires more than an affirmative stance. Issues associated with shame, as
reported by many of the men in this research, require: (i) therapist genuineness, congruence
and empathy (Elliott, et al., 2011; Kolden, et al., 2011; Norcross & Lambert, 2011;
Norcross & Wampold, 2011); (ii) a willingness to make contact with the client‘s shaming
self (Frommer, 2000b, 2007); (iii) reflective therapist practice, involving an awareness of
one‘s own shame issues (Harper & Hoopes, 1990); and, (iv) a commitment to creating the
therapeutic space where client‘s can explore and experience shame (Rogers, 1961). Taken
literally, an affirmative stance could impact empathy and create a therapeutic atmosphere
which runs counter to having shame issues explored and heard. A clinician eager to affirm
and reassure, may inadvertently communicate to the client that they should feel positive
about their sexual identity which may close down possibilities of less positive feelings,
such as shame, being explored in therapy. Thus, there is a need to develop and improve
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training programs, affirmative practice literature, and peak body guidelines to enrich and
develop the awareness and competence of practitioners‘ affirmative practice.
Milton and Coyle (1999) underscored the need for greater attention and depth to be
given to gay-affirmative theory and practice in training programs. Specifically, this requires
training and literature to draw detailed attention to the possibility of significant shame
experiences, and associated effects on self and identity development. Additionally, ways to
work with such issues among gay men and the broader LGBTQ community, need to be
explicated. It is also important for training and literature to underline the relational
correlates of shame experiences, including relational struggles, and how to effectively work
with such issues with gay men and the wider LGBTQ community.
The final area of future research exploration to be discussed involves therapeutic
practice. Participants‘ helpful and unhelpful therapy experiences point to the import of a
non-judgemental and empathic therapeutic relationship, exploration of deeper issues, and
development of a helpful narrative regarding one‘s struggles in the context of heterosexism.
Consequently, there is a need to research and provide evidence for the effectiveness
of common factors such as empathy, positive regard, congruence and genuineness, and
alliance (Elliott, et al., 2011; Farber & Doolin, 2011; Horvath, et al., 2011; Kolden, et al.,
2011), in work with shame (and associated relational issues) among gay men and the wider
LGBTQ community (for detailed discussions of common and specific factors see: B. L.
Duncan, Miller, & Sparks, 2004; and, Wampold, 2001). Furthermore, specific factors
associated with emotion-focussed (Elliott, et al., 2004), relational-cultural (Jordan, 2010),
narrative (Denborough, 2004; White & Epston, 1990), and psychodynamic (Frommer,
2000b, 2007; Shedler, 2010) therapeutic approaches deserve greater research attention to
establish their effectiveness (or not), in working with this client group. Future research
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ought to explore psychotherapy process and outcome among LGBTQ clients because, as
Fassinger (2000) noted, this area has been neglected (J. C. Phillips, Ingram, Smith, &
Mindes, 2003)
Such research need not get drawn into certifying approaches, as has often been the
case in the drive for evidence-based practice (Wachtel, 2010). Alternatively, what is
required is empirical support for efficacious ―principles of change‖ (Wachtel, 2010, p. 265)
in working with shame among gay men and the LGBTQ community. Specific therapeutic
approaches were mentioned above, because, each in its own way, focuses on affect,
relational issues and patterns, developmental experiences, and the therapy relationship.
These are likely to be the efficacious components of working with shame related issues.
Lastly, there is reason to explore more than just dyadic therapeutic approaches.
Specifically, the efficacy of group work for shame issues among gay men and the LGBTQ
community deserves further exploration. As discussed, there is support for the effectiveness
of group work for shame issues (Gilbert & Procter, 2006; Wright, 1994), but there is a need
to explore the potential of group work as a modality in assisting gay men, and LGBTQ
people, in working through shame. Group work may be especially effective considering this
research has highlighted the relational nature of shame, and associated struggles, among
gay men. Research could also explore the effectiveness of group work for shame, and
associated relational struggles, among LGBTQ youth.
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Chapter 8 – Strengths, Limitations and Conclusion
In concluding the thesis, this chapter reviews the strengths and limitations of the
research, and reiterates the key findings.
This research has seven key strengths. First, it has highlighted the importance of
shame experiences among the gay men in this sample. As such, it underscores shame as
perhaps, an important experience for other gay men and worthy of greater research and
theoretical attention. Second, the methods and analytic processes employed resulted in a
rigorous design and consequently, a set of valid and coherent themes. The themes reported
here are also supported by the similar findings by Flowers and Buston (2001) in their
qualitative exploration of adolescent identity development, among 20 gay men in England.
Third, in-depth interviews resulted in a rich and nuanced data set meaning more intricate
aspects of shame experiences emerged from the analysis, such as the dialectical relational
dilemma. Fourth, the depth and richness of the data allowed possible linkages between
formative and adolescent experiences, adult mental health, and relational struggles to be
drawn out. As such, this has highlighted the need to further research links between
heterosexism, homophobic bullying, shame experiences, and adolescent and adult mental
health, among gay men and the wider LGBTQ community. Fifth, this qualitative research
has drawn attention to several important areas for future research, cultural competence
training, and policy development. Sixth, the findings from the research have shown that
relational-cultural theory, as a less well-known model, is a helpful one in understanding the
relational issues associated with shame among gay men. This calls into question common
intra-psychic psychological formulations. Seventh, the research was conducted by a gay
psychologist, which meant that cultural competence and awareness was brought to the
research from the outset. This assisted effective rapport development with participants, and
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possibly a deeper exploration of experiences than might have been the case with a less
conversant researcher. Finally, the richness of the findings will likely be helpful for
counselling psychologists and other practitioners, who work with gay men and the wider
LGBTQ population. The findings have drawn attention to the import of relational aspects,
and deeper affect/developmental work, in therapy with this client group. The research has
also contributed a relational model of gay men‘s experiences of shame and embarrassment,
which may enrich practitioners‘ understandings of shame related issues.
There are four key limitations to the current inquiry. First, because of the sensitive
nature of research topic, few people volunteered for the research. Therefore, the sample was
small, and in some ways homogenous. The sample was all middle class Caucasian men.
Also, most participants were middle aged, with the youngest participant being 28 years old.
Therefore, further research exploring experiences of shame among gay men, ought to
employ sampling procedures in an effort to make contact with a more diverse and
representative sample. Second, the participants who volunteered for the study feasibly had
some connection to the topic which encouraged them to make contact. This may have
resulted in a greater representation of men who understood, and identified with, the topic.
Nevertheless, the intent of the research was to explore shame and embarrassment
experiences among gay men, and in this way the sampling procedures supported the
research aims. Third, the homogenous nature of the sample, coupled with individual
reasons why these men volunteered, meant that findings are representative of this sample
and, as a rule, it would be amiss to generalise to the wider population of gay men.
However, generalisability is limited for much qualitative research (Maxwell, 1992), and it
is often not an aim of such research. This inquiry has highlighted experiences of the current
sample, the findings from which are worthy of further research exploration. Also, given
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theoretical support for the likelihood of shame being an important experience for some gay
men, these findings do not appear to be spurious. Finally, because the research was
qualitative, statements about causal and correlational relationships between experiences
cannot be made. However, participants‘ comments do point to linkages (and potentially
relationships) between life events, such as adolescent bullying, shame experiences, and
mental health issues.
In summary, relational-cultural theory (Jordan, 2010) provided a helpful framework
to understand the participants‘ experiences of shame and embarrassment. Findings point to
the role of negative attitudes and behaviours of significant others in shame and
embarrassment experiences. Consequently, many men reported choosing ‗to pass‘ out of
fear of rejection, judgement and criticism. For some, these fears appeared to lead to a
dialectical relational struggle of fearing authentic connection on the one hand, and desiring
such connection on the other. Several of the participants found themselves regularly
disconnected. The findings underscore the relational nature of shame, and the potential
import of relationships in the therapy and amelioration of shame. Mental health struggles
were critical for two men, and others mentioned specific time-bound psychological
problems, especially suicidality associated with adolescent shame experiences. Experiences
of shame during adolescent and formative years featured strongly in participants‘ accounts,
and many of these appeared to continue to exert an influence in adulthood. The findings
point to the greater need for research, and the development of support mechanisms, to assist
gay men and LGBTQ youth in negotiating experiences of shame.
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Appendix 2.1 - A Selection of Studies Linking Shame with Psychopathology
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Study
Tangney, Wagner & Gramzow (1992)
• 479 undergraduate university students
across two studies
Allan, Gilbert & Goss (1994)
•156 university students

Wong & Cook (1992)
• 47 inpatient US veterans - PTSD
diagnosis, 44 inpatient US veterans depressions/dysthymia diagnosis, 20
inpatient US veterans - substance abuse
diagnosis
Dearing, Stuewig & Tangney (2005)

Measure(s) of Shame
• Self Conscious Affect and Attribution
Inventory (SCAII)
• Test of Self-Conscious Affect (TOSCA)

• Other as Shamer Scale (OAS)
• Internalized Shame Scale (ISS)
• Dimensions of Conscience Questionnaire
(DCQ)
• Adapted Dimensions of Conscience
Questionnaire (ADCQ)
• ISS

• TOSCA-2 (university sample)
• TOSCA-SD for socially deviant
• 484 university undergraduates, 332 jail populations (inmate sample)
inmates

Pathology Measure(s)

Mental Health Associations

• The Symptom Checklist 90 (SCL-90)
• Beck Depression Inventory (BDI)
• State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI)

Shame-proneness was significantly
correlated with somatisation, obsessions &
compulsions, psychoticism, paranoid
ideation, hostility, interpersonal sensitivity,
anxiety, depression (typically, p < .001)
• BDI
Shame-proneness (compared with state
• General Health Questionnaire-28 (GHQ- shame) was significantly correlated with
28)
depression/dysphoria (p < .001)

• Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale
• BDI

Shame-proneness (and depression) was
significantly higher in the PTSD and
depression groups compared with the
substance abuse group

• University sample: Millon Clinical
Multiaxial Inventory-III (MCMI-III) alcohol and drug dependence scales
• Inmate sample: Texas Christian
University Correctional: Residential
Treatment Form, Initial Assessment (TCUCRTF) & Personality Assessment
Inventory (PAI) alcohol and drug
problems scales

Generally, shame-proneness was correlated
with substance use problems and guiltproneness was associated with absence of
problems. Levels of significance varied
across the two samples and were highest for
the inmate sample
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Study
Gratz, Rosenthal, Tull, Lejuez, &
Gunderson (2010)
• 17 outpatients with a Borderline
Personality Disorder diagnosis, and 18
outpatients with a non-personality
disorder diagnosis
Lester (1998)

Measure(s) of Shame

• 109 university students and 50
depressed in-patients

Mental Health Associations

• Participants asked to rate shame levels at
baseline and four other points throughout a
laboratory stressor - Paced
Auditory Serial Addition Task-Computerized
Version
(PASAT-C)

• Affect Intensity Measure (AIM)
• Clinical interviews using Sctructured
Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis 1
Disorders (SCID-I/P) and, Diagnostic
Interview for DSM-IV Personality
Disorders (DPID-IV)

BPD patients - compared to non-personality
disordered patients - reported significantly
higher (p < .01) shame levels at all 5 points
throughout the stressor task

• Shame and Guilt Scales

• BDI
• Self reported suicide attempts, threats,
considerations

Shame was associated with current
suicidality for males (not females) (p < .05)

• 38 male and 78 female undergraduate
university students
Sanftner, Barlow, Marschall, & Tangney • TOSCA
(1995)
• 171 undergraduate women
Gilbert (2000)

Pathology Measure(s)

• Eating Disoder Inventory - 2 (EDI-2)

Generally, shame-proneness was related to
eating disorder symptoms, 6 of 11 subscales
of the EDI-2 were significantly correlated
with shame (p < .01)
• TOSCA
• Social Interaction Anxiety Scale (SIAS) All shame measures significantly correlated
• Personal Feelings Questionnaire 2 (PFQ2)
with social anxiety (p < .01)
• OAS
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Appendix 3.1 – Glossary of Sexual Orientation, Attraction, and Identity Terms
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Bisexual: One who is sexually and emotionally attracted to both women and men (Clarke,
Ellis, Peel, & Riggs, 2010; Leonard, et al., 2010).
Gay: A term usually reserved for men who experience emotional and sexual attractions
solely or primarily with other men (Clarke, et al., 2010).
Lesbian: A term used to refer to women who experience emotional and sexual attachments
solely or primarily with other women.
Men who have sex with men (MSM): This term was developed by HIV/AIDS researchers
who wanted a more inclusive term to capture all men who have sex with men, but do not
necessarily identify as gay, bisexual or queer. The focus of the term is sexual activity rather
than identity (Clarke, et al., 2010).
Queer: Originally a pejorative term, queer was reclaimed by activists in the 1980‘s, and
has come to represent a branch of critical theory and activism (Clarke, et al., 2010). Some
members of the community refer to themselves as queer to challenge ideas of sexuality and
gender, and do not wish to be inscribed as gay, straight, bisexual or any other distinctly
defined sexual identity category. Many people who refer to themselves as queer also align
ideologically with the term‘s critical theory and activism roots (Clarke, et al., 2010).
Same-sex attracted: Same-sex attracted is a broader term which does not denote sexual
identity. It is an umbrella term which includes ―bisexual and other non-heterosexual people
in same-sex relationships‖ (Clarke, et al., 2010, p. 268).
Same-sex attracted and gender questioning (SSAGQ): An umbrella term developed by
the team at La Trobe University, Australian Research Centre in Sex Health and Society
(ARCSHS). Originally, same-sex attracted youth (SSAY) was used by Smith and Rosenthal
(A. M. A. Smith, et al., 1999). Gender Questioning (GQ) was added by Hillier and her team
to capture the ―growing group who refuse to call themselves male or female – questioning
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their own gender and the basic structures of gender in society‖ (L. Hillier, personal
communication, May 5, 2011). Subsequently, SSAGQ is used to describe the emerging
feelings of young people. SSAGQ focuses on feelings without carrying stigma and
solidified notions of identity.
Trans: A term for people whose sex/gender in some way diverges from that assigned at
birth (Clarke, et al., 2010). Trans includes both transsexual and transgender people.
Transsexual people experience a discord between their gender identity and sex, and may
seek treatment to change their bodies to match their gender identity (Clarke, et al., 2010).
Transgender is viewed as an umbrella term which includes all people whose sex does not
match their gender identity but who do not seek surgical intervention to change their sex
(Clarke, et al., 2010).
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Appendix 4.1 – Articles Published in Gay and Lesbian Stress Press
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Southern Star – 28 May 2009

Sydney Star Observer – 3 June 2009
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Appendix 4.2 – Participant Information Sheet
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School of Public Health, Faculty of Health Sciences

Participant Information Sheet
Project title: SIGNIFICANT EXPERIENCES OF SHAME AND EMBARRASSMENT: A
QUALITATIVE EXPLORATION WITH A SAMPLE OF GAY MEN LIVING IN MELBOURNE
& SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
Dear____________________________, thank you for your interest in this research. You are
booked in for your first interview at __________on______________________ at the below
address;

This study is being conducted by, Adam Becker (Master of Counselling Psychology student, School
of Public Health, La Trobe University) and Dr Geoff Denham (Supervisor & Co-ordinator of
Counselling Psychology programs, School of Public Health, La Trobe University). The study has
received approval from La Trobe University Human Ethics Committee.
The purpose of this research is to explore significant experiences of shame and embarrassment
linked to being gay, amongst a small group of gay men living in Australia. There is evidence to
show that growing up gay in a predominantly straight world leaves gay men sensitive to experience
shame and embarrassment. The aims of the current research are to explore how gay men experience
shame and embarrassment linked to being gay and what has worked for them to deal with these
feelings.
Your participation in this study will require you to recall and talk about your significant experiences
of embarrassment and shame linked to being gay. This will take the form of two one hour
interviews with me and furthermore, if you wish to be involved, a small focus group of only 3 to 4
participants after that. The focus group will run for two hours and participants will be asked to sign
a statement respecting the confidentiality of the group. The first interview we scheduled when we
spoke on the phone, the details of which are listed above.
The interview may be a helpful experience for you personally. However, should the interview leave
you with thoughts or feelings that you would like to discuss further I will provide you with a
number of community organisations through which you can seek confidential counselling, plus a
list of Australian Psychological Society registered psychologists and counsellors with experience
and knowledge of working with gay issues. Furthermore, should you wish to seek counselling I am
happy to assist you to select and make contact with an appropriate counsellor or psychologist. I
have also provided below the details of two self-help books that have been written to assist gay men
in dealing with experiences associated with shame, these books are;



The Velvet Rage: The Velvet Rage: Overcoming The Pain Of Growing Up Gay In A Straight
Man's World, written by Alan Downs, published in 2006 by De Capo Press.
Coming out of Shame: Transforming Gay and Lesbian Lives, written by Gershen Kaufman and
Lev Raphael, published in 1997 by Main Street Books
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Participation in the study is voluntary and participants are free to withdraw at anytime or withdraw
any unprocessed data at a future date. Should you wish to withdraw at any time, please contact one
of the researchers below. All data collected is confidential and will be managed accordingly; hard
data will be stored in a locked cabinet and soft data will be password protected. Your name will
never be recorded with data and will only be used during our interview together, after that
pseudonyms and a coding system will be used to ensure the confidentiality and anonymity of your
responses. Data may be used in future projects; for example, data may be used in the extension of
this project into a doctoral dissertation in 2010. As required by the University, after five years,
publication data will then be destroyed but in the meantime no persons other than the researchers
will have access to the data. Subject to legal requirements, you are guaranteed complete
confidentiality.
The information gathered from this study will be included in Adam Becker‘s thesis as partial
completion of a Master of Counselling Psychology degree. As mentioned, any data utilised in the
writing up of the thesis will use pseudonyms, ensuring you are unable to be identified. You are
welcome to have access to the data and/or thesis at any time. Findings from this research may help
to improve the understanding of counsellors working with shame and embarrassment not only with
gay men, but the wider community.
Please indicate your consent to participate in this research by completing and signing the consent
form included and bring it along to our first interview. If you do not wish to continue please contact
myself, Adam Becker, on the below contact details. If you have any questions or concerns about the
research or if you would like to debrief or follow up please do not hesitate to contact the researchers
on the below contact details;
Adam Becker
School of Public Health
La Trobe University, Bundoora, 3086
Phone:
Email: abecker@students.latrobe.edu.au

Dr Geoff Denham
School of Public Health
La Trobe University, Bundoora, 3086
Phone:
Email: g.denham@latrobe.edu.au

If you have any complaints or queries that the researchers have not been able to answer to your
satisfaction, you may contact the Secretary, Human Ethics Committee, Research and Graduate
Studies Office, La Trobe University, Victoria, 3086, (ph: 03 9479 1443, e-mail:
humanethics@latrobe.edu.au).
Adam Becker
BSc (Psych) Hons, Assoc MAPS
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Consent Form
Project title: SIGNIFICANT EXPERIENCES OF SHAME AND EMBARRASSMENT: A
QUALITATIVE EXPLORATION WITH A SAMPLE OF GAY MEN LIVING IN MELBOURNE
& SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
Names of investigators:
Adam Becker
School of Public Health
La Trobe University, Bundoora, 3086
Phone:
Email: abecker@students.latrobe.edu.au

Dr Geoff Denham
School of Public Health
La Trobe University, Bundoora, 3086
Phone:
Email: g.denham@latrobe.edu.au

Should you have any further questions prior to signing the below consent form please don‘t hesitate
to contact myself, Adam Becker, on 0437 755 580. Otherwise please complete and sign below and
return to me at our first interview.
I _________________________ have read (or, where appropriate, have had read to me) and
understood the participant information sheet and consent form, and any questions I have asked
have been answered to my satisfaction. I agree to participate in the project, realising that I may
withdraw at any time. I agree that research data provided by me or with my permission during the
project may be included in a thesis, presented at conferences and published in journals on the
condition that neither my name nor any other identifying information is used.
Interviews and focus groups are audio-taped for the purpose of effective data analysis, your
anonymity and confidentiality will be maintained at all times as described in the Participant
Information Sheet accompanying this form. Please indicate your consent to have your interview(s)
and focus group (if applicable) audio-recorded as below;
Yes

No

I consent to my interview(s) being audio-recorded
If I participate in a focus group, I consent to the focus group I am participating in being
audio-recorded

Name of Participant (block letters):
Signature:
Name of Investigator (block letters): ADAM BECKER
Signature:

Name of Student Supervisor (block letters): DR GEOFF DENHAM

(please tick appropriate box)
(please tick appropriate box)

Date:
Date:

Date:
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Interview Protocol
Project title: SIGNIFICANT EXPERIENCES OF SHAME AND EMBARRASSMENT: A
QUALITATIVE EXPLORATION WITH A SAMPLE OF GAY MEN LIVING IN
MELBOURNE & SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
COMPLETE DASS FIRST. COMPLETE DEMOGRAPHICS AT END OF FIRST
INTERVIEW
Domain 1: Experiences of Shame and Embarrassment
Lead off Questions numbered and bolded: Possible Follow up questions italicised
1. Can you tell me a little about your coming out experience?
Where are you at now in terms of coming out to both yourself and others?
2. Have you had any particular difficulties in your life that related to being
gay?
Did any experiences of anxiety, low self-esteem, depression, sexuality etc relate to being
gay? Has being gay had an effect on your overall wellbeing? How?
3. What are your thoughts & feelings about being a gay man?
What does or has troubled you about being gay? What are your thoughts about masculinity
and your own masculinity?
4. Can you recall one or two significant experiences of embarrassment that in
one way or another were linked to being gay? Can you tell me in detail
about those experiences? Let's piece together the experience and build a
picture for me so that I can get a full sense of what you experienced.
What were some of the recurring thoughts you had at the time? What were the predominant
feelings that accompanied the experience of embarrassment that you experienced? How did
you feel about yourself? What did you think about yourself? How did you feel about others?
Did the experience remind you of anything that had occurred earlier in your life? How did
you react to others during the experience? What impacts did the experience have on your
daily life?
5. Can you recall one or two significant experiences of shame that in one way
or another were linked to being gay? Can you tell me in detail about those
experiences? As in the first situation with embarrassment, let's piece
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together the experience and build a picture for me so that I can get a full
sense of what you experienced.
What were some of the recurring thoughts you had at the time? What were the predominant
feelings that accompanied the experience of shame that you experienced? How did you feel
about yourself? What did you think about yourself? How did you feel about others? Did the
experience remind you of anything that had occurred earlier in your life? How did you
react to others during the experience? What impacts did the experience have on your daily
life?
6. Are there any behaviours or specific aspects of your life that you have
struggled with in terms of them being embarrassing or shameful?
Domain2 : Therapeutic Experiences
1. What ways have you managed to cope with these described experiences of
shame and embarrassment?
What worked well? What were the short term, intermediate term and long term ways that
you coped with feelings of shame and embarrassment?
2. Have you sought counselling in the past? What were the reasons you sought
counselling?
Did you discuss shame and/or embarrassment with your counsellor? How did the
counsellor approach these issues? What did the counsellor do that helped and what did
they do that hindered?
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Demographic Questions
Project title: SIGNIFICANT EXPERIENCES OF SHAME AND EMBARRASSMENT: A
QUALITATIVE EXPLORATION WITH A SAMPLE OF GAY MEN LIVING IN MELBOURNE
& SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
Participant Code: _________________
Please answer the following general information questions
Age__________
Are you a citizen or resident of Australia?
_____ Yes
_____ No
I‘m interested to ask about gender identification, in terms of masculinity and femininity, how would
you describe yourself?
_____Mostly masculine
_____Mostly feminine
_____More masculine than feminine
_____More feminine than masculine
_____Other identification
________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
In terms of your sexuality, how would you describe yourself?
_____Totally gay
_____Almost totally gay
_____Mostly gay
_____Equally gay and heterosexual
_____Mostly heterosexual
_____Almost totally heterosexual
_____Totally heterosexual
_____Bisexual, attracted to both sexes equally
_____Bisexual, more attracted to same-sex
_____Bisexual, more attracted to other sex
_____Not sexually identified
_____Other
________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
In general, how open with others are you about your sexuality? On a scale from 1 to 7, with 7
representing complete openness and honesty and 1 representing completely hidden identity, please
rate how open you are now about your sexuality
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My sexual identity is
hidden from others with
few exceptions
1

2

3

4

5

6

I am completely open and
honest with others about
my sexual identity
7

I have been ―out‖ to myself for approximately:
_____1 year or less
_____9 years
_____2 years
_____10 years
_____3 years
_____11 years
_____4 years
_____12 years
_____5 years
_____13 years
_____6 years
_____14 years
_____7 years
_____15 years or more
_____8 years
_____Not Applicable
15. In general, I have been ―out‖ to my family for approximately:
_____I am not ―out‖ to my family
_____1 year or less
_____9 years
_____2 years
_____10 years
_____3 years
_____11 years
_____4 years
_____12 years
_____5 years
_____13 years
_____6 years
_____14 years
_____7 years
_____15 years or more
_____8 years
_____Not Applicable
16. In general, I have been ―out‖ to my friends for approximately:
_____I am not ―out‖ to my friends
_____1 year or less
_____9 years
_____2 years
_____10 years
_____3 years
_____11 years
_____4 years
_____12 years
_____5 years
_____13 years
_____6 years
_____14 years
_____7 years
_____15 years or more
_____8 years
_____Not Applicable
This set of questions was adapted from the unpublished work of Audrey Ervin (Ervin, 2003, pp. 101
-104)
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Transcription protocol:
 [ ] signifies comment made by other party during one party‘s stream of speech


( ) signifies comment added during transcription



– signifies a short pause or silence in speech



– – signifies a longer pause or silence in speech



[garbled] signifies unrecognisable speech, words written after a dash within
parentheses are the best guess of what was said



Squiggly brackets signify interviewer observation of interviewee (behavioural or
other) during interview



CAPS signifies voice noticeably stronger and louder



… after a letter or partial word equals an incomplete word sounded out



Repetition of a letter means that sound was emphasised during speech
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